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Abstract

In order to reduce CO2 emissions associated with the production of building materials, the cement and concrete industry has developed new binders by blending
ordinary Portland cement with supplementary cementitious materials such as the
industrial waste products blast furnace slag and fly ash, and/or with finely ground
inert materials such as limestone and quartz. This is setting the scene for the
present thesis which is motivated by the fact that the new binders exhibit different
hardening characteristics compared to their predecessors that were produced with
ordinary Portland cement alone. In order to improve the predictability of properties of blended cementitious materials, a combined experimental-computational
approach is used.
In the experimental part, a comprehensive test database is elaborated by combining state-of-the-art microstructural characterization techniques and mechanical
testing. Microstructural characterization combines methods including thermogravimetric analysis, X-ray diffraction with Rietveld analysis, and scanning electron microscopy, in order to determine the microstructural phase assemblages of
the initial raw products as well as 1, 3, 7, 28, and 91 days after mixing with
water. This allows for resolving phase volume evolutions at the specified times.
Mechanical testing, in turn, includes characterization of stiffness and strength.
The early-age evolution of static unloading modulus is determined with a test
protocol including cyclic loading-unloading tests which are hourly repeated from
24 hours after production up to material ages of 8 days. Dynamic stiffness is
determined based on measurements of ultrasonic pulse velocities of longitudinal
and shear waves, evaluated on the basis of elastic wave propagation in isotropic
media. The uniaxial compressive strength evolution is determined both on pastes
and mortars, crushed 1, 3, 7, 28, and 91 days after production. The tensile splitting strength, in turn, is determined 1, 3, 28, and 91 days after production. All
the measured data is then stored in a newly established database “CemBase”
along with additional data collected from the literature. At the end of this thesis
“CemBase” contained information on 399 entries out of which approx. 20 % were
measured during the experimental campaign and approx. 80 % were collected
from available literature.
The computational part focuses on multiscale strength homogenization in the
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frameworks of two complementary modeling methods: multiscale Finite Elementbased homogenization and continuum micromechanics. Finite Element-based homogenization uses nonlinear fracture mechanics with an isotropic damage model
to establish a link between nanoscopic calcium-silicate-hydrates and the uniaxial
compressive strength of cement pastes, emphasizing the nonuniform distribution
of C-S-H around clinker grains. The model focuses on the special role of C-S-H
as the main material phase contributing to the macroscopic mechanical properties as well as introduces the C-S-H/space ratio as the main microstructural
descriptor. In addition, the model identifies key factors influencing the compressive strength of cement pastes. Continuum micromechanics, in turn, is used for
elasto-brittle modeling of both compressive and tensile strength. The method
accounts for key features of cementitious microstructures in terms of their hierarchical organization, quasi-homogeneous material phases, their volume fractions,
characteristic shapes, and mutual interaction. The compressive strength model
considers that the macroscopic strength is reached once stress peaks in micronsized needle-shaped hydrates reach their strength. The latter is described based
on a Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion including the angle of internal friction and
the cohesion of low-density calcium-silicate-hydrates, as quantified by limit state
analysis of nanoindentation tests. The model accounts for stress concentrations in
the immediate vicinity of sand grains, and it uses strain energy-related stress averages for the scale transition from cement paste down to needle-shaped hydrates.
It is found that microfillers effectively reinforce the hydrate foam, and that hydration of supplementary cementitious materials has a strengthening effect which
is not only related to the increase of hydrate volume and the corresponding decrease of capillary porosity, but also to an increase of the cohesion of low-density
calcium-silicate-hydrates. The tensile strength model, in turn, is based on upscaling elasticity and fracture energy from nanoscopic calcium-silicate-hydrates –
as quantified by molecular dynamics simulations – all the way up to the uniaxial
tensile strength of mortars and concretes. The model considers that cementitious materials suffer from pre-existing cracks which are only somewhat smaller
than the maximum aggregate size, and that the tensile strength of the material
is reached once these cracks start to propagate. Summarizing, the three developed models define a new state-of-the-art regarding multiscale homogenization of
strength properties of cementitious materials.
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Abstrakt
Za účelem snı́ženı́ emisı́ CO2 vznikajı́cı́ch při výrobě betonu přistoupil cementářský průmysl k vývinu alternativnı́ch pojiv, které vzniknou smı́chánı́m
Portlandského cementu s doplňkovými cementovými přı́měsmi jako např. struska
a popı́lek, přı́padně dalšı́mi inertnı́mi materiály jako např. mikromletý křemen
anebo vápenec. Motivacı́ pro tuto disertačnı́ práci byla skutečnost, že směsné
cementy vykazujı́ rozdı́lné vlastnosti v porovnánı́ s Portlandským cementem. Za
účelem zlepšenı́ předpovědi výsledných vlastnostı́ kompozitů na bázi směsných cementů je v této práci použit komplementárnı́, experimentálně-modelovacı́ přı́stup.
Prvnı́ část disertačnı́ práce se zabývá experimenty a je zde podrobně popsáno
vytvořenı́ obsáhlé databáze výsledků zı́skaných kombinacı́ metod určených pro
charakterizaci mikrostruktury cementových past a vývoj jejich mechanických
vlastnostı́. Charakterizace mikrostruktury byla provedena v 1, 3, 7, 28 a 91
dnech po smı́chánı́ cementu s vodou za použitı́ kombinace termické analýzy,
RTG difrakce a rastrovacı́ho elektronového mikroskopu s detektorem odražených
elektronů.

Výstupem byl vývoj objemového zastoupenı́ materiálových fázı́

pro jednotlivé cementové pasty v čase.

Následně byl zdokumentován vývoj

mechanických vlastnostı́ cementových past od okamžiku odbedněnı́ vzorku po
24 hodinách až do stářı́ 91 dnů. Statické měřenı́ vývoje modulu pružnosti bylo
prováděno každou hodinu během prvnı́ch osmi dnů stářı́ vzorku. Dynamické
měřenı́ modulu pružnosti bylo prováděno soubežně se statickým měřenı́m podle
metodiky vyhodnocenı́ rychlosti šı́řenı́ ultrazvukové vlny v isotropnı́m materiálu.
Vývoj jednoosé tlakové pevnosti byl změřen na vzorcı́ch cementové pasty a malty
v časech 1, 3, 7, 28 a 91 dnů. Vývoj tahové pevnosti cementových past byl změřen
v časech 1, 3, 28 a 91 dnů. Nově byla založena databáze “CemBase” za účelem
shromážděnı́ výsledků zkoušenı́ cementových past nejen v rámci této práce, ale
zejména z dostupné literatury. Databáze “CemBase” obsahovala ke dni odevzdánı́
této práce 399 položek, přičemž přibližně 20 % dat bylo naměřeno v rámci této
práce a zbývajı́cı́ch přibližně 80 % dat pocházı́ z literatury.
V druhé části disertačnı́ práce je popsáno modelovánı́ vývoje pevnosti cementových past za pomoci dvou komplementárnı́ch přı́stupů: pomocı́ metody
konečných prvků a pomocı́ mikromechaniky kontinua. Při homogenizaci metodou
konečných prvků je použit materiálový model založený na nelineárnı́ lomové mechanice se zohledněnı́m isotropnı́ho poškozenı́. Tento materiálový model je použit
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při modelovánı́ nanoskopických “vápenato-křemičitých hydrátů” (C-S-H) za
účelem predikce výsledné jednoosé tlakové pevnosti na úrovni makroskopické cementové pasty s přihlédnutı́m k nerovnoměrné distribuci C-S-H v okolı́ slı́nkových
zrn. Model klade důraz na C-S-H jakožto základnı́ stavebnı́ kámen mikrostruktury cementových past a nově zavádı́ popis mikrostruktury za pomoci C-S-H
a kapilárnı́ porozity. Současně také analyzuje klı́čové faktory, které ovlivňujı́
tlakovou pevnost cementových past. Mikromechanika kontinua je použita na
predikci jak tlakové, tak i tahové pevnosti. Metoda zohledňuje pět charakteristických vlastnostı́ mikrostruktur cementových past: jejich hierarchickou strukturu, jednotlivé materiálové fáze včetně jejich objemového zastoupenı́, charakteristických tvarů a vzájemné interakce. Model pro tlakovou pevnost je založen na
přepokladu, že k porušenı́ cementové pasty dojde v okamžiku dosaženı́ limitnı́ho
napětı́ v rámci mikroskopických hydrátů. To je popsáno Mohr-Coulombovým
zákonem porušenı́ se zohledněnı́m úhlu vnitřnı́ho třenı́ a koheze C-S-H, obou
určených za pomoci limitnı́ analýzy u nanoindentačnı́ch měřenı́. Model zahrnuje
vliv koncentrace napětı́ v okolı́ pı́skových zrn na úrovni malty a využı́vá
průměrovánı́ napětı́ s ohledem na zachovánı́ energie pružné deformace mezi
úrovnı́ cementové pasty a jednotlivými hydráty. Použitı́ přı́měsı́ vede k vyztuženı́
mikrostruktury na úrovni “hydrátové pěny”. Reakce doplňkových cementových
přı́měsı́ (struska, popı́lek) má posilujı́cı́ účinek s ohledem na nárůst tlakové
pevnosti cementové pasty nejen z důvodu produkce dalšı́ho C-S-H a snı́ženı́
kapilárnı́ porozity, ale také dı́ky zvýšenı́ koheze C-S-H. Model pro tahovou pevnost
je založen na škálovánı́ pružnosti a lomové energie od nanoskopických hydrátů
až po maltu nebo beton na makroskopické úrovni. Základnı́m předpokladem je
existence sı́tě trhlin, které jsou menšı́ než maximálnı́ velikost kameniva, a také
skutečnost, že tahové pevnosti materiálu je dosaženo v okamžiku, kdy dojde
k propagaci trhlin. Celkem byly v rámci této disertačnı́ práce sestaveny tři
vı́ceúrovňové modely, které otevı́rajı́ cestu k předpovědi pevnostı́ cementových
kompozitů.
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Introduction
It is estimated that the cement industry produces 5–8 % of total global anthropogenic CO2 emissions [62]. The reduction of CO2 emissions became one of the
main objectives for the cement and concrete industry in recent years, motivating research on and development of new cementitious binders. One promising
approach to reduce the carbon footprint of cement production is to replace part
of ordinary Portland cement (OPC) with (i) supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs), such as ground granulated blast furnace slag or fly ash, or with (ii)
finely ground inert microfillers such as quartz or limestone, to name a few from
the widely used alternative waste products available on the global market today.
Clinker substitution rose from 17% in 1990 to 35% in 2010 among the European
cement producers [155, 164]. A further shift is expected, motivated by economical, ecological, and sustainability-related benefits [62, 63]. Adding SCMs to OPC
results in a challenging chemical complexity [116], such that prediction of reaction
kinetics and of microstructural details based on knowledge regarding the actual
chemical composition of the binder remain open research questions [26, 40]. Slag
addition alters reaction kinetics, but the impact on the resultant microstructure
is rather small due to the fact that hydration products of slag exhibit similar
stoichiometric composition as the hydration products stemming from pure cement clinker. However their fibrillar morphology may be replaced by a foil-like
structure, as concluded by Richardson [132]. Moreover, nanoindentation tests
showed that the hydrates in slag blended pastes are considerably stronger than
in OPC pastes [175]. The addition of fly ash significantly impacts the workability of the fresh paste as the fly ash particles are near-to-perfect spheres. At the
same time, it induces a pozzolanic reaction that transforms Portlandite into C-SH, which exhibits a smaller Ca/Si ratio as well as a different nanostructure and
morphology compared to C-S-H stemming from pure OPC. Using finely ground
limestone or quartz leads to overall lower generated hydration heat and to ac1
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celerated hydration [97] as they provide preferred precipitation sites for C-S-H
hydrates stemming from the hydration of OPC.
Concretes made from blended cements can be competitive on the market only
if they exhibit similar or an improved performance compared to concretes from
OPC. Standard concrete composition was refined over centuries such that the
present-day concrete which is based on Portland cement meets all the industrial
demands for an easy-to-produce and durable building material. More specifically,
three principal demands of the building industry need to be addressed, namely
that (i) concrete remains workable for sufficiently long, i.e. the setting of cement
starts after several hours, that (ii) early-age strength develops fast enough such
that formworks can be stripped as early as 24 hours after production, and that (iii)
the final structure is durable and reliable in order to guarantee serviceability for
its entire designed lifetime. Concretes made from blended cements comply with
the requirement for workability due to the retarded SCM reaction, and also with
long term durability-related requirements. However, the development of earlyage strength is slower compared to that of concrete based on OPC. This initiated
intensive research focused on early-age mechanical properties of blended cements,
see e.g [57, 94, 97, 175]. Notably, also the long-term properties of these materials
(using high volume cement replacement levels) are also not well documented.
The lack of knowledge results in great challenges for industrial developers and for
scientific researchers.
The scientific understanding of concrete microstructures promoted the development of multiscale computational models for predicting mechanical properties.
Initially, the primary focus of research was on the elastic properties of cement
pastes. Continuum micromechanics not only provides an efficient analytical tool
for accessing the elastic properties [23, 138, 122, 149], but also for predicting creep
properties [140, 77] and the compressive strength evolution [121, 123] based on
“averaged” properties of microstructural constituents. Numerical homogenization
by Finite Elements allows for resolving the microstructure in greater detail and,
hence, allows for analyzing the interaction between the microscopic constituents
at a high precision, see e.g. [167] for elasticity predictions and [166] for extension
towards viscoelasticity of cement pastes. So far the modeling activities focused
on Portland cement pastes due to the detailed knowledge of the microstructure
as well as the availability of models for hydration kinetics of clinker [129]. The
extension of modeling approaches towards blended cements is difficult due to the
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fact that the addition of supplementary cementitious materials results in a substantial modification of the microstructure, rendering analytical approximations
of hydration kinetics of blended binders currently out of reach.
The main objective of this thesis is to address the industrial demand for a deeper
understanding of blended cement pastes and mortars, and to provide models
capable of determining mechanical properties with evolving microstructure. In
this context, a comprehensive experimental campaign was launched in order to
characterize the evolution of elastic stiffness, compressive strength, and splitting
tensile strength of selected blended cement pastes and mortars, see Chapter 1.
To this end, a novel approach of determination of the unloading modulus of
cement pastes was established, see Chapter 2 for details. In addition to the experimental campaign, two complementary modeling approaches for prediction of
mechanical properties were developed: (i) a Finite Element-based model the describing nonuniform distribution of hydration products between clinker grains,
see Chapter 3, and (ii) a continuum micromechanics approach based on a MohrCoulomb strength criterion of hydrates taking into consideration stress concentration around sand grain surfaces, see Chapter 4. Finally, a first analytical
multiscale model for tensile fracture is developed in Chapter 5. All chapters in
this thesis are written as stand-alone manuscripts; Chapter 1 is planned to be
extended to a full journal paper, Chapters 2 and 3 have already been published
in “Strain – An International Journal for Experimental Mechanics” and “Cement
and Concrete Research” journals, respectively, and Chapters 4 and 5 are mature
drafts soon to be submitted to peer-reviewed journals.

Research objectives
The principal research objectives for this thesis are:
1. Develop predictive micromechanical models for compressive and tensile
strength evolution of blended cement pastes. The models should cover
a time period from one day after the production up to maturity, i.e. link
initial blend composition and hydration degree to macroscopic stiffness and
strength evolution.
2. Identify microstructural constituents and key factors governing the evolution of macroscopic mechanical properties of blended cement pastes with
increasing degree of hydration.
3. Generate a comprehensive database for cement pastes, produced with pure
and blended Portland cements, and test such materials from one day after production up to mature stages. Determine stiffness, compressive and
tensile strengths during maturing. Obtain complementary microstructural
characterization of individual material phases as a function of degree of
hydration.
This thesis is a part of the Core Project 10 entitled “Micromechanical analysis of blended cement-based composites”, funded by the industrial-academic
nanoscience research network for sustainable cement and concrete “NANOCEM”.

4

Methodology and key results
Chapter 1
This Chapter refers to microstructural and mechanical characterization of
OPC and blended pastes and mortars, representing the experimental focus of
NANOCEM’s Core Project 10 entitled “Micromechanical analysis of blended
cement-based composites”. At the time of finalizing this thesis, it is planned
to extend this Chapter to a full journal paper, after completing the PhD studies.
Gilles Chanvillard, Vı́t Šmilauer, and Bernhard Pichler set up the overall research
strategy. Michal Hlobil prepared specimens, tested them mechanically, and documented research results. Pipat Termkhajornkit and Rémi Barbarulo coordinated,
supervised, and carried out microstructural characterization. Vı́t Šmilauer and
Michal Hlobil then established the “CemBase” database and used it to store the
measured data.
DIGEST: The comprehensive test database is elaborated by combining state-ofthe-art microstructural characterization techniques and mechanical testing. Microstructural characterization combines methods including thermo-gravimetric
analysis, X-ray diffraction with Rietveld analysis, and scanning electron microscopy, in order to determine the microstructural phase assemblages of the
initial raw products as well as 1, 3, 7, 28, and 91 days after mixing with water.
This allows for resolving phase volume evolutions at the specified times. Mechanical testing includes characterization of stiffness and strength. The early-age
evolution of static unloading modulus is determined with a test protocol including cyclic loading-unloading tests which are hourly repeated from 24 hours after
production up to material ages of 8 days. Dynamic stiffness is determined based
on measurements of ultrasonic pulse velocities of longitudinal and shear waves,
evaluated on the basis of elastic wave propagation in isotropic media. The uni5
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axial compressive strength evolution is determined both on pastes and mortars,
crushed 1, 3, 7, 28, and 91 days after production. The tensile splitting strength,
in turn, is determined 1, 3, 28, and 91 days after production.

Chapter 2
This chapter is based on a joint publication of Phillip Karte, Michal Hlobil,
Roland Reihsner, Wolfgang Dörner, Olaf Lahayne, Josef Eberhardsteiner, and
Bernhard Pichler published in Strain, (2015), vol. 51, pp. 156–169.
Bernhard Pichler and Josef Eberhardsteiner set up the overall research strategy,
supervised the research progress, checked key results, and supported the documentation process. Phillip Karte prepared specimens, tested them, evaluated
measured data, and documented the research results. Michal Hlobil refined the
sample production technique, helped with specimen production and with testing, and prepared software routines for the evaluation of recorded measurement
data. Roland Reihsner operated testing machines and supervised the use of measurement equipment. Wolfgang Dörner designed and manufactured new testing
hardware. Olaf Lahayne supervised ultrasonics measurements.
DIGEST:
The stiffness evolution of binder “cement paste” is triggering the stiffness of concrete. In the engineering practice, concrete formworks are typically removed 24
hours after production. This underlines that knowledge on mechanical properties
of cementitious materials during the second, third, and fourth day after production are of high relevance for the ongoing construction process. This provides
the motivation to perform early-age stiffness characterization on hydrating cement pastes, by means of the following three test methods. Unloading modulus
is determined using a novel setup for nondestructive uniaxial compression testing
including overdetermined deformation measurements. Dynamic Young’s moduli
are obtained from ultrasonics experiments. Isothermal differential calorimetry
allows for linking the observed temporal evolution of early-age stiffness to the
hydration degree of cement. Pastes with three different compositions are investigated, defined in terms of the initial water-to-cement mass ratio w/c and
the initial water-to-solid (binder) mass ratio w/s. Pure cement pastes exhibit
w/c = w/s = 0.50 and w/c = w/s = 0.42, respectively. A fly ash-blended cement
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paste refers to a cement mass replacement level of 16 percent, and this is related
to w/c = 0.50 and w/s = 0.42. Both unloading moduli and dynamic Young’s
moduli of all three materials increase practically linearly with increasing hydration degree, in the investigated regime of hydration degrees ranging from 40 to 60
percent. Fly ash does not contribute significantly to the early-age hydration of
the material, i.e. it represents a quasi-inert part of the material’s microstructure,
exhibiting a significant stiffening effect.

Chapter 3
This chapter is based on a joint publication of Michal Hlobil, Vı́t Šmilauer, and
Gilles Chanvillard published in Cement and Concrete Research, (2016), vol. 83,
pp. 188–202.
Vı́t Šmilauer set up the overall research strategy, provided support for Finite
Element method, implemented Griffith-Rankine material model into OOFEM
code, and documented the theoretical development of the model. Michal Hlobil
ran all simulations, postprocessed results and collaborated on the manuscript.
Gilles Chanvillard provided insight into the microstructure of cement pastes and
offered suggestions to improve the manuscript.
DIGEST:
The evolution of compressive strength belongs to the most fundamental properties of cement paste. Driven by an increasing demand for clinker substitution,
the paper presents a new four-level micromechanical model for the prediction
of compressive strength of blended cement pastes. The model assumes that the
paste compressive strength is governed by apparent tensile strength of the C-S-H
globule. The multiscale model takes into account the volume fractions of relevant
chemical phases and encompasses a spatial gradient of C-S-H between individual grains. The presence of capillary pores, the C-S-H spatial gradient, clinker
minerals, SCMs, other hydration products, and air further decrease compressive
strength. Calibration on 95 experimental compressive strength values shows that
the apparent tensile strength of the C-S-H globule yields approx. 320 MPa. Sensitivity analysis reveals that the ”C-S-H/space” ratio, followed by entrapped or
entrained air and the spatial gradient of C-S-H, have the largest influence on
compressive strength.
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Chapter 4
This chapter contains a quite mature paper draft authored by Michal Hlobil, Markus Königsberger, Pipat Termkhajornkit, Rémi Barbarulo, Christian
Hellmich, and Bernhard Pichler. At the time of finalizing this thesis, is planned to
submit the paper – in further improved form – to Cement and Concrete Research.
Bernhard Pichler and Christian Hellmich set up the overall research strategy,
supervised the research progress, checked key results, and supported the documentation process. Michal Hlobil implemented a software script for compressive strength predictions, produced mortar specimens, tested them, documented
research results, and produced diagrams for the paper. Markus Königsberger
provided support for Michal Hlobil during model implementation and code verification, produced figures, and wrote the first draft of the paper. Pipat Termkhajornkit and Rémi Barbarulo coordinated, supervised, and carried out microstructural characterization.
DIGEST:
This contribution refers to early-age strength of pastes and mortars produced
either with ordinary Portland cement (OPC) or with blended OPC where part
of cement clinker is replaced either by quartz, limestone, slag, or fly ash. The
study combines multiscale elasto-brittle modeling with microstructural characterization and early-age macroscopic testing of blended mortars. In the context of
modeling, the elasto-brittle strength model for cement pastes presented in [CCR
41:467-476, 2011] is extended towards mortars. Loading imposed on mortar samples is first concentrated down to stress peaks in cement paste volumes which are
directly bonded to stiff sand grains. Further stress concentration down to micronsized needle-shaped hydrates is quantified based on strain energy-related stress
averages. This is motivated by the envisioned failure mode of hydrates, which
is energy-driven shear cracking at the nanometric scale, with a shear strength
that increases with increasing pressure acting on the crack plane. The friction
angle and the cohesion intervening in the newly adopted Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion are taken from limit state analysis of grid indentation testing on
low-density calcium-silicate-hydrates. Therefore, the model is free of fitting parameters. Blind predictions of the macroscopic compressive strength of OPC
pastes and mortars agree very well with experimental results from three different laboratories. This is the motivation to continue with mortars produced with
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binders representing blends of OPC and limestone, quartz, slag, and fly ash,
respectively. Early-age phase evolutions are quantified based on state-of-the-art
microstructural characterization, including thermogravimetric analysis and X-ray
diffraction with Rietveld analysis, and scanning electron microscopy. As for modeling, very finely ground quartz and limestone are introduced as reinforcements
of the hydrate foam, i.e. they directly interact with needle-shaped hydrates and
capillary porosity. The coarser hydraulic supplementary cementitious materials
(SCM) slag and fly ash, in turn, are introduced at the same scale as unhydrated
clinker grains. Comparison of model-predicted strength evolutions agree well
with test results, as long as the blending materials do not hydrate. Hydration of
slag and fly ash is shown to increase the hydrate cohesion significantly, and this
is consistent with recent nanoindentation studies on mature OPC and blended
pastes.

Chapter 5
This chapter contains a mature paper draft authored by Michal Hlobil, Maximilian Göstl, Jacques Burrus, Christian Hellmich, and Bernhard Pichler. At
the time of finalizing this thesis, it is planned to submit the paper – in further
improved form – to the Journal for Mechanics and Physics of Solids.
Bernhard Pichler and Christian Hellmich set up the overall research strategy,
supervised the research progress, checked key results, and supported the documentation process. Michal Hlobil contributed the multiscale homogenization
approaches for elastic stiffness and fracture energy, the dimensionless versions of
the damage evolution law, carried out structural simulations, and documented
research results. Maximilian Göstl contributed the first version of the size-effect
formulation appearing in the damage evolution law, the Finite Element code
for simulation of three-point bending tests, and he documented research results.
Jacques Burrus analyzed the direct tension tests, developed the first version of
the damage evolution law, and documented research results.
DIGEST:
Macroscopic tensile fracture of cementitious materials results from bond ruptures
at the nanoscopic scale of calcium-silicate-hydrates (C-S-H). Here, we use a hierarchical covered spheres model to analytically upscale the fracture energy of the
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calcium-silicate-hydrates (C-S-H), as quantified in recently published molecular
dynamics simulations, to the material scale of mortar and (cracked) concrete. The
latter fracture energy then enters the resistance side of a thermodynamics-based
damage propagation criterion, with the crack density parameter as the damage
variable quantifying the deterioration state of a representative volume element
(RVE) of cracked concrete. The driving force for crack propagation, on the other
hand, relates to the change in elastic energy with increasing crack density; the
elastic energy being derived from a hierarchical Eshelby-based homogenization
scheme, linking the C-S-H level to that of the cracked concrete, the latter with
an RVE containing penny-shaped cracks as distinct material phase. These upscaling relations are complemented by a damage evolution law in the format of a
functional relationship between characteristic crack size and crack density, both
related to the material phase “cracks” mentioned before, on the one hand, and
the maximum aggregate size on the other. This law governs the tensile softening
behavior in the three dimensional damage accumulation zone surrounding, by
three times the maximum aggregate size, a macrocrack propagating through the
considered structure. Thereby, the initial characteristic crack size within an RVE
of cracked concrete follows a Weibullian size effect law. Two constants quantifying the aforementioned functional relationship are back-analyzed from direct
tensile tests. The thus completed micromechanics model, when fed into 3D structural Finite Element analyses, allows for satisfactory prediction of the behavior of
three-point bending experiments on notched mortar beams. This underlines that
tension-induced failure of macroscopic structures made of cementitious materials
can indeed be explained based on elastic and fracture properties of nanoscopic
C-S-H.

Chapter 1
Experimental campaign
This chapter describes the raw materials used within this project, starting with
the description of raw materials, followed by specific mix design, then by a microstructural characterization as well as hydration kinetics. In addition, an extensive study of mechanical properties, starting with elasticity measurements performed by means of mechanical loading/unloading cycles as well as by ultrasonic
wave speed propagation, followed by uniaxial compressive strength tests and closing with Brazilian splitting strength tests.

1.1

Material description

Lafarge Centre de Recherche provided all the raw materials used in this study.
The following raw materials were used to prepare blended cements used within
this project: ordinary Portland cement, finely ground quartz sand and limestone,
blast furnace slag, and fly ash. For chemical composition of materials used, refer
to Table 1.1, for physical properties to Table 1.2.

1.1.1

Ordinary Portland cement

The cement is characterized as CEM I 52.5 N CE CP2 NF and comes from
Saint-Pierre-la-Cour plant in northwestern part of France. Microstructural characterization (performed at Lafarge Centre de Recherche) provided insight into the
chemical (see Table 1.1) as well as mineral composition (see Table 1.3). Physical
11
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Table 1.1: Oxide composition of materials as weight fractions (in
%)
Material

CaO

SiO2

Al2 O3

Fe2 O3

SO3

MgO

OPC
Slag∗
Fly ash

65.59
42.29
10.92

20.12
35.82
54.70

4.95
11.16
23.28

3.04
0.27
3.82

3.43
1.99
0.16

0.98
8.31
1.08

Material (cont.)

Na2 O

K2 O

P2 O5

TiO2

Mn2 O3

other

0.16
0.18
3.15

0.99
0.34
0.84

0.31
0.00
0.08

0.21
0.47
0.67

0.13
0.22
0.06

0.09
–
1.24

OPC
Slag∗
Fly ash

(∗ ) Slag composition does not add to 100 % due to measurement
uncertainties.

Table 1.2: Physical properties of materials used

Mass density
[kg/m3 ]

Blaine fineness
[m2 /kg]

3 170
2 650
2 715
2 930
2 090

363
617.2
–
340
368.6

OPC
Quartz
Limestone
Slag
Fly ash

Granulometry
d90
d50
d10 d4.3
[µm] [µm] [µm] [µm]
41.78
–
–
–
–

15.44
–
–
–
–

2.45
–
–
–
–

19.21
–
–
–
–

properties are listed in Table 1.2. During testing, cement was stored in sealed
plastic non-transparent barrels to reduce the risk of prehydration.
Table 1.3: Mineral composition of CEM I 52.5 N as mass fractions (in %)
C3 S

C2 S

C3 A (cubic)

C3 A (ortho)

C4 AF

free lime

57.20

20.80

4.90

1.00

10.30

1.10

gypsum

anhydrite

hemihydrate

calcite

periclase

portlandite

1.30

0.30

2.30

0.40

0.10

0.30

1.1.2

Quartz

The primary reason of substituting a portion of OPC by finely ground quartz
sand is to directly reduce the cost of the binder. The addition of quartz helps
to disperse clinker particles during mixing which results in a homogeneous mi-
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crostructure of hardened cement paste. Quartz sand is a chemically inert material that only acts as a inert filler in the binder. It accelerates the hydration of
OPC and the resultant formation of hydration products by providing preferred
nucleation sites for precipitation of hydrates [97]. It also helps to progressively
decrease the total heat release during the hydration of cement. Table 1.2 contains
measured physical properties of quartz used.

1.1.3

Limestone

Finely ground limestone may also be used to substitute part of OPC in the binder,
where it acts as a microfiller. Similar to quartz, limestone influences the hydration
of the cementitious binder. First, it slightly accelerates the early-age hydration
process by providing preferred nucleation sites for C-S-H gel to precipitate on.
However, it also reacts with C3 A forming hemi- and monocarbonate phases [41].
The hydrate composition within the microstructure may be changed but the
impact on mechanical properties is negligible.

1.1.4

Blast furnace slag

Ground granulated blast-furnace slag (abbrev. GGBS) is a by-product produced
during the manufacture of iron in a blast furnace. Iron-rich ore (hematite Fe2 O3 or
magnetite Fe3 O4 ) with iron content from 50 % to 70 % is charged directly into the
blast furnace, descends through it and is heated with hot air up to 1600 ◦ C. Slag
forms in liquid state from the remains of silica and other compounds during the
fusion of limestone (and/or dolomite) flux with ash from coke and the siliceous and
aluminous residues remaining in the furnace after the reduction and separation
of the iron from the ore [113]. Slag is then collected and channeled away from
the furnace.
Rapid cooling of molten slag down to 800 ◦ C forms a vitreous structure, resulting
in hydraulic properties. Slow cooling leads to a stable solid, which consists of crystalline Ca-Al-Mg silicates, with little or or no cementing properties [147]. Slowlycooled slag can be used as aggregate. There are two methods to rapidly cool
blast furnace slag – granulation and pelletization. During granulation, molten
slag is cooled down by high pressure water jets (0.6 MPa) and forms granules less
than 5 mm in diameter. One tonne of slag consumes about three cubic meters of
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water [147]. After this process, slag will contain over 95 % of glass [152]. Pelletization involves pouring of molten slag onto rotating steel drums with a speed of
300 rpm. These disks throw slag into the air where it is sprayed with water and
cooled. The consumption of water is only about one cubic meter per ton of slag.
Remaining water content less than 10 %. Taylor [152] states that the proportion
of glass decreases with increasing pellet size. Slag is then grounded to a desired
fineness, usually the same as Portland cement (see Figure 1.1).
Chemical, Mineralogical, and Morphological Properties of Steel Slag :...

http://www.hindawi.com/journals/ace/2011/463638/fig11/

Figure 11: SEM micrograph showing the surface texture of a sand-size EAF slag particle (magnification = 1200X).

Figure
1.1:
SEM
micrograph
showing
the
of a sand-size EAF slag particle,
magnified
www.hindawi.com/journals/ace/2011/463638/fig11/

surface
1200×,

texture
source:

Slag particles are irregular in shape but similar in size due to grounding. The
final product after grounding has a bright grey colour and a density of approx.
2900 kg/m3 . The chemical composition of slag varies greatly from plant to plant
with the materials smelted and conditions in the blast furnace but contains SiO2 ,
CaO, Al2 O3 and MgO among other metal oxides. But for a given plant, the
composition stays relatively similar unless the raw materials change. The more
silica slag contains, the more it is reactive. The amount of silica and lime does not
1z1
24.8.2012 17:56
fluctuate
very much in slag (regardless of blast furnace), silica is around
35 % and

lime around 40 %. Other constituents vary much more. Glass content is essential
for reactivity of slag but most standards do not specify a threshold value.
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Replacement of Portland cement

Slag can replace up to 70 % of Portland cement in concrete mixture. It is latently
hydraulic therefore needs an activator (either sulfate, alkalis or increase of pH in
the system). The reaction rate is rather slow (slower than alite) and depends
on quantity and relative proportions of slag and Portland cement, temperature,
chemical composition and fineness of slag and cement [113]. Once activated, it
begins to form calcium silicate hydrates.

In order to speed up the hydration rate and increase early age strength, it is useful
to add alkaline activators (Na2 SiO3 , Na2 CO3 , NaOH and Na2 SO4 , sorted from
the most effective to the least) into the cement mixture, especially when high
content of slag is present [147]. Once activated, slag offers additional nucleation
sites for hydration products to grow, making a denser structure by reducing the
connectivity of pores in the paste, resulting in a higher strength. Taylor [152]
states that the microstructure of the outer product becomes progressively less
fibrillar and more foil-like in character.

The addition of slag does not improve workability and bleeding of the fresh paste
due to the fact that its particles are irregular (opposed to nearly perfect spheres
of fly ash). The hydration rate is slower than Portland cement paste resulting
in a slower increase in early age strength. Generated heat is also lower which
reduces the risks of thermal cracking [113]. The highest strength of cement paste
is obtained when slag contains 15-20 % of Al2 O3 and 40-50 % of CaO [147]. With
an increasing amount of Portland cement substituted by slag, the viscosity and
yield stress decrease.

Slower hydration also has an effect on formwork removal as these times have to
be extended. The structure has to be cured for longer periods. These short-term
inconveniences are compensated with a more durable structure. The surface
finish has a higher quality, is less permeable to alkalis or sulfates due to finer pore
structure and pore distribution [113]. Slag does not however reduce the risk of
carbonation of concrete. It can be also noted that the addition of slag creates a
brighter colour of the structure which may be used for architectural reasons.
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1.1.5

Fly ash
58 Cementing components

Fly ash is an incombustible residue from materials that coalesced during combus3.5.7 Coal fly ash

tion of coal in power station furnaces between 1250 – 1600 ◦ C [113]. It is filtered
3.5.7.1 Production and characteristics of fly ashes

and removed from the flue gases using electrostatic precipitators and/or fabric
Fly ashes are by-products of power generation at coal-fired power plants,

filters before
these
are released
intothe
cooling
chimneys.
Due tothat
pozzolanic
collected
by gases
the fabric
filters and/or
electrostatic
precipitators
remove
the particulates
particles)
from the
smoke, making
properties
this waste
product(solid
is used
to replace
Portland
cementtheinsmoke
concrete procleaner and less harmful to the environment. Fly ashes are heterogeneous

duction. fine
Unused
fly consisting
ash is stored
inoflandfills.
powders
mostly
rounded or spherical glassy particles of
SiO2  Al2 O3  Fe2 O3 and CaO. The composition of fly ash depends on the

Fly ash coal
takesused,
thebut
form
clay-like
particles
(see into
Figure
1.2),or spherical
in
also of
on fine
the various
substances
injected
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shape upstream
to 100
µm in diameter. Some particles are hollow inside (called ceno-

collectors. When limestone and dolomite are used for desulphurization of
gases,
CaO and
MgO contents
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Condi-Particles
spheres) the
andexit
some
contain
smaller
spheresininside
plerospheres).
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crystal
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Class F fly ash particles have a clean surface (Figure 3.14a), while there
fuel burned
in the power plant but it is generally composed of SiO2 (amorphous
are deposits of various condensates, such as alkalis and sulphates, on
the
and crystalline),
, Fe
O3 particles,
and CaO.
Wheninlimestone
and dolomite are used
surface of Al
Class
fly2ash
as shown
Figure 3.14b.
2 O3C
The most abundant phase in fly ashes is glass. Crystalline compounds usufor desulphurization
of the exit gasses, CaO and MgO contents in fly ash will be
ally account for from 5 to 50% and include quartz, mullite, hematite, spinel,
melilite, gehlenite,
sulphate, fly
alkali
increasedmagnetite,
[147]. Depending
on the kalsilite,
chemicalcalcium
composition,
ashsulphate
can be divided
(Hemmings and Berry, 1988). High calcium fly ash may contain appreciable

into two classes (according to ASTM C 618): class F and class C.

(a) Class F fly ash

(b) Class C fly ash

SEM pictures
pictures of classes
F and C
ash particles
(Shi 1996a).
FigureFigure
1.2:3.14
SEM
of classes
Fflyand
C fly ash
particles, source: [147]

Types of fly ash
• Class F: if (SiO2 + Al2 O3 + Fe2 O3 ) > 70%. Formed when older, black
coal (anthracite) is burned. Particles have a clean surface (see Figure 1.2).
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Usually, it has a high content of SiO2 , Al2 O3 and Fe2 O3 while a low content
of CaO and has very little cementitious properties.
• Class C: if 50% < (SiO2 + Al2 O3 + Fe2 O3 ) > 70%. Formed during the

combustion of lignite (brown coal), has cementing properties. Particles
contain additional condensates on their surface (see Figure 1.2). Usually,
it contains more CaO, MgO and SiO3 and less SiO2 and Al2 O3 than class
F fly ash. Contains crystalline phases of free CaO, C3 A, C2 S, CaSO4 and
MgO.

Replacement of Portland cement
The addition of fly ash into concrete mixture offers some advantages. From an
economic point of view, the substitution of Portland cement by fly ash brings
considerable cost savings due to the fact that enormously expensive material
(Portland cement) is replaced by a waste product without much affecting the
properties of the final product. And when substituted directly by mass, a greater
volume of cementitious material can be obtained [113].
Fly ash is added into the concrete mixture to reduce the permeability of concrete
and obtain a quality surface area. This increases the chemical resistance (chloride
and sulfate attack) and the overall durability of the structure. It pozzolanically
reacts with lime, reducing the amount of lime available and reduces the pH of
the pore solution to below 13, thus preventing alkali-silica reaction [113]. The
reactivity of FA is influenced primary by glass content and composition as well
as surface area. Other factors influence the reactivity to a lower degree, such as
temperature, humidity and alkali content.
Spherical particles of fly ash improve the dispersion of cement particles, which results in a greater fluidity of fresh concrete. The use of fly ash also enables to reduce
the amount of water necessary for workability, decreasing the risks of bleeding
and drying shrinkage as well [113]. Fly ash fills the capillary porosity between
cement particles, reducing the overall porosity and providing additional nucleation sites for hydration products. This results in an increase of final strength of
concrete and reduced porosity. The setting time is increased and the hydration
rate is slower when compared to ordinary Portland cement. The presence of FA
retards the reaction of alite, in the middle stages the reaction is accelerated due
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to the provision of nucleation sites on fly ash particles [113]. Portlandite content is lowered both by the dilution of the clinker by FA and by the pozzolanic
reaction [152]. The composition and formation of hydration products differs in
Ca/Si (typically 1.55 and lower) and Al/Ca (higher) from OPC paste when FA
is used [152]. A significant reduction in hydration heat is observed on mixtures
containing fly ash when compared to OPC. In order to accelerate the pozzolanic
reaction between portlandite and fly ash and obtain higher early age strengths,
alkaline activators can be used. Based on experiments, the most effective options
seem to be Na2 SO4 , Na2 SiO3 and K2 SO4 [147]. The addition of Na2 SO4 results
in more ettrigite (AFt) formation which increases in volume and densifies the
structure of the paste.

1.2

Mix design

The basic idea is that all the mixes share identical initial water-to-solid volume
ratio, which is equal to 1.60. Then to make blended cements comparable, a substitution rate of 45% cement replacement by volume is used. Using a substitution
rate by volume, instead of mass, leads to different water-to-solid mass ratios in
all the mixes. However, the substitution rate by volume ensures that the total
ratio of cement and water stay constant for all blended mixes and enables to
directly study the impact of SCM on the hydration process. For specific paste
composition, see Table 1.4
Table 1.4: Proposed composition for pure and blended cement pastes

OPC
Quartz blend
Limestone blend
Slag blend
Fly ash blend

Initial
water/solid
volume ratio

Cement
replacement
by volume

Initial
water/cement
mass ratio

Initial
water/solid
mass ratio

1.60
1.60
1.60
1.60
1.60

0%
45 %
45 %
45 %
45 %

0.51
0.93
0.93
0.93
0.93

0.51
0.55
0.54
0.53
0.60
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Microstructural characterization

The dissolution of clinker grains starts upon contact with water, creating a saturated solution. Hydration products precipitate on the surface of clinker grains,
interconnecting them in a three-dimensional web, forming a microstructure. Precise identification, separation and quantification of the crystalline and amorphous
phases requires a combination of several methods.
The microstructural characterization (as described in [154]) was performed in
Lafarge Centre de Recherche and was not part of this Core Project. The following combination of methods were used to quantify volume phases of individual
paste constituents. Thermogravimetric analysis determines the amount of bound
water. X-ray diffraction combined with Rietveld analysis provides access to the
amount of crystalline phases as C3 S, C2 S, C3 A, gypsum, calcite, portlandite (CH),
and ettringite (AFt). Calcium-silicate hydrates (C-S-H) and monosulfoaluminate
(AFm) exhibit poor crystallinity so their quantities are determined using chemical
volume balance equations. Gel porosity was presumed as 40 %. Degree of hydration of supplementary cementitious materials (slag, fly ash) is estimated from
thresholded scanning electron microscope images used in backscattered mode,
whereas the total degree of hydration can be measured by chemical shrinkage.
The microstructure of all paste compositions was analyzed at 0, 1, 3, 7, 28, and
91 days (see Figure 1.3). The volume fractions of individual components are
normalized to a unit volume and plotted as a function of degree of hydration of
OPC.

1.4

Mechanical testing

The evolution of mechanical properties from early-age up to maturity for all five
paste compositions is investigated at 1, 3, 7, 28, and 91 days after production.
Pure OPC paste serves as a reference to which two sets of pastes are compared:
the effect of inert fillers (quartz and limestone) and the effect of SCMs (slag and
fly ash). The characterization of mechanical properties starts with the determination of elasticity by means of (i) three loading/unloading cycles during uniaxial
compression (with load levels well bellow 30 % of maximal strength) and of (ii)
ultrasonic wave speed propagation through the sample. The main focus of the ex-
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(a) Pure Portland cement paste
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(d) Fly ash-blended paste

(e) Legend for composition

Figure 1.3: Phase assemblage of paste compositions plotted as volume fractions
with respect to the degree of hydration of OPC. Data points at 1 day for OPC
(see Fig. 1.3a) and quartz-blended paste (see Fig. 1.3b) are omitted due to measurement uncertainties.
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perimental part is on compressive strength of samples, followed by determination
of tensile strength by means of Brazilian splitting tensile tests.

1.4.1

Production of samples

Macroscopic mechanical testing of cement pastes at early ages is a rather challenging task because any imperfection will contribute to an increased scatter
affecting the measurements. It is therefore important to analyze and to optimize
every single element in the chain of actions from mixing the material up to the
final test.
The production of samples begins by weighting the cementitious binder with
an accuracy up to ±0.005 g and then emptying it into a mixing bowl (used at

TUW or CTU) or a waring blender (used at LCR). We then add SCMs or inert
fillers, if necessary, into the bowl/blender and premix both by hand using a metal
mallet until a satisfactory blending level is reached, signaled by a more-or-less
homogeneous color of the mix without large clusters of any of raw materials used.
Water is weighted with the same precision and added into the mixing bowl after
the cementitious materials. From this time instant the age of samples is recorded.
We then mix the materials in the mixing bowl using a metal mallet fitted to an
electrical screw driver or mixed in the waring blender with the following setup:
during the first 30 seconds after water contact with the cementitious powder, we
use a lower mixing speed to prevent dusting and to evenly mix all the materials
together. Then we increase the mixing speed to the maximum possible and
continue to mix again for another 30 seconds. After 1 minute of continuous
mixing we stop and manually remove any unmixed clusters of dry cementitious
powder from the bottom and sides of the mixing bowl. This interruption in mixing
should not take more than 1 minute, i.e. up to 2 minutes since the beginning of
mixing. Then we mix the fresh paste once again, this time using only the highest
speed for an additional 60 seconds, finishing exactly after 3 minutes from the
initial contact between water and cement.
Casting into the mould is the next crucial step to obtain homogeneous specimens
without any bubbles of entrapped air. We place the empty formwork on a vibrating table and incline it so that the longitudinal axis of the mould forms an
angle around 30◦ with the horizontal plane of the vibrating table (at TUW) or
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directly perpendicular to the table (at LCR and TUW). We then slowly fill the
inclined mould by means of sliding the fresh paste through a funnel and then
on the side of the inclined formwork rather than letting it simply fall down into
the mould. This method reduces the risk of spilling, segregation of fine particles
and air entrapment. During filling procedure the mould is constantly vibrated to
force air bubbles to the top of the mould. Vibration is then progressively reduced
in the sense of a smooth fade-out. Filled moulds are then sealed and placed in a
horizontal position (the longitudinal axis of the sample and mould are horizontal)
on a roller, which ensures a slow rotation of the specimens (approx. 5 turns per
minute around the longitudinal axis of the specimen) during the first 24 hours
after casting. The slow rotation prevents segregation of fine cement particles to
the bottom of the mould, which causes excessive bleeding of paste near the top
of the specimen.
After 24 hours of continuous rotation, we demould and prepare samples for testing. To achieve the desired plan-parallelity of top and bottom surfaces, we carefully scratch the top of the specimen with a Stanley knife, using the top surface
of the mould as a guide (at TUW and CTU) or use a precision saw (at LCR).
Should the sample contain any large pores or bubbles of entrapped air concentrated on the outer surface near the top (or bottom) of the specimen, we then cut
the sample to remove these irregularities and ensure a perfectly prepared sample
for testing either by means of a mechanical unloading or by ultrasonic wave speed
propagation.

1.4.2

Elasticity

Elasticity is measured either by mechanical unloading or by ultrasonic wave speed
propagation, described in subsequent chapters.

Mechanical unloading
We determine the stiffness of the paste specimen by means of quantifying the
unloading modulus between two constant load levels during mechanical unloading. In order to come as close as possible to a truly central application of the
normal force during stiffness testing, we first attach (using duck tape) a pair
of steel cylinders with bottlenecks, in a serial arrangement with the specimen.
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The diameter of both steel cylinders is 30 mm so they both align exactly with
the specimen. Then we cover the specimen with plastic food preservation foil
to reduce evaporation of free (i.e. unbound) water from the otherwise uncovered
surface of the specimen.
To quantify strain (and later unloading modulus) of the sample during mechanical
unloading, we use the following setup (see Figure 1.4): to obtain over-determined
and, hence, redundant measurements of sample deformations during loading and
unloading, we use five independent linear variable differential transformers (abbrev. LVDTs) instead of the minimum three, evenly spaced at 72◦ around the
central axis of the specimen. All five LVDTs measure relative displacement of
two adapters that are clamped to the specimen at predefined locations. These
adapters are secured to the specimen by means of a continuous contact around
the perimeter of the sample. We mount both LVDT-carrying adapters in a distance from the end of the specimens, which amounts to the one times the cylinder
diameter (i.e. 30 mm), to minimize the impact of the inevitable self-equilibrated
shear forces within the interface between the sample and adjacent metal cylinders.
To guarantee a reasonable LVDT measurement length, we use slender specimens
(typical height-to-diameter ratio of 5:1). The mean value of the five LVDT measurements together with the distance of the adapters allows for calculation of
normal strain in loading direction. Individual displacement fluctuations around
the mean value, in turn, are related to bending, resulting mainly from load eccentricity.
The loading procedure used to determine the unloading modulus will be described
next. A preload force amounting to 0.05 kN was used throughout the whole test
to stabilize the sample in position and prevent it from tipping over and damaging
the LVDTs. During the loading cycle we use a constant loading/unloading speed
equal to 1 kN/s to change between different loading levels, regardless whether
loading or unloading is applied. The loading cycle alone (see Figure 1.5a) started
with an increase of load level up to 0.1 kN which was held as quasi-constant for
20 sec, serving as a bottom force threshold for the loading cycle. The load level
was then increased up to 0.4 kN (top force threshold level) and held quasi-constant
again for 20 sec forming a top plateau, then followed by unloading down to 0.1 kN
(bottom force level) and held quasi-constant for 20 sec forming a bottom plateau.
This loading / unloading procedure was repeated two times more to obtain three
individual unloading branches which we used to calculate the unloading moduli,
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Figure 1.4: Test configuration showing paste sample wrapped in a food preservation foil together with five LVDTs evenly spaced around the sample and held in
position by Plexiglas rings which were clamped onto the sample (left) and zoom
showing the steel cylinder with bottleneck (right)

one from each unloading branch. After the first full loading cycle we evaluated
the eccentricity of the sample by means of comparing each individual LVDT
measurement with the calculated mean value. The use of five independent LVDTs
enabled us to precisely reposition the sample so that a uniaxial compression was
achieved (see Figure 1.5b).
The whole unloading branch was not considered to calculate the unloading modulus as the points near the top and bottom plateau might be influenced by the
fact that the machine has to accelerate/decelerate close to top and bottom force
thresholds (the machine is force controlled) and the unloading branch is not linear
(see Figure 1.5c). We then considered only points that were more than 10 % apart
from the top and bottom force thresholds (see horizontal lines on Figure 1.5c).
The unloading modulus (see Figure 1.5d) was then determined by fitting a first
order polynomial through the remaining points using the least square approach.
In order for this method to be reliable, a minimum number of points had to be
considered, which might be a problem for very early age samples (usually samples
up to 30 hrs old). We found a reasonable minimum of 6 points to provide reliable
result and test repetition. Once the sample becomes older and therefore stiffer,
the number of points increases up to 25, providing a very accurate linear fit.
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This test procedure was designed for a continuous testing, i.e. each cycle consisting
of three loading / unloading cycles was performed every 60 minutes, for a sample
from 24 hours up to 7 days old. Samples were then stored in a cooling chamber
at 20 ± 1◦ C / 90 ± 1 % RH (99 ± 1 % at LCR and CTU), wrapped in a plastic

food preservation foil to reduce evaporation of water from the surface and tested
again at 28 and 91 days, see Figure 1.6.
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(b) Unloading modulus measured at 1, 3, 7,
28, and 91 days with at least 2 tests at 91
days, 4 tests at 28 days, and 6 tests at 7, 3,
and 1 day.

Figure 1.6: The evolution of unloading modulus for all paste compositions as a
function of time

Summary of mechanical unloading
Unloading modulus at a given time instant was measured on the unloading branch
on each of the three loading/unloading cycles, with at least two samples for a
given composition. Minimal scatter of results (see Figure 1.6) shows a good
reproducibility of experiments. Due to time constrains, the evolution of the unloading modulus was only measured during the first seven days continuously, and
then complemented afterwards with single measurements at 28 and 91 days.

Ultrasonic wave speed propagation
To complement elasticity characterization by means of mechanical unloading we
use an ultrasonic wave speed propagation technique which allows us to directly
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identify the components of the isotropic elastic stiffness tensor of the cementitious
material. The procedure is described next.
The equipment used for this testing method are two ultrasonic transversal transducers Panametrics NDT V150-RB (0.25 MHz) connected to a pulser receiver
Panametrics-NDT 5077 PR and a digital oscilloscope LeCroy waveRunner 62Xi
(600 MHz, 10 GS/s (gigasamples per second) dual-channel). The pulser sends an
electrical pulse of 200 V which is converted to a mechanical signal (shear wave)
in the transducers. The contact surface of both transducers is coated by a highly
viscous material (i.e. honey) prior to testing to provide a connection between the
transducer and sample surface. One transducer is connected to the top surface
of the sample and sends a shear wave. The second transducer collects this signal
and transfers it to the oscilloscope, which amplifies it a shows the time a wave
needs to travel through the sample. Transversal transducers used emit a shear
wave by default, however, the longitudinal wave is also captured and displayed
by the oscilloscope. Time needed for each wave is then used to determine the
velocity of both waves as
vi =

h
,
ti

(1.1)

where vi stands for velocity of longitudinal/transversal wave, h for the height
of the sample tested, and ti for the time a longitudinal/transversal wave needs
to travel through the sample. The time depends on the composition and age
of sample, but as a rule of thumb, the shear wave needs double the time of a
longitudinal wave. The wave length λ can then be calculated as
λ=

vi
,
f

(1.2)

where f is the frequency used by the transducers.
Following the separation of scales requirement from micromechanics, we introduce a representative volume element (RVE). RVE has a characteristic length of
` that has to be sufficiently smaller than the characteristic length of stress or
strain fluctuations within the structure L , or, in case of dynamic loading (i.e.
ultrasonics), sufficiently smaller than the wave length λ. At the same time, `
has to be sufficiently larger than the characteristic length of inhomogeneities d
within the RVE. The term “sufficiently” implies a factor of at least 4–5 times
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smaller or larger. And further, the length of homogeneities d has to be larger
than a certain threshold d0 under which the continuum micromechanics theory is
no longer valid. These statements can be written as
d0  d  `  {L , λ}

(1.3)

Sought components of the elastic stiffness tensor as a function of the mass density
ρ and wave velocity v can be calculated from the general plane wave solution
for the displacements within an infinite solid medium with the combination of
constitutive equations for linear elastic solids, see [101, 86, 33, 34] as
C1111 = ρ · vL2

C1212 = ρ · vT2

and

(1.4)

The two elastic constants characterizing the elastic material (Young’s modulus E
and Poisson’s ratio ν) are in the form
E=

C1212 (3 · C1111 − 4 · C1212 )
C1111 − C1212

and

ν=

C1111 − 2 · C1212
2 (C1111 − C1212 )

(1.5)

For calculated values of the elastic modulus, see Figure 1.7
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Figure 1.7: Evolution of elastic modulus as a function of time, during the first 7
days (left) and up to 91 days (right)
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Comparison of elastic moduli obtained from mechanical unloading and
ultrasonics
Elastic modulus measured by ultrasonics shows higher values than unloading
modulus from mechanical tests (see Figure 1.8). One possible explanation is
related to the loading speed. Samples subjected to mechanical unloading were
loaded by a constant speed equal to 1 kN/s, whereas the speed of wave propagation through the sample was (depending on the age and composition and type of
wave) from 1.5−3 km/s for longitudinal waves, roughly half for transversal waves.
These values cannot be directly compared to each other, but clearly the loading
time and speed of the sample is different. Ultrasonic waves seem to induce pore
pressure which apparently increases the stiffness of the sample measured, regard-
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Figure 1.8: Comparison of elastic moduli during 7 days for OPC (black) and
slag-blended paste (red)

1.4.3

Compressive strength

The evolution of compressive strength of cement pastes from early-age up to
maturity is the main objective of the experimental testing programme. The main
focus is on the performance of blended cements, i.e. a direct comparison between
both inert fillers (quartz and limestone) and both SCMs (slag and fly ash), at 1, 3,
7, 28, and 91 days to the reference OPC. Samples from all five compositions were
tested in two different laboratories (at LCR and TUW) using slightly different
testing procedures but with vanishing impact on the compressive strength results.
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To make results relevant, from 4 up to 12 samples of a given composition and age
were tested at the same time. Samples were cylinders with a diameter of 30 mm
and height of approx. 80 mm. Samples used for ultrasonics were also used for
compressive stress determination in order to optimize the usage of raw materials.
They were cut into halves, both their top and bottom surfaces grinded to ensure
close plan-parallelity.

Testing at Lafarge Centre de Recherche
Samples at the age of 3 and 28 days were tested at LCR. After fabrication, they
were kept in 20±1 ◦ C / 99±1 % RH until testing. Any irregularities near the
top (or bottom surface) were cut off by ATM Brillant 220 wet abrasive cutting
machine prior to testing. This resulted in a varying height of the sample, however,
the minimal height recorded after this cutting procedure was 66 mm. Resulting
height-to-diameter ratio is always higher than 2:1 for all tested samples. The
machine used for compressive testing was Roell Amsler HA 250 dynamic servohydraulic testing machine equipped with a Zwick Roell 250 kN load cell.
Once the sample was positioned and centralized on the loading plate, a compressive strength test was started using a prescribed piston displacement speed of v̄ =
0.001 mm/s. Resultant strain rate is then approx. equal to ε̇ = 1.25 − 1.5 · 10−5 /s

depending on the height of sample used (due to cutting). Duration of each test
(until the maximum force was reached) was approx. 5 ± 2 min, depending on the
composition and age of sample.

Testing at TUW
Samples at the age of 1, 7, and 91 days were tested at TUW. After fabrication,
they were kept in 20±1 ◦ C / 90±1 % RH until testing. Any irregularities near the
top (or bottom surface) were grinded by shaving using a Stanley knife directly
after demoulding. The machine used for compressive testing was Walter&Bai
LFM 150 electro-mechanical universal static testing machine equipped with a
150 kN load cell.
The “bottleneck” setup was also applied during strength testing, in order to
achieve a central load application (see Figure 1.9). Two steel cylinders with
bottlenecks and with washers (used to increase the contact area) were attached
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to the top and bottom surfaces of the sample. This test setup resulted in no
pre-peak spalling of the sample. In order to reduce the undesired shear forces
that are created at the interface between two materials with different Poisson’s
ratios, two sheets of Teflon were placed between the paste sample and the steel
cylinders. This setup resulted in axial splitting of the sample without a shear
cone, indicating a true material test (as opposed to a structural test where failure
of the material is followed by the formation of shear cones on the top and bottom
surfaces of the sample).

Figure 1.9: Compressive strength test setup showing steel cylinders with bottlenecks and two layers of Teflon separating them from the sample
Once the sample was positioned and centralized on the loading plate, a compressive strength test was started using a prescribed piston displacement speed of
v̄ = 0.006 mm/s. Resultant strain rate is then approx. equal to ε̇ = 8.5 · 10−5 /s

depending on the height of sample used (due to shaving). Duration of each test

(until the maximum force was reached) was approx. 0.5 − 1 min, depending on
the composition and age of sample.

Summary of compressive strength measurement
The evolution of compressive strength measured for all pastes is on Figure 1.10.
All pastes exhibit a steady increase of strength in time. OPC (black) tested at
91 days exhibits a lower strength than at 28 days. This fact can be attributed
to microcracking induced by drying shrinkage, when the samples were not kept
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at 99 ± 1 % RH but rather 90 ± 1 % RH. The impact of slag addition (red) is

clear from 7 days onwards, when a pozzolanic reaction starts and slag begins

to form additional C-S-H. This behavior can clearly be observed on the evolution of unloading modulus (compare with Figure 1.6b) as well as microstructural
composition (see Figure 1.3c). The impact of fly ash is also visible between 28
and 91 days for both elasticity and compressive strength testing. It is very hard
to tell any difference between the mechanical performance of both inert fillers –
quartz and limestone, even though the addition of limestone causes change in the
production of hydration products within the microstructure.

Compressive strength [MPa]
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Figure 1.10: Evolution of compressive strength of all paste compositions at 1, 3,
7, 28, and 91 days.

1.4.4

Splitting tensile strength

Direct determination of tensile strength of cementitious materials is a very challenging task due to many reasons. The production of cement paste samples is a
tricky part on its own, especially due to the risk of air entrapment during mixing.
Very high water-to-cement ratios used for the blended cements (w/c = 0.93, see
Table 1.4) imply paste bleeding and segregation of clinker particles. Due to this
fact, samples have to be agitated (rotated) during the curing period. Cylindrical
moulds suit this task very well as they can be sealed and attached to a rotating
device easily. However, the production of cement paste prisms or even cubes is
due to the above-mentioned reasons extremely challenging. For these reasons we
used an indirect method to obtain the tensile strength – Brazilian splitting tests.
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Following ASTM standard testing method [6] recommendations for concrete we
used the following test setup for the splitting test on cement paste. Dimensions
of the sample were identical to those of compressive tests, i.e. 30×80 mm. The
sample was positioned on the loading plate, perpendicular to its longitudinal
axis. Instead of using thick plywood (as recommended in [6]) we used two thin
(< 1 mm) rectangular (30×90 mm) pieces of wood veneer, that were inserted on
the top and bottom surfaces of the sample with fiber orientation perpendicular
to the longitudinal axis of the sample. Wooden plates even the force distribution,
resulting from an uneven surface, along the length of the sample (see Figure 1.11).

Figure 1.11: Splitting tensile strength testing

The loading speed was manually regulated (depending on age and composition
of the sample) so that the maximal force measured was achieved within the
range 0.5 − 1 min (as in the case of the compressive strength test). This setup

ensured axial splitting of the sample (along its longitudinal axis) by a single crack.

Maximal force F measured was then recalculated into the splitting strength T as
T =

2P
,
πdl

(1.6)

where l and d stand for the length and diameter of the sample, respectively.

Summary of splitting strength measurement
Inert quartz-blended pastes exhibit nearly identical behavior to limestone-blended
pastes (see Figs. 1.6b and 1.10) and were excluded from splitting tests. Similar
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evolution of mechanical behavior (when compared to compressive strength evolution) is observed for all pastes. Splitting strength of fly ash (blue) observed at
91 days is however unexpected as the splitting strength increase is not proportional to the compressive strength increase. This can be attributed to the fact
that a different testing machine was used for this test. The commonly adapted
assumption of the ratio of compressive-to-tensile strength being equal to 8 − 12

is clearly not constant and depends on the age and composition of the sample as
it can be seen on Figure 1.12. Splitting strength is used instead of pure tensile
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Figure 1.12: Evolution of splitting tensile strength of investigated paste compositions at 1, 3, 28, and 91 days (left) and the evolution of compressive-to-splitting
strength until 91 days (right).

Chapter 2
Unloading-Based Stiffness
Characterisation of Cement
Pastes During the Second, Third
and Fourth Day After Production
This chapter is based on a joint publication of Phillip Karte, Michal Hlobil, Roland
Reihsner, Wolfgang Dörner, Olaf Lahayne, Josef Eberhardsteiner, and Bernhard
Pichler published in Strain, (2015), vol. 51, pp. 156–169.

2.1

Introduction

Cementitious materials are hierarchically organized. Smallest building blocks are
nano-sized calcium-silicate-hydrates (C-S-H) representing the primary product of
the chemical hydration reaction between cement clinker and water [79, 3]. CS-H blocks and nano-sized gel pores constitute C-S-H gel [129]. C-S-H gel and
capillary pores built up a porous hydrate foam [121]. Hydrate foam and embedded
unhydrated cement grains constitute cement paste. Cement paste and embedded
sand grains build up mortar. Finally, mortar and embedded aggregates constitute
concrete. The microscopic hydration reaction is responsible for the macroscopic
stiffness evolution of cementitious materials, and this was the motivation for the
development of multiscale models for upscaling elastic stiffness of cementitious
35
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materials, see, e. g. [23, 138, 122, 149, 9]. Such models consider constant material
properties of the C-S-H gel. However, recent nuclear magnetic resonance studies
[109] show that the density of the C-S-H gel is continuously increasing during
hydration, and this motivates the development of further improved multiscale
models. Their predictive capabilities are typically checked based on experimental
data referring to a scale of observation which is higher than the one of the C-S-H
gel. In order to support such validation activities, we here carry out experiments
on the cement paste level, because it is the smallest scale at which classical
macroscopic laboratory testing can be carried out.
Experimental techniques for elastic stiffness characterization include (i) quasistatic methods, such as mechanical unloading, and (ii) dynamic methods, such as
ultrasonics or resonance frequency testing. The current state-of-the-art of earlyage stiffness characterization on the level of concrete is described by Boulay et
al. [27, 28], who performed an interesting round-robin-test, involving three laboratories which applied quasi-static and dynamic methods, in order to investigate
the stiffness evolution of concrete, starting at very early age and continuing up
to the fourth day after production. As for early-age stiffness characterization on
hydrating cement pastes, in turn, Chamrova [38] carried out quasi-static experiments on two different mixes, 12, 18, 24, and 36 hours after production. Maia
et al. [99] tested 17 cement pastes during the first seven days after production.
The stiffness evolution was measured continuously, based on resonance frequency
testing of composite beams. The comprehensive study involved pastes with initial water-to-cement mass ratios ranging from 0.3 to 0.5, as well as with different
contents of limestone filler, fly ash, silica fume, and metakaolin. The dynamic
test method allows for testing at very early ages, providing interesting insight
into the fluid-to-solid transition of cement pastes, see [100]. The same method
was used by Granja et al. [65] who carried out comparisons with ultrasonics, with
Vicat needle penetration testing, and with unloading experiments on two different cement pastes with w/c = 0.50. These tests were carried out two, three, and
seven days after their production.
Testing campaigns on early-age stiffness properties of hydrating cement pastes
typically focus on the liquid-solid transition, see, e.g. [100, 142], on the very
early-age behavior during the first day after production, see, e.g. [29, 38, 99], or
on stiffness properties at mature ages of 28 days or even more, see, e.g., [71, 69]. In
practical concrete construction, in turn, formworks are typically removed 24 hours
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after production. This underlines that knowledge on mechanical properties of
cementitious materials during the second, third, and fourth day after production
are of high relevance for the ongoing construction process. This period of time was
covered by continuous resonance frequency testing carried out by Maia et al. [99],
and Chamrova [38] contributed quasi-static experiments 24 and 36 hours after
production. Results from quasi-continuous stiffness characterization by means of
unloading, however, are – to the best of our knowledge – not yet available in the
open literature. This provides the motivation for the present study.
We here develop a novel test setup which allows for repeated unloading experiments on cement pastes, during the second, third, and fourth day after production. Early-age unloading experiments on cement pastes are challenging, because
the materials are very prone to be damaged by virtually any mechanical loading.
In this context, it is noteworthy that creep deformations of cementitious materials are likely to be associated with damage, as described next. Recent acoustic
emission observations carried out in parallel with creep tests on concretes [134],
namely, have shown (i) that acoustic events are proportional to the creep deformation, and (ii) that the acoustic event rate (= damage rate) increases with
increasing load level. The latter relationship was reproduced by Fischer et al. [58]
based on a power law which suggests that creep will damage cement pastes at
virtually any load level, even below 30 percent of the strength, which is typically
used for cyclic loading-unloading experiments, see, e.g., [38, 65]. In order to protect cement paste samples from accumulation of damage, we here deliberately
choose a specifically small compressive stress level. While this allows us to carry
out more than 200 loading-unloading cycles (which can be interpreted as creep
tests, each with a duration of 20 seconds), we have to tackle several trade-off
challenges concerning the layout of the specimens, the realization of the load
application, the control of the testing machine, and the strategy for measuring
deformations based on Linear Variable Differential Transducers (LVDTs).
The paper is structured as follows. The composition of the analyzed materials
as well as the production technique for specimens for stiffness characterization
are described in Section “Pure and fly ash-blended cement pastes”. A novel test
setup for nondestructive uniaxial compression testing and a related testing procedure for early-age characterization of unloading modulus represent the main
original contributions, see Section “Unloading in uniaxial compression”. The
calorimetry-based link between material age and hydration degree is the focus
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of Section “Isothermal Differential Calorimetry”. Complementary ultrasonics experiment providing access to the early-age evolution of dynamic Young’s modulus
is described in Section “Ultrasonics experiments”. The experimental results are
discussed in Section “Discussion”, before the paper closes with a concluding section.

2.2

Pure and fly ash-blended cement pastes

Our analyses involve cement pastes with three different compositions, based on
a cement of type CEM I 42.5 N, a commercially available fly ash, and distilled
water. The compositions are defined in terms of the initial water-to-cement mass
ratio w/c and the initial water-to-solid (binder) mass ratio w/s.
• Paste 1 is produced from cement and water only, with w/c = w/s = 0.50.
This is representative for compositions used in building construction.

• Paste 2 is produced from cement and water only, with w/c = w/s = 0.42.
• Paste 3 is a fly ash-blended cement paste exhibiting w/c = 0.50 (compare
with Paste 1) and w/s = 0.42 (compare with Paste 2), i. e. the mass of the
solid constituents is composed of 16 % fly ash and of 84 % cement.
As far as the blending strategy for paste 3 is concerned, we here follow the approach used in core-project 10 of the industrial-academic research network on
cement and concrete (NANOCEM1 ), i. e. we compare different mixes which are
based on the same type of cement, including mixes where this cement is partly
replaced by fly ash, following a recommendation by industrial supervisors from
Lafarge and WR Grace.
Cylindrical specimens for stiffness characterization are produced by mixing suitable masses of cement, water, and fly-ash, according to the following procedure.
The raw materials are mixed for one minute in a mixer. During the subsequent
minute, the suspension is hand-mixed with a spoon, in order to ensure homogeneity of the mix even close to the surface of the mixing bowl. This is followed by
another minute of mixing with the mixer. Subsequently, the bowl is dynamically
excited on a vibration table, to remove possibly entrapped air from the paste.
Finally, we let the material slide – over an extended funnel – into an inclined
1

see http://www.nanocem.org
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mold. During this action, the mold is placed on the vibrating table, separated
from the latter with a sponge, such that the effective vibration energy can be
controlled by the force with which the mold is pressed against the sponge.
The cylindrical specimens exhibit a diameter d = 30 mm and a height h =
150 mm. They are cured in an upright position, inside a climate chamber conditioned to 20 degrees centigrade and to a relative humidity amounting to 95
percent. In order to avoid significant loss of water by means of vaporization, the
samples are always sealed against the ambient air, apart from short-term handling
operations such as demolding, surface treatments, dimensioning, and weighing,
described next. The samples are typically demolded 23 hours after production.
This is followed by surface treatment aiming (i) at removing zones which might
be affected by segregation effects, both from the bottom and from the top of
the specimens, and (ii) at achieving co-planarity of the two circular end surfaces.
The best method for these tasks turned out to be careful shaving with a Stanley
knife, because standard procedures such as grinding could be shown to damage
the tested materials measurably.

2.3

Testing overview

Individual specimens were either subjected to cyclic loading-unloading tests or to
ultrasonic testing. As for the loading-unloading tests, the specimens were permanently installed inside a climate chamber (with inside air temperature amounting
to 20 ± 0.08 ◦ C) which is integrated into the testing machine. This rendered parallel testing of the same samples with ultrasonics impossible. As for ultrasonics

testing, other specimens were stored in a separate climate chamber (with inside
air temperature amounting to 20 ± 0.30 ◦ C), they were only taken out for the
duration of the tests, and they were returned immediately afterwards.

2.4

Unloading in uniaxial compression

A uniaxial compression experiment complying with scientific accuracy standards
requires (i) loading of specimens by means of close-to-perfect uniform normal
tractions, and (ii) a countermeasure against undesired shear stresses stemming
from friction in the interfaces between specimen and load platens. As for (i) we
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note that – in classical setups – load platens are in direct contact with the test
specimens such that any imperfection regarding the co-planarity of load platens
and of specimen surfaces results in an undesired eccentricity of the loading. This
induces stress and strain gradients inside the specimen, contradicting the homogeneous stress and strain fields required for a material test. As for (ii) pioneering
work goes back to Kupfer et al. [93] who used brush bearing platens to reduce
edge effects to a reasonable minimum, see also the review of classical test methods provided by Amieur [5], as well as Boulay et al. [27, 28] for the current
state-of-the-art.
We here present a new test setup which allows us to achieve close-to-perfect uniform normal stress fields within the measurement regions of the tested specimens,
even for slender specimens and in the presence of small imperfections regarding
co-planarity of the two loaded specimen surfaces. In addition, we use compressive load levels which are as small as possible, in order to prevent the specimens
from accumulating damage during the tests. While this involves several tradeoff challenges which are the focus of Section “Discussion”, we here proceed with
describing the developed test setup, the prescribed loading history, the data acquisition system, the strategy for minimize loading eccentricity, as well as test
evaluation and results.

2.4.1

Test setup

We use a serial arrangement of the specimen with other elements, including two
metal cylinders exhibiting so called bottlenecks: one above and one below the
specimen (Fig. 2.1). The bottlenecks exhibit a diameter of 3 mm, and this is
one order of magnitude smaller than the diameter of the sample, which amounts
to 30 mm (Fig. 2.1). The applied force is transmitted through the entire serial
arrangement and, hence, also across the two bottlenecks, such that the loading
represents in very good approximation a “point loading” there. Connecting the
two loading points by a straight line defines the axis of loading, and our setup is
chosen such that the axis of the cylindrical specimen coincides with the axis of
loading.
Loading of specimens by means of already quite uniform normal tractions is
achieved through the steel cylinders which are directly attached to the specimen. This can be shown based on three dimensional Finite Element simulations
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bottleneck
30 mm

metal cylinder

LVDT

2 rc = 30 mm

ℓc /2 = 75 mm

specimen
ℓm /2 = 45 mm

plexiglass ring

LVDT

2 rm = 90 mm
Figure 2.1: Symmetric upper half of the test setup consisting of a metal cylinder
with a bottleneck, the cylindrical specimen, and a plexiglass ring holding five
LVDTs which are evenly distributed around the perimeter of the specimen
(Fig. 2.2), discussed next. The metal cylinders widen the stress trajectories from
the end with the bottleneck, to an almost homogeneous load distribution at the
other end, where the metal cylinder is in contact with the specimen, see Figure 2.2(a). Still, metal and cement paste exhibit different Poisson’s ratios. This
induces – under compressive axial loading – incompatible lateral displacements
in the metal-specimen interfaces, resulting in friction-induced shear stresses acting in these interfaces, see Figure 2.2(b). They render the stress field inside the
specimen inhomogeneous and multiaxial, contradicting the desired uniform and
uniaxial compressive stress state. Notably, the principle of Saint Venant [8] implies that the self-equilibrated shear stresses decrease with an increasing distance
from the metal-specimen interfaces, such that they reach insignificant magnitudes
in a distance amounting to one times the diameter of the specimen, see Figure 2.2.
In other words, the top and bottom 30 mm of the specimen are considered to be
affected by the undesired and hardly measurable shear stresses, such that these
regions are actually to be interpreted as a part of the load application setup. Outside these boundary domains, i. e. in the central part of the specimen, a uniform
uniaxial stress state free of significant shear stresses prevails.
Accurate deformation quantification requires measurements directly on the sample. Herein, we use five Linear Variable Differential Transducers (LVDTs) of
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(a)

(b)
Figure 2.2: Threedimensional Finite Element simulations of the chosen loading
setup including the bottlenecked metal cylinder and the cement paste specimen:
(a) distribution of axial normal stresses, and (b) distribution of shear stresses, indicating a uniform stress field in the central measurement region of the specimens;
F = absolute value of applied force, A = cross-sectional area of cylindrical cement paste sample, F/A = absolute value of nominal normal stress in cylindrical
cement paste sample

type “Solartron”, measuring the relative displacement between two plexiglass
rings which are fixed – in a distance of 90 mm – to the aforementioned central
part of the specimen (Fig. 2.1). The plexiglass rings are clamped to the specimen
such that a continuous contact around the specimen’s diameter is established.
The five LVDTs are evenly distributed around the perimeter of the specimen.
The stiffness contrast between plexiglass and cement paste does not influence the
measurements significantly, because the axial forces transmitted across the five
LVDTs is as small as 0.5 N, and this value does not change measurably when
considering LVDT length changes up to 10 µm. Therefore, the plexiglass rings
behave – in very good approximation – like rigid bodies during the actual tests.

Noting that three LVDTs would be sufficient to measure the relative movement of
the two plexiglass rings, our redundant setup with five LVDTs ensures an overdetermined mode of measurements. This increases the measurement accuracy, as
quantified in the following based on the standard deviation of the mean of parallel
sensors, σmean . This statistical quantity is a function of the standard deviation
σ of the individual LVTDs and of the number n of LVDTs which are used as
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parallel sensors:

σ
σmean = √
n

(2.1)

Comparing the standard deviation of the mean for three and five parallel sensors,
respectively, underlines an increase of measurement accuracy by 29 percent:
σmean (n = 3) − σmean (n = 5)
= 0.291
σmean (n = 3)

(2.2)

Also during mechanical testing, the samples are conditioned to 20 degrees centigrade, because they are still undergoing the chemical hydration process which is
temperature-activated such that the speed of hydration increases with increasing
temperature and vice versa. To this end, the described test setup was placed
inside an insulated temperature chamber, conditioned with a temperature control unit “Lauda RK8 KP”, such that the inside air temperature amounts to
20 ± 0.08 ◦ C.

2.4.2

Prescribed loading history

Three loading-unloading cycles are performed every hour, with help of an electromechanical universal testing machine of type “Walter and Bai LFM 150”. During the remaining part of every hour, a permanent compressive force amounting to
0.05 kN ensures that the whole setup (including the sample and the bottlenecks)
stays in an upright position without tipping over. All loading and unloading
events are carried out under force control, with a desired force rate amounting to 1 kN/s, corresponding to a cement paste-related stress rate amounting to
1.41 MPa/s. Subsequent load level changes are separated from each other by a
waiting period amounting to 20 s. First, the compressive load level is increased
from the permanent load level up to 0.10 kN (0.14 MPa). This is followed by three
loading-unloading cycles up to 0.40 kN (0.57 MPa) and back to 0.10 kN (Fig. 2.3).
Finally, the load level is reduced back to the permanent load level.
The PID control settings of the testing machine is chosen such as to maximize the
central part of each unloading event, in which the desired force rate (1 kN/s) was
actually reached, i. e. to minimize the durations of the initial acceleration period
and of the final deceleration period (Fig. 2.4). The optimum PID setup results
in overshooting the upper load level (0.40 kN) up to 0.45 kN (0.64 MPa) and of
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Figure 2.3: Loading history repeated every hour, essentially consisting of three
compressive loading-unloading cycles between 0.10 kN and 0.40 kN

Figure 2.4: Detail of the unloading event illustrated in Fig. 2.3: the desired
unloading speed amounting to 1 kN/s is realized in the central part
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undershooting the lower load level (0.10 kN) down to 0.08 kN, but the force never
fell significantly below the permanent load level (0.05 kN) which ensured to keep
the setup in the desired position.
The described loading history ensures (i) nondestructive testing, (ii) at a virtually
constant microstructure of the sample, (iii) with a minimum influence of creep
on the unloading behavior, but (iv) still suitably large deformations such that
the LVDT measurements are reliable. These aspects are discussed next. As
for (i), we note that the maximum compressive load, 0.45 kN, corresponds to a
compressive normal stress of 0.64 MPa, and this is smaller than 30 percent of
the uniaxial compressive strength of the tested materials at any time of testing.
In other words, the tests stay out of the so-called nonlinear creep regime [136],
which would result in damage of the material [134, 58]. As for (ii), we emphasize
that one set of three unloading cycles is finished within 150 seconds. During this
period of time, the chemical hydration process does not make significant progress,
such that all three unloading events refer to practically the same microstructure.
As for (iii), it is noteworthy that each individual unloading event is practically
finished within two tenths of a second. This is so short that time-dependent creep
deformations do not contribute significantly to the unloading deformations. As for
(iv), we note that the unloading-induced elongation of the specimens typically
amounts to 5 µm (Fig. 2.5), and this is significantly larger the effective signal
fluctuation of the individual LVTDs, which is smaller than 0.2 µm, see LVDTs
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Figure 2.5: Typical measurements of the five LVDTs and their mean values (see
circles), after minimization of loading eccentricity
signal of the five LVDTs (Fig. 2.6) we conclude that the effective measurement
accuracy of the averaged signals amounts to less than ±0.1 µm, and this is by a
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Figure 2.6: Typical fluctuation of the signals of five LVDTs, captured a few
seconds before a loading-unloading cycle began
factor of 50 smaller than 5 µm, rendering our measurements sufficiently accurate
for our study purpose.

2.4.3

Data acquisition

The measurement signals of the five LVDTs (Fig. 2.5) together with the signal
from the force measurement unit of the universal testing machine (Fig. 2.3) are
processed and stored inside Excel sheets with help of the digital measurement
equipment “Orbit” of “Solartron Metrology”. A visual basic script controls the
measurement frequency: during the loading-unloading cycles, 70 individual readings are taken every second; during the rest of the hour (permanent load level),
the measurement frequency is reduced to one reading every two seconds.

2.4.4

Minimization of loading eccentricity

Unavoidable eccentricity of the loading results in combined compression and
bending of the specimen, and bending is responsible for the fact that the five
LVDTs do not deliver exactly the same readings. Vice versa, the differences between individual LVDT readings allow for quantifying the effective eccentricity
of the applied normal force, as described next. To this end, we evaluate our
deformation measurements based on first-order beam theory, i. e. the specimen
part between the two plexiglass rings is idealized as a simply supported beam
with axial coordinate x. The beam is loaded, at both ends, by a compressive normal force F exhibiting an eccentricity e in the negative z-direction, see Fig. 2.7.
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Therefore, both the normal force N and the bending moment M are constant
F

e

F
x
z

ℓm

Figure 2.7: Model for the central part of the specimen, located between the two
plexiglass rings: simply supported beam subjected to a normal force F exhibiting
an eccentricity e in the negative z-direction
along the beam
N (x) = −F ,

M (x) = F e

(2.3)

The field of the axial displacement component reads, according to first-order
beam theory, as
Fx
Fe
u(x, z) = −
−
EA EI




l0
−x z
2

(2.4)

where E stands for Young’s modulus and where EI = E rc4 π/4 as well as EA =
E rc2 π, respectively, stand for the bending stiffness and for the extensional stiffness
of the cylindrical specimen. The beam-theoretical analogon to the measurements
of the j-th LVDT is obtained by calculating the difference of the axial displacements between x = 0 and x = `m , i. e. ∆umod (z) = u(x = 0, z) − u(x = `m , z),

and by specifying the resulting expression for the z-coordinate of the j-th LVDT:
zj = rm cos(φj ); this delivers
∆umod
j



F `m
e rm cos(φj )
=
1−
EA
i2

(2.5)

where i denotes the radius of inertia of the cylinder cross-section (i2 = I/A), and
where the polar angles φj with j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} follow from φj = φ1 +(j −1) 2π/5.

The two unknowns model quantities, i. e. the eccentricity e and the polar angle of
the first LVDT, φ1 , are identified through minimization of the sum of the squared
differences between measured length changes ∆uexp
and modeled length changes
j
∆umod
:
j
5
X

j=1

∆uexp
− ∆umod
j
j

2

→ min

(2.6)

In order to fine-tune the position of our test setup, a preliminary loadingunloading is performed, and the LVDT readings are analyzed in order to de-
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termine magnitude and orientation of the effective eccentricity, see Eqs. (2.5) and
(2.6). Based on this information, the position of the specimen is improved, and
another preliminary loading-unloading cycle is performed, delivering new LVDT
readings. Step-by-step, the LVDT readings are used for optimizing the position
of the test setup, until the effective force eccentricity is as small as 0.1 mm, see
Fig. 2.5 for corresponding LVDT readings. Once a close-to-optimal position of
our test setup is found, the described automatic testing procedure is started,
typically 24 h after sample production.

2.4.5

Test evaluation and results

Unloading modulus is determined from point-wisely defined stress-straindiagrams. The stress ordinates are obtained from dividing the force readings
by the cross-sectional area of the cylindrical specimens, A = 7.07 cm2 (see the
right ordinate in Fig. 2.4). As for the required strain ordinates, the average over
the five individual LVDT readings is divided by the LVDT measurement length,
i. e. by the 90 mm distance of the two plexiglass rings (see the right ordinate in
Fig. 2.5). Plotting stress values as a function of corresponding strain values delivers a chain of data points, which can be very accurately fitted by a straight

cement paste stress σ [MPa]

line, the slope of which represents the sought unloading modulus (Fig. 2.8).
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Figure 2.8: Point-wisely defined stress-strain-diagrams referring to three unloading cycles: the slope of best linear fits to the chains of data points represents
the sought unloading modulus; quadratic correlation coefficients between the
data points and the linear fits amount to r2 = 99.6 %, to r2 = 99.7 %, and
to r2 = 99.6 %, respectively.

Our measurements allow us to evaluate three unloading moduli every hour. They
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show a very small scatter (Fig. 2.8), indicating a high reproducibility of our tests.
Their average value represents the output of each set of three loading-unloading
cycles. Plotting these mean values as a function of the age of the materials
(Fig. 2.9) underlines that hydration-induced stiffening of the tested materials is

unloading modulus E [GPa]

sublinear during the second, third, and fourth day after production.
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Figure 2.9: Temporal evolution of unloading modulus of the tested cement pastes;
paste 1: circles, paste 2: triangles, fly ash-blended paste 3: crosses

For each type of paste, a test repetition was carried out (Fig. 2.9). The evaluated unloading moduli exhibit very satisfactory small differences, underlining the
repeatability of our experiments.

2.5

Isothermal Differential Calorimetry

In order to establish a relation between the age of the tested materials and the
maturity of their microstructures, isothermal differential calorimetry measurements are carried out at 20 degrees centigrade. Each individual test involves
a test tube containing 10 g solid binder and a separated syringe filled with the
required amount of distilled water. Both elements are put into a testing cell of
a calorimeter “ToniCAL Trio type 7339”. Once a stationary temperature regime
is reached, the test is started by injecting the water to the binder and by mixing
the paste using a plastic paddle. Notably, both actions are carried out without
re-opening the test cell. The primary measurement results are the heat release
rate Q̇(t) and the accumulated heat release Q(t), determined during the first four
days after mixing, see Figs. 2.10 and 2.11. Two tests are carried out for each
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of the three types of pastes. The similarity of results obtained with the same

heat release rate [J/h]

composition indicates a satisfactory reproducibility of the experiments.
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Figure 2.10: Temporal evolution of heat release rate measured in isothermal
differential calorimetry with 10 g solid binder and suitable amounts of distilled
water; paste 1: solid lines, paste 2: dashed lines, fly ash-blended paste 3: dashdotted lines
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Figure 2.11: Temporal evolution of accumulated heat release measured in isothermal differential calorimetry with 10 g solid binder and suitable amounts of distilled water; paste 1: solid lines, paste 2: dashed lines, fly ash-blended paste 3:
dash-dotted lines

Fly ash is well known to exhibit a very small reactivity which is practically negligible during the first days after material production [97]. This suggests that the
observed hydration of the fly ash-blended cement paste stems from the cement
content only.
As to quantify the relation between material age and microstructural maturity,
a calorimetry-based estimate of the cement-related hydration degree ξ is determined. To this end, the averaged accumulated heat release Q(t) is divided through
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the mass of cement
mc = 10.0 g . . . pastes 1 and 2

(2.7)

mc = 8.4 g . . . paste 3

and the result is divided through latent heat of typical CEM I cements [32, 152]
`h = 500 J/g

(2.8)

delivering the calorimetry-based hydration degree as
ξ(t) =

Q(t)
mc `h

(2.9)

The described hydration degree increases nonlinearly with time (Fig. 2.12), and

calorimetry-based
hydration degree of cement ξ [-]

all three pastes exhibit virtually the same evolution. This corroborates the ex-
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Figure 2.12: Temporal evolution of calorimetry-based hydration degree of cement:
paste 1: solid line, paste 2: dashed line, fly ash-blended paste 3: dash-dotted line
pectation that fly ash does not contribute significantly to chemical reactions at
the microscale of paste 3. This is consistent with other observations [97] in which
it was found that fly ash hydration is hardly reactive at very early ages. In
other words, fly ash particles act as practically inert parts of the cement paste
microstructure during the performed tests.
Unloading modulus as a function of calorimetry-based hydration degree is obtained from combining the mechanical test data “unloading modulus as a function
of material age” with the calorimetry test data “hydration degree as a function of
material age”. Unloading moduli of all three analyzed mixes increase practically
linearly with increasing hydration degree, in the investigated regime of hydra-
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unloading modulus E [GPa]

tion degrees ranging from 40 to 60 percent (Fig. 2.13). This is consistent with
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Figure 2.13: Unloading modulus as a function of calorimetry-based hydration
degree of cement: paste 1: circles, paste 2: triangles, fly ash-blended paste 3:
crosses
findings of Chamrova [38] who carried out quasi-static unloading experiments on
two different mixes, 12, 18, 24, and 36 hours after production, corresponding to
hydration degrees between 17 and 43 percent, see Fig. 5.14 of [38]. Notably, this
is different on the concrete level, where a nonlinear evolution of Young’s modulus
is observed with increasing hydration degree, see, e.g., [47].

2.6

Ultrasonics experiments

Ultrasonics experiments provide an independent access to the stiffness of the
analyzed cement pastes, namely, to so-called dynamic elastic properties. Using
an ultrasound frequency amounting to 250 kHz, longitudinal and shear waves are
sent through the produced specimens, using a “Panametrics-NDT” equipment.
Dividing the cylinder length (= wave travel distance) through the time required
for the ultrasound waves to travel through the specimen (= primary measurement
result) delivers longitudinal wave speeds v` and transversal wave speeds vt , both
of which increase with increasing age of the material (Fig. 2.14).
The wave length λ is obtained from dividing wave speeds through the used ultrasound frequency. Notably, the wave lengths were, any time, larger than 4 mm.
This underlines that the separation of scales principle [85] was satisfied, i. e. the
wavelength values are significantly larger than the size of the representative cement paste volume, amounting to 250 µm; and this is again sufficiently larger

ultrasonic wave speeds
vℓ ,vt [km/s]
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Figure 2.14: Ultrasound wave speeds as a function of material age; paste 1: circles,
paste 2: triangles, fly ash-blended paste 3: crosses
than the characteristic size of heterogeneity of the material, which is equal to the
characteristic diameter of clinker grains, amounting to 50 µm.
As for determination of dynamic Young’s modulus Edyn , the measured wave velocities (Fig. 2.14) are combined with the mass density ρ of the samples, according
to the following relation from the theory of elastic waves traveling through an
isotropic elastic body [87]
Edyn (ρ, vt , v` ) =

ρvt2 (3v`2 − 4vt2 )
v`2 − vt2

(2.10)

Combining ultrasonics results with calorimetry results implies that dynamic
Young’s moduli increase practically linearly with increasing hydration degree
in the investigated regime of hydration degrees ranging from 40 to 60 percent
(Fig. 2.15). This is consistent with observations of Boumiz et al. [29], carried
out during the first 24 hours after material production, and with observations by
Helmuth and Turk [71], carried out on mature cement pastes, six to 24 months
after their production.
The measured longitudinal and transversal wave speeds (Fig. 2.14) also allow for
quantifying the early-age evolution of dynamic Poisson’s ratio
νdyn (vt , v` ) =

v`2 − 2 vt2
2 (v`2 − vt2 )

(2.11)

Evaluation of our measurement data (Fig. 2.14) according to Eq. (2.11) delivers
dynamic Poisson’s ratios decreasing from 0.33, at ξ = 0.40, to 0.30, at ξ = 0.60,

dynamic
Young‘s modulus Edyn [GPa]
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Figure 2.15: Dynamic Young’s modulus as a function of calorimetry-based hydration degree of cement: paste 1: circles, paste 2: triangles, fly ash-blended paste 3:
crosses
see Fig. 2.16. This is in very satisfactory agreement with predictions of multiscale
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Figure 2.16: Dynamic Poisson’s ratio as a function of calorimetry-based hydration
degree of cement: paste 1: circles, paste 2: triangles, fly ash-blended paste 3:
crosses
models for cement pastes under undrained conditions, see Fig. 10 of [23].

2.7

Discussion

In the sequel we discuss (i) the significance of the presented study with respect
to multiscale modeling of concrete containing interfacial transition zones, (ii)
trade-off challenges regarding test design, (iii) hydration-induced temperature
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fluctuations inside young cement paste specimens, and (iv) extrapolation of our
data to the liquid-to-solid transition at very early ages.

2.7.1

Significance for multiscale modeling of concrete containing ITZs

The presented experimental data are meant to support validation of multiscale
models for homogenization of elastic stiffness of hydrating cement paste, starting
upscaling from heterogeneities at even smaller scales of observation. Such models
will be also beneficial for multiscale models of concrete including consideration
of interfacial transition zones (ITZs) covering concrete aggregates. ITZs with a
typical thickness of 15 to 30 µm, namely, consist of cement paste, and because of
so-called “wall effects” during casting, they exhibit a water-to-cement mass ratio
which is increased compared to the bulk paste farther away from the aggregate
surface, see, e.g., [144].

2.7.2

Trade-off challenges regarding test design

During the design of our novel test setup, we had to cope with several trade-off
challenges. They are discussed next.
The first trade-off concerns relations between the slenderness of the samples and
our aim to realize a uniform stress state in the measurement regions of the specimens. The quite slender layout of the specimens was a consequence of our aim to
minimize the influence of undesired shear stresses within the deformation measurement region by considering the top and bottom 30 mm of the specimen to
be part of the load application setup, see Fig 2.2 (b) for the rational behind this
strategy.
The second trade-off concerns relations between the slenderness of the samples,
and the risk of inducing damage into the specimens. For a specific choice of
load level, an increasing measurement length (associated with an increasing slenderness of the specimen) would result in larger deformation signals, and this is
beneficial for the measurement accuracy of the LVDTs. For a specific choice of
the measurement length, in turn, an increasing load level (associated with an
increasing risk of damage of the specimen) would result in larger deformation
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signals, and this is beneficial for the measurement accuracy of the LVDTs. The
possibility to quantify the effective eccentricity of the applied force allowed us
to ensure a central load application even in case of a rather slender specimen.
Therefore, the length of the cylindrical specimens was set equal to 150 mm, resulting (i) in a length-to-diameter ratio amounting to 5:1, and (ii) in deformation
measurement distance between the two plexiglass rings amounting to 90 mm.
Given expected Young’s moduli between 5 GPa and 15 GPa, a load level as small
as 0.40 kN was sufficient to ensure reliable deformation measurements, and this
reduced the damage risk to a reasonable minimum.
The third trade-off concerned the question whether to control loading and unloading events via the piston displacement or via the force signal, respectively.
In this context, it is noteworthy (i) that we have used two computers, one for
controlling the test machine and another one hosting the data acquisition system,
and (ii) that they were working independently, such that synchronization of automatic processes was a challenge. It was important that the loading-unloading
cycles start, as precisely as possible, one hour after the other, in order to ensure
that all tests are recorded by the independent data acquisition system with the
highest possible measurement frequency. Force-control has the advantage that
all loading-unloading cycles take the same time, independent of the stiffness of
the specimen, and this allowed for keeping both computers synchronized even
over 60 hours, which turned out to be beneficial for carrying out automatic testing from Friday evening to Monday morning. A constant force rate results in a
constant stress rate, because the cross-sectional area of the specimens is practically constant throughout the tests. Given that the stiffness of cement paste
increases with time, a constant stress rate refers to decreasing strain rates. Notably, classical testing is typically based on displacement control, resulting (i)
in constant strain rates and (ii) because of the increasing stiffness, in increasing
stress rates. Testing under constant stress and strain rates is impossible, because
of the hydration-induced stiffness increase.
The fourth trade-off concerned the relation between loading speed and the conceptual significance of the obtained unloading moduli. On the one hand, it would
be conceptually desirable to change load levels infinitely fast. This would allow
for studying purely elastic material behavior, because there would be no time
for creep to influence the deformation during unloading. On the other hand, the
maximum loading speed that can be realized by the testing machine is limited and
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depends on the PID settings of the force-control of the loading machine. Therefore, the PID settings were optimized such as to maximize the force rate while
ensuring (i) that the prescribed force rate was realized reliably over a large part
of every loading and unloading event (Fig. 2.4) and (ii) that overshooting and
undershooting of approached load levels was smaller than 10 percent (Fig. 2.4).
This optimization process resulted in a force rate amounting to 1 kN/s.

2.7.3

Hydration-induced temperature fluctuations inside
young cement paste specimens

It is interesting to discuss the effective temperature evolution inside the specimens, given that the chemical hardening reaction of cement pastes is exothermic.
To this end, we produced two specimens with w/c = w/s = 0.42 and measured
the internal temperature evolution (Fig. 2.17) in both of them with two embedded temperature sensors each. Although the raw materials were conditioned to
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Figure 2.17: Temperature evolution inside cement paste specimens with w/c =
w/s = 0.42, exposed to a nominal ambient air temperature amounting to 20 ◦ C
the desired 20 ◦ C, mixing of binder and water and the starting chemical hardening reaction resulted in a temperature rise up to 25 ◦ C right after casting. This
was followed by a progressive temperature decrease down to 20.7 ◦ C, reached
3.5 hours after production. After that, the characteristic hydration kinetics of
cement pastes (Fig. 2.10) resulted in a temperature rise up to 22.2 ◦ C, reached
10 hours after production. This was followed by a temperature decrease down
to 20.7 ◦ C, reached one day after production. Demolding and handling of the
specimens resulted in a quasi-spontaneous temperature rise up to 21.4 ◦ C. This
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was followed by a progressive decrease of temperature down to 20.1 ◦ C, reached
4 days after production.
Because the temperature inside the specimens was always larger than the desired
value of 20 ◦ C, the actual evolution of hydration degree differed from the one
observed during isothermal calorimetry testing. The actual hydration degree
evolution can be determined, based on integrating the following Arrhenius law,
see, e. g. [158],


˙ξ(t) = Ã(ξ(t)) exp − Ea
R T (t)

(2.12)

In (2.12), ξ˙ denotes the rate of the hydration degree, Ã(ξ(t)) denotes the “chemical affinity”, T (t) the temperature history, Ea the activation energy, and R the
universal gas constant, with [158]
Ea
= 4000 K
R

(2.13)

Before we can determine the hydration degree evolution related to the fluctuating
temperature history of Fig. 2.17, we need to identify the chemical affinity Ã based
on Eq. (2.12). This is possible based on data from the calorimetry tests which
were carried out at a constant temperature amounting to
T (t) = 273.15 + 20 = 293.15 K

(2.14)

˙
During calorimetry testing, the evolution of the rate of hydration degree, ξ(t),
is related to the heat release rate Q̇(t), as follows from the time derivative of
Eq. (2.9):
˙ = Q̇(t)
ξ(t)
mc `h

(2.15)

Combination of Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8), Eqs. (2.12) to (2.15), and the heat release
rate data displayed in Fig. 2.10 allows for determination of the chemical affinity,
see Fig. 2.18.
The evolution of hydration degree related to the fluctuating temperature history of Fig. 2.17 follows from (i) specifying Eq. (2.12) for Ã from Fig. 2.18, for
Eq. (2.13), and for T (t) from Fig. 2.17, as well as from (ii) numerical time˙
integration of the resulting expression for ξ(t),
see Fig. 2.19.
Assumption of a constant temperature of 20 ◦ C, rather than considering the
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Figure 2.18: Evolution of chemical affinity of cement paste with w/c = w/s =
0.42, determined via combination of Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8) as well as (2.12) to (2.15)
with the data displayed in Fig. 2.10, as a function of hydration degree determined
according to Eq. (2.9)
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Figure 2.19: Comparison of hydration degree evolution obtained (i) for a constant
temperature amounting to 20 ◦ C, see solid line, and (ii) for the actual temperature
history of Fig. 2.17, see dashed line; determined by means of numerical integration
of Eq. (2.12)
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fluctuating temperature evolution of Fig. 2.17, underestimates the hydration degree one day after production by 2.3 percent points, and this deviation decreases
progressively down to 1.7 percent points four days after production. This is considered as reliable enough for the present study.

2.7.4

Extrapolation to the liquid-to-solid transition

Direct determination of hydration degrees at the liquid-to-solid transition (socalled hydration degree thresholds) is a very challenging task, because very small
loads are sufficient to destroy a freshly formed (and, hence, very fragile) network
of solid particles, see, e. g. [142]. Therefore, dynamic testing methods, see, e.g.
[29, 100], are clearly preferable over unloading experiments. However, indirect
determination of hydration degree thresholds was carried out by Torrenti and
Benboudjema [156] who (i) approximated straight line fits to early-age strength
data of Taplin [151] and (ii) performed extrapolations down to vanishing strength
values for the estimation of hydration degree thresholds. Given that the heremeasured stiffness evolutions are in very good approximation linear functions of
hydration degree, in the investigated regime of hydration degrees ranging from 40
to 60 percent, we implement the same approach in the present context of earlyage stiffness data. This yields estimated hydration degree thresholds ranging
between 4.0 and 14.8 percent, see Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Hydration degrees at the solid-to-liquid transition of the investigated
materials, estimated by adjusting best linear fits to quasi-static Young’s modulus
evolutions (Fig. 2.13) and using them for extrapolating to stiffness values being
equal to zero
mix
composition
w/c = w/s = 0.50
w/c = w/s = 0.42
w/c = 0.5 , w/s = 0.42

quadratic correlation
coefficient of linear fit
r2 = 99.13 %
r2 = 99.18 %
r2 = 99.47 %

estimated hydration degree
threshold (upper bound)
ξ`→s = 14.8 %
ξ`→s = 4.0 %
ξ`→s = 9.2 %

Notably, strength evolutions have turned out to be superlinear at very early ages,
see Fig. 10 of [123], such that straight line extrapolations to very early ages are
expected to yield upper bounds for hydration degree thresholds, see Fig. 5 of
[124]. Given that similar super-linearities of stiffness histories were observed for
cement paste at very early age [100], reminiscent of the situation encountered
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with concretes [27, 28], it is recommended to interpret the thresholds listed in
Table 2.1 as upper bounds.

2.8

Conclusions

We have here studied both unloading modulus and dynamic Young’s modulus of
cement pastes as functions of calorimetry-based hydration degree. Two pure and
one fly ash-blended cement paste were characterized during the second, third,
and fourth day after production.
As far as the early-age stiffness evolution is concerned, we draw the following
conclusions:
• Early-age stiffness of pure and blended cement pastes increases practically
linearly with increasing hydration degree, in the investigated regime of hydration degrees ranging from 40 to 60 percent.
• The ultrasound-related dynamic Young’s moduli are, 24 hours after production, by 21 percent (w/c = w/s = 0.42), by 25 percent (w/c = 0.5,

w/s = 0.42), and by 29 percent (w/c = w/c = 0.5) larger than the corresponding unloading moduli. The described ratio reduces monotonously
with increasing age of the materials and reaches typical values of 11 to 12
percent, four days after production.
• The difference between dynamic Young’s moduli and unloading moduli is

likely related to the behavior of water, including the activation of pore
pressures in ultrasound testing [163]. This underlines the complexity of
cementitious materials, because a similar effect is typically unknown for
other media, including tissue engineering scaffolds [98].

• The stiffness evolution of a fly ash-blended cement paste with initial waterto-solid mass ratio w/s = 0.42 and initial water-to-cement mass ratio w/c =
0.50 falls between the stiffness evolution of a pure cement paste exhibiting
w/c = w/s = 0.42 and the one of a pure cement paste exhibiting w/c =
w/s = 0.50. Since fly-ash particles exhibit a significant stiffening effect the
stiffness evolution of the blended cement paste is closer to the one of the
paste exhibiting w/c = w/s = 0.42.
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• Performances similar to the one observed here for the fly ash-blended material were the motivation to adjust fineness of cement and the gypsum

content in commercial products, in order to improve material properties
particularly at early ages.
As far as the hydration kinetics are concerned, we draw the following conclusions:
• During the first four days after production, all three materials exhibit virtu-

ally the same cement-related hydration degree, i.e. fly ash particles represent
quasi-inert constituents of the microstructure of cement paste.

• At the analyzed blend level of 16 percent of the cement mass, fly-ash does

not exhibit a significant “filler effect” [97], i.e. the presence of fly ash particles does not significantly increase the speed of cement hydration by providing preferred nucleation sites for precipitation of calcium silicate hydrates.
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Chapter 3
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strength of blended cement
pastes
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3.1

Introduction

Compressive strength of concrete and its evolution belong to the most important
and tested parameters. Due to the multiscale nature of concrete spanning the
range from sub-nanometers to meters and its composite nature, several factors
on different scales play a role in concrete compressive strength [111]. The most
relevant initial factors include the binder type, aggregate type, extent of the
interfacial transition zone, and the air content. Time-dependent factors play a
role mainly in binder’s reaction kinetics which is reflected in the evolution of
chemical phases with a direct impact on stiffness and strength evolution.
Up to the time of Hoover Dam construction in the 1930’s, a cementitious binder
was mostly equivalent to Portland cement. Since that time, Portland clinker has
63
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been substituted more and more by supplementary cementitious materials such
as slag, fly ash, limestone or silica fume. The substitution rose from 17% in 1990
to 25% in 2010 among the top world cement producers [155]. A further shift is
expected, motivated by economical, ecological and sustainable benefits [62, 63].
The question on the origin of concrete strength becomes reinitiated with the
advent of blended binders. The famous Powers’ empirical relationship between
the gel-space ratio and compressive strength developed for Portland-based materials needs several adjustments when dealing with blended binders [94]. The
main reason lies in altered chemistry where a chemically heterogeneous gel differs
in chemical phases, e.g. CH may be depleted in pozzolanic reactions or C-A-H
phases may emerge. To overcome these deficiencies, micromechanical models taking into account volume fractions directly have been set up for more fundamental
understanding.
Continuum micromechanical models able to reproduce the evolution of stiffness
and compressive strength have recently been published, e.g. for Portland-based
materials [121, 123] or for cocciopesto mortars [112]. Pichler et al. [122] used
spherical and acicular representation of hydrates to capture percolation threshold
during hydration and the onset on elasticity and strength. Hydrates consisted of
solid C-S-H, small and large gel pores and other hydration products. The strength
criterion was based on deviatoric strength of hydrates which was identified to
be 69.9 MPa. Once the quadratic stress average in arbitrarily oriented needleshaped hydrates exceeded this strength, the material failed in a brittle manner.
Similar modeling approach was also used for C3 S, C2 S, C3 S+C3 A+gypsum pastes,
assuming that only C-S-H with the Mohr-Coulomb quasi-brittle failure criterion
was responsible for the compressive strength of pastes [154].
Computational micromechanical models generally allow taking into account nonlinear elasto-plasto-damage constitutive laws at the expense of computational
time. Several 2D and 3D lattice and continuum models were applied for cement
paste [60] or concrete [46, 67, 84] to mention a few.
In this paper, a new four-level micromechanical damage model for blended cement pastes is presented, starting from C-S-H globule up to cement paste with
entrapped/entrained air. The lowest homogenization level contains C-S-H globules, small and large gel pores [80]. A C-S-H globule is considered to be the only
strain-softening component in the multiscale model, leading essentially to failure
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at each level. Softening occurs under excessive tension or compression using an
elasto-damage constitutive law introduced in Section 3.2.1. Higher levels also use
the elasto-damage constitutive law for a phase containing C-S-H globules with an
updated homogenized stiffness, strength, and estimated fracture energy. Hence,
the strength of cement paste origins from the softening and failure of C-S-H globule. The multiscale model accounts for volume fractions of C-S-H, other hydrates,
capillary porosity, clinker, supplementary cementitious materials, entrained / entrapped air and considers the spatial gradient of C-S-H among clinker grains.
The model contains two independent variables that need to be calibrated from
experimental data: the apparent tensile strength of C-S-H globules and the spatial
gradient of C-S-H. Numerical results for elastic modulus and compressive/tensile
strength on each scale are further fitted to microstructure-calibrated analytical
expressions, speeding up the whole validation part. Sensitivity analysis identifies
key components for the compressive strength of blended pastes.

3.2
3.2.1

Finite element analysis
Damage material model and its implementation

The nonlinear constitutive behavior of quasi-brittle materials, such as cement
paste, mortar or concrete, can be generally described by three common theories:
plasticity, fracture mechanics, damage mechanics, or their combinations. Plasticity fails to describe stiffness degradation which is needed for strain softening,
strain localization, and the size effect, although several extensions were proposed
[82]. Linear elastic fracture mechanics can only deal with brittle materials with
a negligible process zone ahead of a crack tip and cannot handle microcrack nucleation into a macrocrack.
Damage mechanics, particularly the cohesive crack model, defines the tractionseparation law in a plastic zone of an opening crack which is related to the fracture
energy of a material and stiffness degradation. Such an approach offers reasonable
stress-strain predictions with minimum parameters, reasonable computation time,
and captures the size effect of quasibrittle materials [18]. More elaborated plasticdamage models have been successfully used for the mesoscale analysis of concrete
[84].
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The present material model is based on damage mechanics on all considered four
scales. A crack starts to grow when cohesive stress is exceeded anywhere in the
material. For uniaxial tension of a homogeneous material, this cohesive stress
corresponds obviously to the tensile strength, ft . Damage mechanics uses the
concept of the equivalent strain, ε̃, as a descriptor of damage evolution. Damage
becomes initiated when the equivalent strain, ε̃, exceeds strain at the onset of
cracking, ε0 = ft /E, where E is the elastic modulus. The Rankine criterion for
tensile failure defines ε̃ as
ε̃ =

σ1
, σ1 > 0
E

(3.1)

where σ1 is the maximum positive effective principal stress on undamaged-like
material, see Figure 3.1(a).
Tensile stress σ1

Compressive stress -|σ3|

ψ

σ1

b

a

σ1

m·ση

Tensile stress σ1

Compressive stress -|σ3|

(a)
(b)
Figure 3.1: Crack evolution during (a) uniaxial tensile stress and (b) compressive stresses. The material contains randomly oriented elliptical voids
with negligible area.

Under uniaxial compressive stress, crack initiation occurs under a different mechanism. A homogeneous material experiences only one negative principal stress
and the deviatoric stress. Cracking in diagonal, shear band zone is often encountered on cementitious specimens, however, the physical mechanism is again
tensile microcracking in voids and defects of the underlying microstructure [18,
pp. 297]. Such a behavior has already been described in the work of Griffith [68],
and McClintock and Walsh [103], and we briefly review this theory and extend it
with an equivalent strain to be used in the framework of damage mechanics.
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It is assumed that a material contains randomly oriented 2D elliptical flat voids
with various aspect ratios m = b/a, see Figure 3.1(b). The voids have a negligible
area and only represent stress concentrators and internal defects in a material.
Under macroscopic biaxial stress, the maximum tensile stress among all voids,
m · ση , appears on a critically inclined elliptical void under a critical angle ψ
σ3 − σ1
σ1
1
,
≥−
2(σ3 + σ1 ) σ3
3
2
−(σ1 − σ3 )
=
4(σ1 + σ3 )

cos 2ψ =

(3.2)

m · ση

(3.3)

Crack formation occurs when the tangential tensile stress, m · ση , equals to the

tensile strength of the matrix. Since ση and the crack geometry, m, cannot

be measured directly, it is reasonable to relate their product to the uniaxial
macroscopic tensile stress, σ1 , as proposed by Griffith [68]
σ1 =

m · ση
2

(3.4)

The material starts to crack when σ1 equals to the uniaxial macroscopic tensile
strength ft . Note that the tensile strength of the homogeneous matrix (intrinsic
strength) and the crack geometry remain unknown separately and we can assess
only apparent macroscopic tensile strength ft .
Plugging Eq. (3.3) into Eq. (3.4) and further into Eq. (3.1) leads to the definition
of the equivalent strain, ε̃, under compression-dominant loading
ε̃ =

1 −(σ1 − σ3 )2
·
E 8(σ1 + σ3 )

(3.5)

An interesting feature of the Griffith model is that the ratio of the uniaxial
compressive-to-tensile strength equals to 8
|fc | = 8ft

(3.6)

This can be verified when plugging σ1 = ft into Eq. (3.1) which leads to ε̃ = ft /E.
Plugging σ1 = 0, σ3 = −8ft into Eq. (3.5) leads to the same equivalent strain.
Since the equivalent strain may arise from the Rankine of Griffith criterion, it is
necessary to compare both Eqs. (3.1), (3.5) and to select the higher equivalent
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strain. Linear softening is assumed in the simulations. The softening shape has
a little effect on the computed macroscopic strength which is the main objective
of this paper and naturally affects the post-peak behavior. The linear cohesive
law takes the form

σ = ft

w
1−
wf


(3.7)

where w is a crack opening and wf is the maximum crack opening at zero stress.
According to the formulation of the isotropic damage model, the uniaxial tensile
stress obeys the law
σ = (1 − ω)Eε

(3.8)

Let us consider the fracture energy in mode I, Gf , and the effective thickness of
a crack band h, which corresponds to the finite element size in the direction of
the maximum principal strain [18]. This ensures objective results, independent
on finite element size [81]. Notice that w = hω ε̃ and wf = 2Gf /ft . The evolution
of isotropic damage is obtained by combining Eqs. (3.7), (3.8)

−1
ε0 
hEε20
ω = 1−
1−
ε̃
2Gf


(3.9)

The performance of the proposed Griffith-Rankine model under the plane stress
condition is demonstrated in Figure 3.2 for the onset of cracking. The Mohr√
Coulomb model gives similar results for the friction angle of 51.1◦ and c0 /ft = 2,
which keeps the compressive/tensile strength ratio of 8. The differences in both
models are small but the Griffith-Rankine model provides the equivalent strain
which is used for damage quantification.
The Griffith-Rankine model was implemented in OOFEM [117]. The basic test
covered a uniaxially loaded one brick element under pure tension or compression
for E = 20 GPa, Gf = 20 J/m2 , ft = 5 MPa and the element size 10×10×10
mm. Figure 3.3 shows the response in terms of average stress and strain over
the element. Note that the linear softening law defined in the integration point
may be distorted on the element scale since damage occurs in more integration
points and later becomes localized to one integration point. The material model
provides fracture energy in compression, which is theoretically 64 times larger
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Figure 3.2: Surface at the onset of cracking according to two models under
the plane stress condition.

than that in tension. However, such fracture energy in compression is a fictitious
value since other mechanisms for energy dissipation occur such as buckling within
the microstructure [13].
-3
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Figure 3.3: Test of one linear brick element under uniaxial tension / compression with 8 integration points.

To demonstrate further the performance of the Griffith-Rankine model, Figure 3.4
shows the strain localization in shear bands under the uniaxial compression test
under plane stress condition. A layer of finite elements with steel properties is
attached to the top and bottom which restrains the horizontal displacement and
induces the horizontal shear stress in the contact. This mimics the situation of
the standard uniaxial compression test without teflon pads. Material properties
remain the same as in the previous case and the microstructure size 20×20 mm
is discretized to 20×20 finite elements. Black lines show crack orientation in
damaged parts.
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Figure 3.4: Strain localization in shear bands under the uniaxial compression
test under plane stress. 20×20 quadrilateral elements (20×20 mm), deformation exaggerated 40×, damage shown for the end of softening.

3.2.2

Boundary conditions and intrinsic properties

The four-level multiscale model utilizes a 2D or 3D finite element analysis on each
scale, where the Griffith-Rankine constitutive laws govern the crack growth and
material softening. The discretization of the microstructure relies on the length
scale considered. Each scale contains relevant chemical phases in correct volume
proportions.
The prescribed boundary conditions on a unit cell (UC) reflect uniaxial loading
on each scale. Periodic boundary conditions would provide the most reliable
estimation of elastic properties when cement paste is considered as a whole at
one homogenization level, without any hierarchical approach [167]. However,
kinematic boundary conditions in the top and bottom UC’s surfaces yield a better
match for this hierarchical approach for the elastic modulus. The UC is loaded
by eigenstrain increment in the vertical direction which builds up the uniaxial
macroscopic compressive stress.
Table 3.1 summarizes intrinsic elastic and apparent fracture properties assigned to
relevant phases during simulations. While nanoindentation previously quantified
elastic properties [23], the tensile strengths of C-S-H and C-S-H globules need to
be estimated by means of downscaling from experimental data on cement pastes,
see Section 3.4.6.
The fracture energy of individual components with their interfaces is estimated,
based on available data. For example, the C-S-H–C-S-H debonding energy was
computed to lay between 0.38 and 2.85 J/m2 [64]. However, this energy is too
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low and the pull-out mechanism of CH crystals increases this energy to a theoretical range of 7.55–283 J/m2 , which is more realistic with measured values of
fracture energy of cement pastes [64]. Molecular dynamics simulations performed
on atomic scale yield fracture energy of C-S-H as 1.72 ± 0.29 J/m2 [11]. The value

of fracture energy is not very sensitive parameter for the peak stress of a mate-

rial, see Figure 3.29, but rather influences post-peak behaviour which is not the
primary focus of this paper.
Table 3.1: Intrinsic elastic and apparent fracture properties of relevant chemical
phases considered in the multiscale hierarchical simulation.
Elastic
modulus

Poisson’s Tensile
ratio
(compressive)
strength
(GPa)
(-)
(MPa)
C-S-H globule
57.1
0.28
320 (2560)
C-S-HLD
21.7
0.24
66 (528)b
C-S-HHD
29.4
0.24
107 (856)b
Water-filled porosity 0.001
0.4999
CH
38.0
0.305
AFt
22.4
0.25
AFm
42.3
0.324
Clinker minerals
139.9
0.30
Cement paste
a
) Higher fracture energy leads to the same material strength
b
) Calculated from packing of C-S-H globules

3.3

Fracture
energy
(J/m2 )
2a
5a
5a
15

Ref.

[154]
[42]
[42]
[167]
[42]
[69]
[69]
[123]
[168]

Multiscale model for cement pastes

The previous success of the gel-space descriptor coined by Powers indicates that
strength emerges mainly on submicrometer resolution [123, 129]. A four-level
hierarchical model for cement paste, see Figure 3.5, is constructed to account for
major and minor effects influencing strength. The coupling between levels occurs
through upscaling the elastic modulus, E, and the tensile strength, ft . The
tensile strength on each level is identified from compressive strength, fc , using
the Griffith criterion, which yields a constant ratio fc /ft = 8, see Section 3.2.1.
The fracture energy, Gf , is not directly upscaled, instead, it is explicitly defined
at each level, see further discussion in Section 3.4.13.
Level 0: C-S-H considers C-S-H globules packing to densities between C-S-HLD
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Figure 3.5:
Four-level hierarchical multiscale model.
TEM/SEM
images from left to right:
Eric Lachowski, S.Y. Hong and F.P.
Glasser (http://publish.illinois.edu/concretemicroscopylibrary/transmissionelectron-microscopy-tem/); L. Kopecký (CTU in Prague); Paul Stutzman
(NIST, http://publish.illinois.edu/concretemicroscopylibrary/magnificationprogression-series-1000x/); D. P. Bentz, et al. (Visible Cement Dataset:
http://visiblecement.nist.gov)

and C-S-HHD . Together with Jennings [80], the C-S-H globule consists of
calcium silicate sheets, interlayer space, intraglobule space, and monolayer
water. The globules become mixed with small and large gel pores (1 nm
< d < 12 nm). The characteristic size spans the range of 1 − 100 nm.
Level I: C-S-H foam contains C-S-H together with capillary porosity.

To

mimic an uneven distribution of C-S-H among grains in cement paste,
C-S-H have a spatial gradient. The characteristic size spans the range of
100 nm − 10 µm.
Level II: Cement paste adds unhydrated clinker and all remaining hydration
products (CH, AFm, AFt, . . . ) inside the homogenized C-S-H foam. The
characteristic size spans the range of 10 µm − 100 µm.
Level III: Cement paste with air captures entrained or entrapped air, decreasing the resulting mechanical properties. The characteristic size spans
the range of 100 − 1000 µm.
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Level I of C-S-H foam covers a region between individual clinker grains. The
size of the region depends on (i) the mean size of clinker grains, and on (ii) the
initial composition of cement paste specified by the water-to-binder mass ratio. In
modeling, such microstructure was simplified by assigning a constant UC height
of 10 µm.
It is worthy to mention that C-S-H is not a true gel but a precipitate, signalized by
the presence of capillary porosity, by a more-or-less constant gel porosity during
the C-S-H formation, and by the C-S-H appearance mainly around cement clinker
grains [141] which can be observed in SEM/BSE images.
To investigate the spatial distribution of C-S-H between grains, µCT scans of
cement pastes from The Visible Cement Dataset created by NIST were used [21].
Two different cement pastes were considered with water/cement ratio equal to
0.3 and 0.45, both produced from a reference cement #133. Cement paste with
w/c=0.3 was investigated at 8 and 162 hours after mixing whereas cement paste
with w/c=0.45 was studied at 8 and 124 hours. All µCT scans were sliced to
create 2D images, thresholded to separate clinker, hydrates and capillary pores
based on known volume fractions. In this particular case, C-S-H corresponded to
hydrates.
Figure 3.6 shows the calculated two-point correlation function between hydrates
(C-S-H) and the closest grain surface. Thresholded images of pastes tested 8
hours after casting show that C-S-H precipitate mainly around cement grains for
both w/c ratios studied. Older pastes exhibit a denser microstructure but a larger
w/c ratio (here w/c=0.45) indicates a higher gradient of C-S-H.
0.025
w/c=0.3, t=8 h
w/c=0.45, t=8 h

0.200
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Figure 3.6: Spatial distribution of C-S-H between grains for a) early-age
pastes and b) for older pastes. A pixel corresponds to 0.95 µm.
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A common assumption of hydration models is concentric growth of spherical shells representing hydration products around original grains such as HYMOSTRUC [159], [131] or µic [24], [25]. In the proposed multiscale model we
approximate the spatial gradient of the C-S-H distribution by a spatial density
function ρ as


1
x/`U C
ρ(x, β) = exp −
β
β

(3.10)

where x stands for the distance from the clinker grain surface, β is a parameter
of the exponential distribution and `U C is the characteristic length of UC. Low
values of β indicate a high gradient of C-S-H in space. Figure 3.7 illustrates the
impact of β on the C-S-H distribution at the level of C-S-H foam.

Figure 3.7: The impact of the parameter β on the C-S-H distribution (on level
1) for C-S-H/space ratio γCSH = 0.7, UC size 5 × 5 × 10 µm.

The term “gel” coined by Powers described a mixture of amorphous C-S-H and
all other crystalline hydration products [129]. However, recent detailed modeling
of C3 S and C2 S pastes revealed that not all hydration products contribute to the
compressive strength equally [154]. In fact, more precise results for the compressive strength prediction were obtained when C-S-H was the only failing component in the cement paste. A similar conclusion is supported by Figure 3.8 which
shows the contribution of clinker minerals to the overall compressive strength of
hydrated pastes [19]. While minerals producing C-S-H yield comparable results,
C3 A generating AFt yields a much lower strength. In the presented multiscale
model, C-S-H are considered as the weakest active binding phase, interconnecting other crystalline hydration products, unreacted clinker minerals, and SCMs.
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Instead of using the “gel/space ratio”, we define the term “CSH/space ratio” as
γCSH =

φCSH
φCSH + φcappor

(3.11)

where φCSH and φcappor stand for the volume fractions of C-S-H (including gel

Compressive strength fc,paste (MPa)

pores) and capillary porosity, respectively.
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Figure 3.8: Compressive strength of pastes with w/c = 0.45 measured on
cylinders with a diameter of 12.7 mm and height of 25.4 mm [19].

Level II describes cement paste as a two-phase material. For the reason of simplicity, crystalline hydration products, clinker minerals, and SCMs are merged
together into one fictitious isotropic elastic phase, see Figure 3.5. Due to the
crystalline morphology, a self-consistent scheme [72] is used to estimate the effective elastic property of this homogenized phase which is based on the volume
fractions and elastic properties of individual microstructural constituents according to Table 3.1. The homogenized phase is then embedded into the C-S-H foam
where it acts as solid inclusions.
Level III describes the effect of entrapped or entrained air inside the cement paste
which has a pronounced impact on the mechanical properties. The microstructure
on this level consists of circular voids which are embedded into a homogeneous
cement paste.

3.4

Results and discussion

The four-level model aims to predict the elastic modulus and compressive/tensile
strength of cement pastes by hierarchical homogenization. The tensile strength
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of the C-S-H globule plays the most important role since it is projected onto
higher hierarchical levels. This strength value will be calibrated from macroscopic
data since no direct experimental method is available today, see Section 3.4.6.
The results from finite element simulations are approximated using analytical
functions on all hierarchical levels to speed up the validation.

3.4.1

Level 0 - C-S-H

The presented level considers time-dependent and spatially uniform packing density of C-S-H globules as an approximation of a colloidal system of C-S-H gel.
The shape of the globule is set as one voxel (5 nm), without specifying globule’s
orientation, see Figure 3.10. The globule is treated as an isotropic material.
Jennings [79] coined two morphologies of C-S-H (low and high density) which
emerge from different packing densities of C-S-H globules. Nanoindentation experiments carried out by Constantinides and Ulm [42] identified elastic properties
of C-S-H, see Table 3.1, as well as derived limit packing densities as ηCSHLD = 0.63
and ηCSHHD = 0.76 [43].
A packing density of globules is estimated from the CEMHYD3D hydration
model [20] with the implemented confinement algorithm [167] and it is a function
of the initial water-to-binder mass ratio, w/b, and the time-dependent capillary
porosity, φcappor . Figure 3.9 shows the evolution for three w/b ratios with the
approximation
h

φCSHHD = 1 + 5000 φcappor

(2.5+5 w/b)

i−1

(3.12)

The confinement algorithm makes no difference between various solid phases,
hence it captures both OPC and blended cements [167].
Depending on the volume fraction of C-S-HHD within C-S-H, we interpolate the
actual packing density of globules as
ηglob = ηCSHLD + (ηCSHHD − ηCSHLD ) φCSHHD = 0.63 + 0.14 φCSHHD

(3.13)

Similarly, Young’s modulus of C-S-H spans the range between ECSHLD = 21.7 GPa

Volume fraction of C-S-HHD (-)
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Figure 3.9: Evolution of the volume fraction of C-S-HHD within C-S-H
as a function of capillary porosity and the initial composition from the
CEMHYD3D model. C-S-HLD always appears at the beginning of hydration.

and ECSHHD = 29.4 GPa, see Table 3.1.
0
ECSH
= ECSHLD + (ECSHHD − ECSHLD ) φCSHHD = 21.7 + 7.7 φCSHHD

(3.14)

The apparent tensile strength of the globule governs strength at higher hierarchical levels. Section 3.4.6 shows that the globule’s apparent tensile strength was
identified as
ft,glob = 320 MPa

(3.15)

Figure 3.10 shows UCs for C-S-HLD and C-S-HHD types used for finite element
simulations. Figure 3.11 displays the evolution of the C-S-H tensile strength
depending on the packing density. The approximation reads
0
ft,CSH

1 − ηglob 5.133
= ft,glob exp −1.101
ηglob



(3.16)

0
which yields the apparent tensile strength of C-S-HLD and C-S-HHD as ft,CSH
=
LD
0
66 MPa and ft,CSH
= 107 MPa, respectively. By extrapolation to globule packHD

ing density ηglob = 1 we identify the apparent tensile strength of the globule
as 320 MPa.

The compressive strength of C-S-H can be obtained from the

Griffith criterion in Eq. (3.6), which yields the apparent compressive strength
0
0
fc,CSH
= 528 MPa, and fc,CSH
= 856 MPa.
LD
HD
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Figure 3.10: UCs for C-S-HLD and C-S-HHD , 20×20×40 brick elements (UC
size 100×100×200 nm).
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Figure 3.11: Tensile strength of C-S-H depending on the globule packing
density. Circles represent results from FE simulations on 20×20×40 brick
elements (100×100×200 nm), β = 1.0 and Gf = 2 J/m2 .

3.4.2

Level 1 - C-S-H foam

C-S-H precipitating in the region between individual clinker grains forms a spatial
gradient, see Figure 3.7. This level contains only C-S-H which is intermixed with
capillary porosity. The computational UC is composed from a 3D uniform mesh,
consisting of 20×20×40 brick elements with linear displacement interpolations
and with a resolution of 0.25 µm/voxel, yielding the UC size of 5×5×10 µm. The
proposed setup assumes that the top and bottom planes of UC touch the surfaces
of clinker grains and C-S-H precipitates in between. C-S-H is generated randomly
in UC but its spatial distribution follows Eq. (3.10).
Figure 3.12 shows the stress-strain diagram obtained from a FE model of C-S-H
foam consisting solely of C-S-HLD using the C-S-H/space ratio γCSH = 0.7, β =
0
0.6, and ft,CSH
= 66 MPa.
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Figure 3.12: Stress-strain diagram obtained on C-S-H foam using γCSH = 0.7,
0
β = 0.6, and ft,CSH
= 66 MPa.

The results from numerical simulations on the level of C-S-H foam show that
the spatial gradient has only a weak impact on elasticity. The elastic modulus
for percolated microstructures linearly increases with the increasing CSH/space

Elastic modulus Efoam (GPa)

ratio, see Figure 3.13.
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1
CSH/space ratio γCSH = VCSH / (VCSH+Vcappor) (−)

Figure 3.13: Elastic modulus evolution for level 1 (C-S-H foam), assuming
solely C-S-HLD with the globule packing density ηglob = ηCSHLD = 0.63. Points
represent results from FE simulations on UC 20×20×40 brick elements (UC
size 5×5×10 µm) and the lines are analytical approximations.

An analytical approximation to numerical results of the elastic modulus of C-S-H
foam yields
EfI oam
A1
B1



γCSH B1 − 1
=
exp A1
γCSH


β 0.02 − 1
= 0.820 exp −4.949
, β ∈ h0.4; 1.0i
β 2.8


β 0.02 − 1
= 1.818 exp 4.310
, β ∈ h0.4; 1.0i
β 2.8
0
ECSH

(3.17)
(3.18)
(3.19)
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where β ∈ h0.4; 1.0i. Higher β values are equivalent to a uniform distribution.
Compressive strength determined on identical microstructures exhibits a high

Ι

Compressive strength fc,foam (MPa)

sensitivity on the spatial gradient, see Figure 3.14. This can be explained by
600
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5x5x10 µm, β=0.6
5x5x10 µm, β=0.4

400
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200
100
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CSH/space ratio γCSH = φCSH / (φCSH+φcappor) (−)

Figure 3.14: Compressive strength evolution for level 1 (C-S-H foam), assuming solely C-S-HLD with the globule packing density ηglob = ηCSHLD = 0.63
0
= 528 MPa. Points repreand the corresponding compressive strength fc,CSH
sent results from FE simulations on UC 20×20×40 brick elements (UC size
5×5×10 µm) and lines are analytical approximations.
the stress concentration in diluted areas which decrease the load-bearing capacity. The analytical approximation to numerical data results in more complicated
equations, capturing the effect of the CSH/space ratio γCSH and the spatial gradient by means of the parameter β as
I
fc,f
oam

C1
D1

3.4.3



1 − γCSH D1
=
exp −C1
γCSH


β−1
= 1.101 exp −0.296
, β ∈ h0.4; 1.0i
β
= −11.058 β 1.987 + 16.191 β , β ∈ h0.4; 1.0i
0
fc,CSH

(3.20)
(3.21)
(3.22)

Level 2 - cement paste

Level 2 uses a 2D uniform mesh composed of 100×100 quadrilateral elements
(UC size of 100×100 µm) with linear displacement interpolations. The comparison with 3D UC proved that 2D model under plane stress yields very similar
results for elasticity and peak stress. The 2D model allows capturing larger and
more detailed microstructures. The damage model was assigned to a homogeneous C-S-H foam. The actual size of inclusions follows a step-wise particle size
distribution with circles of 5, 10, and 15 µm in diameter.
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Introducing a solid inclusion into a homogeneous C-S-H foam results in an increase
of the stiffness of the reinforced foam on the one hand, and in a decrease of the
compressive strength on the other hand. Results from FE simulations show that
the overall stiffness of cement paste proportionally increases with the quantity of
inclusions as well as their stiffness, see Figure 3.15.
100x100 µm, Eincl∈〈40, 139.9〉 GPa
fit=EΙfoam *[1+φincl* (0.0102*Eincl+0.278*EΙfoam0.2)]

40

ΙΙ

Elastic modulus ECP (GPa)

50

30
20
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0
0

0.05 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4
Volume fraction of inclusion φincl (-)

Figure 3.15: Elastic modulus evolution for level 2 (cement paste) assuming
EfI oam = 1, 10, 20 GPa. Circles represent results from FE simulations on a
2D microstructure on 100×100 quadrilateral elements (UC size 100×100 µm)
with varying stiffness of the inclusion Eincl = 40, 50, 60, 70, 105, 139.9 GPa.
An analytical approximation yields
h

i
0.2
II
ECP
= EfI oam 1 + φincl 0.0102 Eincl + 0.278 EfI oam

(3.23)

The high stiffness contrast between solid inclusions and the C-S-H foam influences
stress trajectories to concentrate between inclusions, resulting in a decrease of
the nominal strength of cement paste, see Figure 3.16. The impact of inclusion’s
stiffness on the resultant decrease of compressive strength is insignificant.
An analytical approximation yields
II
I
= fc,f
fc,CP
oam [0.758 + (1 − 0.758) exp (−29.3 φincl )]

3.4.4

(3.24)

Level 3 - cement paste with air

Level 3 again uses a 2D uniform mesh composed of 50×50 quadrilateral elements (UC size 1000×1000 µm). To account for the random size of entrapped
or entrained air bubbles in real cement pastes, the size of the bubbles follows a
step-wise particle size distribution with spheres of 20, 60, and 100 µm in diameter.

ΙΙ

Compressive strength fc,CP (MPa)
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Figure 3.16: Compressive strength evolution for level 2 (cement paste), asI
suming fc,f
oam = 50, 100, 150, 200 MPa. Circles represent results from FE
simulations on a 2D microstructure on 100×100 quadrilateral elements (UC
I
size 100×100 µm) for fc,f
oam = 50, 100, 150, 200 GPa with varying stiffness
of the inclusion Eincl = 40, 50, 60, 70, 105, 139.9 GPa.

The presence of air in the cement paste significantly reduces both observed mechanical properties. Figure 3.17 shows the decrease of the elastic modulus with

ΙΙΙ

Elastic modulus ECP+air (GPa)

the increasing volume fraction of the air content φair .
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Figure 3.17: Elastic modulus evolution for level 3 (cement paste with air),
II
assuming ECP
= 20 GPa. Circles represent results from FE simulations on a
2D microstructure on 50×50 quadrilateral elements (UC size 1×1 mm).

An analytical approximation reads
III
II
ECP
+air = ECP (1 − 3 φair )

(3.25)

Every 1 % of entrained (or entrapped) air results in a proportional decrease of
the elastic modulus by 3 %.
Voids in a homogeneous matrix cause the concentration of stress, effectively reducing the compressive strength, see Figure 3.18.

ΙΙΙ

Compressive strength fc,CP+air (MPa)
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Figure 3.18: Compressive strength evolution for level 3 (cement paste
with air). Circles represent results from FE simulations on a 2D miII
crostructure on 50×50 quadrilateral elements (UC size 1×1 mm) for fc,CP
=
50, 100, 150, 200 MPa.

An analytical approximation to numerical simulations reads

III
fc,CP
+air


f II

φair
II
for φair ≤ 0.0025
− 0.2 fc,CP
0.0025


(3.26)
=
1.6452
0.8 f II exp −4.056 (φair −0.0025)
for
φ
>
0.0025
air
c,CP
φair
c,CP

Figure 3.19 shows that introducing only 0.1 % of air decreases compressive
strength by approximately 20 %. This sharp decrease could hardly be measured experimentally since it compares a material without any defects such as
macro-defect-free cements with a material with only a few voids or cracks. However, going to the region after this initial reduction yields a strength reduction
of approx. 5 % per 1 % of entrained air, which is already consistent with the

Reduction in compr. strength (%)

observation on the concrete scale [111, p.557].
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Figure 3.19: Reduction of cement paste compressive strength with respect to
entrapped or entrained air.
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3.4.5

Discussion on FE mesh representations

To demonstrate representativeness of a mesh, a cement paste from level 2 was
taken with the size 100x100 µm. Three sets of microstructures were generated
using different mesh sizes, yielding 50x50, 100x100, and 200x200 quadrilateral
elements. Five randomly generated microstructures in each set aimed at capturing
statistical effect with 20% volume fraction of solid inclusions with stepwise particle
size distribution using 5, 10, and 15 µm circular inclusions.
Simulations show that the predicted compressive strength of cement paste is
almost insensitive to the mesh size, see Figure 3.20. However, increasing mesh size
results in a decrease of scatter in predicted compressive strengths, in accordance

Compressive strength fc (MPa)

with theoretical predictions [83].
100
Level 2, 100x100 µm

80
60
40
20
0
50x50
100x100 200x200
Microstructure mesh size (pixels)

Figure 3.20: Results from FE simulations on level 2 (cement paste) containing
20% of solid inclusions for three mesh sizes.

3.4.6

Calibration of ft,glob

The proposed multiscale model contains two independent variables which need
to be calibrated from experimental data
• The apparent tensile strength of C-S-H globules, ft,glob .
• The spatial gradient of C-S-H described by the parameter β.
In this regard, we created the CemBase database version 1.0, containing experimental results from testing cement pastes and mortars. The data contained in
this PostgreSQL database are structured and systematically sorted into individual categories starting from the characterization of raw materials, followed by the
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mixture composition, volume fractions of relevant phases, and measured mechanical properties. Individual categories are cross-linked to remove any duplicities.
Up to date, CemBase contains mechanical tests of 399 microstructures: 297 pastes
and 102 mortars for water-to-binder ratios between 0.157 and 0.68. Complete
volume fractions are not available for every microstructure due to missing experimental data. Whenever possible, the quantities of phases were calculated using
a CEMHYD3D hydration model [20] to complement missing microstructural information.
Compressive strength is recorded for 353 microstructures between 1 and 750 days,
however, our multiscale model was only validated against 95 paste compressive
strength values as sufficient microstructural compositions are available here. Out
of 95 strength values, 76 are from OPC pastes, 5 from slag-blended pastes, 5 from
fly ash-blended pastes, 5 from limestone-blended pastes, and 4 from finely ground
quartz-blended pastes. The volume of air is only recorded for 44 microstructures
with an average value of 0.8 %. The latter was assigned to the remaining microstructures as a default value.
During the calibration of our multiscale model, the parameter was initially fixed
to β = 1, which signalized a nearly uniform distribution of C-S-H in space as well
as the highest possible compressive strength prediction. The apparent tensile
strength for the C-S-H globule was identified using 95 experimental results of
compressive strength as
ft,glob = 320 MPa

(3.27)

This strength is the highest value which is only exceeded by 6 out of 95 measured
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compressive strength values, see Figure 3.21(a).
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Figure 3.21: Validation of model-predicted compressive strength with experiments for β = 1.0 (a), β = 0.6 (b), and β = 0.4 (c).
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A further reduction of the model-predicted compressive strength is achieved by
decreasing β, i. e. effectively by creating a gradient of C-S-H within capillary
pores. The value β = 0.6 globally fits the strength data best, however, the
range β ∈ h0.4, 1i can accommodate almost all experimental results. Pastes

from blended cements do not exhibit any substantial variations from the trend
described by the C-S-H/space ratio, we, therefore, expect that the C-S-H formed
from SCMs exhibits similar mechanical properties when compared to the C-S-H
from pure OPC.
The theoretical tensile strength for cohesive brittle material is related to the
E modulus through surface energy. Typical estimates are ft ∈ (0.01 − 0.10) E

[56, 61]. This gives a theoretical tensile strength of the C-S-H globule in the range
ft ∈ (571 − 5710) MPa which already shows high values on the small scale. Our
apparent tensile strength for the C-S-H globule lies at the bottom range which
already signalizes defects on this small scale.
Recently, tensile strengh was measured indirectly on cantilever beams 20 µm long
by means of bending [114]. The beams were prepared from 7 year old cement
paste via FIB technique. Tensile strength of outer product (mainly CSHLD ) correponded to 264.1±73.4 MPa, inner product (mainly CSHHD ) 700.2±198.5 MPa.
This clearly demonstrates increase of strength with size decrease and supports
the high tensile strength of C-S-H globule.
The formation of the C-S-H gradient inevitably leads to a decrease of compressive
strength. A possible way of interpreting the C-S-H gradient is that as C-S-H precipitates on clinker grains it starts to grow onwards, filling capillary porosity. For
cement pastes with a relatively high w/b ratio clinker grains are widely spaced
apart from each other, C-S-H fail to interconnect neighbouring grains to create a
solid structural network. Densifying the microstructure, either by lowering w/b
ratio, by providing additional mineral surfaces for C-S-H to precipitate onto or
by filling capillary porosity by a fine material (such as silica fume), inevitably
leads to a more dispersed C-S-H. This results in a low gradient of C-S-H (described by a high parameter β) and corresponds to high strength predictions, see

Figure 3.22(a) for pastes with w/b ≤ 0.4. Pastes with a higher water-to-binder
ratio (w/b > 0.4) tend to exhibit a larger gradient of C-S-H (described by a low
parameter β) due to a less dense packing of clinker grains, see Figure 3.22(b).
The scaling parameter β takes into account several factors, notably heterogeneous
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Figure 3.22: Impact of the water-to-binder ratio on the C-S-H gradient, represented by the parameter β: (a) dense microstructures with w/b ≤ 0.4 exhibit
a more uniform C-S-H formation signalized by β = 1, whereas (b) sparse
microstructures with w/b > 0.4 indicate a higher C-S-H gradient.

nucleation and precipitation of C-S-H and cement fineness. These factors are
normally overlooked since calibration data usually come from similar cements
without seeding agents or with various blend levels. Recognizing this effect opens
a way to optimize distribution of C-S-H and to improve a binder.

3.4.7

Validation of elastic modulus

The elastic modulus of cement paste was validated against 27 experimental results
from CemBase. The validation assumed β = 1.0 and β = 0.6 for all experimental

ΙΙΙ

Elastic modulus ECP+air (GPa): MODEL

results, see Figure 3.23. Lower values of β lead to slightly lower model predictions.
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Figure 3.23: Model predicted elastic modulus for β = 1.0 and β = 0.6.
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3.4.8

Example #1 - Portland cement paste w/c=0.51

This example illustrates the performance of the multiscale model on OPC with
w/b = 0.51. The microstructural characterization in Figure 3.24(a) was performed at 3, 7, 28, and 91 days at Lafarge Centre de Recherche according to the
test protocol described in [154] using a combination of XRD/Rietveld together
with thermal gravimetric analysis and volume balance equations and provides the
necessary volume fractions for the model. A high water-to-binder ratio creates a
sparsely filled microstructure which, at the same time, results in a high gradient
of C-S-H. Figure 3.24(b) shows a validation where a low parameter β = 0.6 fits
the best experimental results. The last experimental strength value measured at
91 days shows no increase when compared to 28 days. In this particular case the
specimen had dried out, which is further supported by mass measurements taken
directly after demoulding of the specimen and before testing. The specimen was
kept for 91 days in a cooling chamber with 95% RH, 20 ◦ C and was wrapped
in a food-preservation plastic foil to further reduce water evaporation. However,
such precautions were insufficient and surface microcracks were very likely formed
which resulted in a lower-than-expected compressive strength. Table 3.2 shows a
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Figure 3.24: Volume fractions for OPC paste with w/b = 0.51 (a). Experimentally measured compressive strength (b) compared with multiscale model
predictions.

3.4.9

Example #2 - Portland cement paste w/c=0.247

To study the impact of the water-to-binder ratio on observed mechanical properties, we extract a sub-stoichiometric cement paste with w/b = 0.247 from Cem-
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Table 3.2: Decrease of strength with upscaling for OPC paste, w/b = 0.51 at 28
days (degree of OPC hydration ξ = 0.836) using microstructural characterisation
as follows: γCSH = 0.5815, fcappor = 0.290, fincl = 0.3067, Eincl = 48.032 GPa,
fair = 0.008, β = 0.6, and ft,glob = 320 MPa.
Level 0
C-S-H

fti
fci

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
C-S-H foam Cement paste Cement paste
with air
68.958 7.605
5.765
4.185
MPa
551.667 60.843
46.121
33.481
MPa

Base. Volume fractions were calculated by CEMHYD3D hydration model [20]
using raw material characterization found in [104]. The necessary input for the
multiscale model comes from the volume fraction in Figure 3.25(a). A relatively
low w/b = 0.247 indicates a dense microstructure, forcing C-S-H to evenly precipitate within capillary pores. This is best described by β = 0.8, see Figure 3.25(b).
Table 3.3 shows a decrease of model-predicted tensile and compressive strength
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Figure 3.25: Volume fractions for OPC paste with w/b = 0.247 (a). Experimentally measured compressive strength (b) compared to model predictions.

3.4.10

Example

#3

-

slag-blended

cement

paste

w/b=0.53
The results from a microstructural characterization carried out on a slag-blended
paste with w/b = 0.53 by mass (w/b = 1.6 by volume), the 45 % cement replacement level are shown in Figure 3.26(a). The characterization of individual
chemical phases was performed at 1, 3, 7, 28, and 91 days in the same way
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Table 3.3: Decrease of strength with upscaling for OPC paste, w/b = 0.247 at 28
days (degree of OPC hydration ξ = 0.515) using microstructural characterisation
as follows: γCSH = 0.77564, fcappor = 0.1146, fincl = 0.4892, Eincl = 79.033 GPa,
fair = 0.041, β = 0.8, and ft,glob = 320 MPa.
Level 0
C-S-H
fti
fci

Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
C-S-H foam Cement paste Cement paste
with air
80.764 24.404
18.498
9.289
MPa
646.115 195.236
147.998
74.313
MPa

as in Section 3.4.8. The model-predicted compressive strength is shown in Fig-
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ure 3.26(b). The most appropriate value is β = 0.5.
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Figure 3.26: Volume fractions for slag-blended paste with w/b = 0.53 and
the replacement level of 45 % by volume (a). Experimentally measured compressive strength (b) compared to model predictions.

3.4.11

Example #4 - fly ash-blended cement paste
w/b=0.60

The results from a microstructural characterization carried out on a fly ashblended paste with w/b = 0.60 by mass (w/b = 1.6 by volume), the 45 % cement
replacement level are shown in Figure 3.27(a). The characterization of individual chemical phases was performed at 1, 3, 7, 28, and 91 days in the same way
as in Section 3.4.8. The model-predicted compressive strength is shown in Figure 3.27(b). The most appropriate value is β = 0.5.
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Figure 3.27: Volume fractions for fly ash-blended paste with w/b = 0.60
and the replacement level of 45 % by volume (a). Experimentally measured
compressive strength (b) compared to model predictions

3.4.12

Comparison with Powers’ approach

Direct comparison of Powers’ gel/space model [128] and the presented model
is not straightforward because both are based on different microstructural descriptors. However, we will show that under some reasonable assumptions both
approaches yield comparable results. Powers coined an empirical relation between
the microstructure of pure cement pastes and their compressive strength using
“gel/space” ratio (GSR) as a microstructural descriptor. This relation can be
expressed by a power law function as
fc,paste = f0 GSRb

(3.28)

where f0 stands for the intrinsic compressive strength of the material and b for
the best fit coefficient. Similar power law function can also be identified when
the microstructure is described by “C-S-H/space” ratio, γCSH , see Figure 3.28.
The presented multiscale model uses four hierarchical levels to describe the microstructure. To simplify the strength prediction into a single equation, we make
the following assumptions: (i) on level 0 we assume the ratio of C-S-HLD :C-S-HHD
equal to 4:1; (ii) on level 1 the spatial gradient of C-S-H by β = 0.6; (iii) on level
2 the volume fraction of inclusions equals to 0.15; (iv) on level 3 the volume of
entrained air equals to 0.008. The expression of compressive strength of then
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simplifies into a single exponential equation
fc,paste



1 − γCSH 5.7072
= 320 exp −1.3412
γCSH

(3.29)

Figure 3.28 shows the comparison of both approaches with very similar results.
However, just by varying the scaling parameter β results in upper and lower

Compressive strength fc (MPa)

bounds that can cover almost all experimental data points.
200
CemBase data: OPC pastes

150

Powers: fc=237.21*γ3.49; R2=0.886
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1
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0
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0.6
0.8
1
CSH/space ratio γCSH = φCSH / (φCSH + φcappor) (−)

Figure 3.28: Comparison of modeling approaches: Powers’ power law fit and
proposed model.

3.4.13

Impact of C–S–H fracture energy

It is an interesting feature of the four-level model that compressive or tensile
strength always decreases on upscaling. Fracture energy may increase on upscaling if other mechanisms occur during the crack propagation, e.g. crack arresting,
shielding, or pulling out an inclusion. It is also known from concrete experiments
that fracture energy increases with the size of aggregates [172].
A direct experimental characterization of fracture energy for C-S-H is currently,
up to our best knowledge, beyond experimental evidence. C-S-H as an amorphous
precipitate contains micro-crystalline seeds of CH and other crystalline hydration
products (AFm, AFt) which increase the observed fracture energy. Modeling of
frictional pull-out tests [64] of CH from the C-S-H matrix tend to increase the
fracture energy due to intermolecular interactions between C-S-H globules.
Numerical modeling on level 1, see Figure 3.29, shows that the fracture energy
of C-S-H only has an insignificant impact on the predicted compressive strength.
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Decreasing G0f,CSH below 2 J/m2 would increase the apparent tensile strength of

Compressive strength fc,foam (MPa)

a globule, ft,glob , [64].
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Figure 3.29: Impact of fracture energy of C-S-H on compressive strength of
C-S-H foam. FE model from 10×10×20 brick elements (UC size 5×5×10 µm)
using β = 1.0.

3.4.14

Impact of void size on strength

Voids in cement paste occur on different length scales either as capillary pores (size
10 nm − 10 µm) or as entrained air (10 µm − 500 µm) or entrapped air (> 1 mm).

In quasi-brittle materials the size of voids matters as the scaling of compressive
(tensile) strength obeys the size-effect law [18]
σN,c = B

fc0


− 21
d
1+
d0

(3.30)

where d is the void diameter, d0 , B, fc0 are constants for identification. In a perfectly ductile material, the diameter of a void does not matter. The level of C-S-H
foam resembles this situation with the size up to 10 µm, see Figure 3.12, which
renders the foam less brittle with larger softening part. Capillary pores residing
in the foam influence strength by their volume only, while the shape and their
distribution have a little influence. This is the reason why the total amount of
capillary porosity controls compressive / tensile strength, but neither their pore
distribution nor their shape.
The situation changes for entrapped/entrained air voids which have a much larger
size than capillary voids. In a perfectly brittle material, increasing a void size
four-times would decrease the strength twice according to linear elastic fracture
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mechanics. Also, the shape of void influences the strength of material. Cement
paste is a quasibrittle material hence the scaling of strength occurs between ductile and brittle asymptotic limits.
Figure 3.30 shows results from a size effect study on a 2D microstructure
(100×100 quadrilateral elements). The model is not directly associated to any
homogenization level in particular, see Figure 3.5, but covers the whole range
of sizes.

The model consists of a homogeneous matrix (fc = 100 MPa and

Gf = 15 J/m2 ) with voids. The actual void diameter is kept constant at 10
elements whereas the volume fraction changes from 0 up to 10 %. Changing the
element resolution creates different sizes of the identical microstructure, starting
from 1×1 µm with void size 0.1 µm up to 2×2 cm with void size 2 mm. It is clear
that void diameters d > 50 µm reduce the strength more than only by their volume amount. This is due to a more brittle behavior of the cement paste than the
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foam. The presence of entrapped air with d > 1 mm is the most detrimental.

104

105

Figure 3.30: Void size-dependent compressive strength of cement paste obeying the size-effect law.

3.4.15

Global sensitivity analysis by scatter plots

Sensitivity analysis by a sampling-based method identifies the key global factors
influencing compressive/tensile strength. Compressive strength is calculated using a full factorial design from a combination of all input variables on each scale.
Model inputs for each level were chosen by uniform sampling over all admissible
model input as follows:
• C-S-H/space ratio γC-S-H ∈ h0.3, 1i for level 1.
• Volume fraction of C-S-HHD within C-S-H: φCSHHD ∈ h0, 1i for level 1.
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• Parameter for C-S-H spatial gradient: β ∈ h0.4, 1i for level 1.
• Volume fraction of inclusion: φincl ∈ h0, 1i for level 2.
• Volume fraction of entrapped / entrained air: φair ∈ h0, 0.1i for level 3.
Compressive strength is plotted against a combination of individual input variables in a scatter plot which provides a visual indication of the sensitivity of a
given input value. Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient ρ is used to quantify
sensitivity; the closer the |ρ| is to 1, the more monotonically related the observed
variables are.

Input variables on all levels cover a wide range of possible combinations of admissible data for the multiscale model. Figure 3.31 shows the most correlated input
variables globally; the C-S-H/space ratio and the volume fraction of entrapped /
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Figure 3.31: Important results from global sensitivity analysis; (a) correlation
between the compressive strength of C-S-H foam and the CSH/space ratio,
and (b) compressive strength of cement paste and volume fraction of air.

3.4.16

Local sensitivity analysis

To further highlight the impact of individual input parameters on model predictions, local sensitivity analysis was carried out for selected cement pastes. Local
sensitivity analysis the effect of small perturbations of one model input variable
(Xi ) to the compressive strength while keeping the other inputs constant (X)
∂Y
∂Xi

(3.31)
X
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The partial derivative in Eq. (3.31) is solved using a forward difference method
with the step length equal to 1 % of the input value. The higher the absolute
value of the partial derivation, the more sensitive the input parameter. However,
the step length is kept equal for assessment of all input variables, disregarding the
actual range for the input parameter. This results in unequal model predictions
because changing the volume fraction of air by 1 % (with a range from 0 to 0.1)
reduces predicted compressive strength significantly more than changing, e.g. β
by 1 % (with a range from 0.4 to 1). Therefore the presented local sensitivity
analysis only shows trends and highlights key microstructural factors rather than
comparing absolute values of the partial derivation.
Local sensitivity analysis was performed on all mixes in four examples (OPC
with w/b = 0.51, OPC with w/b = 0.247, slag-blended paste with 45 % clinker
replacement, and fly ash-blended paste with 45 % clinker replacement). The
results were very similar and only the OPC paste w/b = 0.51 is shown in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4: Local sensitivity analysis on OPC paste, w/c = 0.51 at 28 days.
Model input Xi

Default value X

Impact on
compressive strength
III
∂fc,CP
+air
∂Xi

Air volume fraction φair
C-S-H/space ratio γCSH
Spatial gradient of C-S-H β
C-S-HHD volume fraction φCSHHD
Inclusion volume fraction φincl
Elastic modulus of inclusion Eincl

0.008
0.608
0.600
0.094
0.267
48.032

-491.67
181.85
58.37
19.16
-0.15
0.00

X

Results highlighted that apart from the C-S-H/space ratio and entrapped air, the
spatial gradient of C-S-H plays a key role for the compressive strength and elastic
modulus of cement paste.

3.5

Conclusions

The paper describes a four-level micromechanical model for blended cement pastes
aimed at predicting compressive strength. The multiscale model uses a newlyproposed “C-S-H/space” ratio as the primary microstructural descriptor which is
applicable for pure as well as blended cements. The model introduces a spatial
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C-S-H gradient, mimicking nonuniform distribution between individual grains.
The most relevant findings and conclusions can be summarized as follows:
1. The C-S-H globule was taken as the only failing phase which obeys an elastodamage law. Other chemical phases were treated elastically. Validation
proved that this assumption can cover all experimental data on OPC and
blended pastes with the addition of slag, fly ash, limestone and quartz and
w/b in the range of 0.157 up to 0.68 from approximately 1 day of hydration
under room temperature.
2. The CemBase database version 1.0 was assembled for validating the multiscale model. The database now contains 399 experimental data.
3. The apparent tensile strength of the C-S-H globule was identified as ft,glob =
320 MPa by evaluating the model predicted compressive strength against
95 experimental values. Although there is no direct experimental evidence
of such high tensile strength, the theoretical limit value can be as high as
5700 MPa [56, 61].
4. The C-S-H/space ratio was found to be the most fundamental parameter for
compressive/tensile strength, in accordance with Powers [129]. The volume
of entrained / entrapped air and the spatial gradient of C-S-H are further
factors governing the compressive strength of blended pastes.
5. Precipitating C-S-H around grains exhibit a spatial gradient which has a
strong impact on the compressive strength of cement paste. The densification of the microstructure due to a decrease of the initial water-to-binder
ratio or by progressing hydration leads to a more uniform distribution of
C-S-H. This assumption needs further experimental refinement by statistical descriptors based on true µCT or SEM images.
6. The multiscale model needs further elaboration for systems beyond the OPC
basis producing C-S-H. Particularly alkali-activated systems (N-A-S-H gel),
calcium aluminate cements (C-A-H gel), oxychloride, phosphatic cements,
etc.
7. The multiscale model captures the strain-softening behavior on each scale
and handles energy dissipation by upscaling E, ft and assigning Gf . This
ensures a correct localization limiter on each scale and the transfer of
microstructurally-based fracture properties between scales [15].
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Chapter 4
Hydration-driven evolution of
compressive strength of OPC and
blended cementitious materials:
microstructural characterization,
strength testing, and multiscale
modeling
This chapter contains a quite mature paper draft authored by Michal Hlobil, Markus Königsberger, Pipat Termkhajornkit, Rémi Barbarulo, Christian
Hellmich, and Bernhard Pichler. At the time of finalizing this thesis, it is planned
to submit the paper – in further improved form – to Cement and Concrete Research.

4.1

Introduction

The hydration-induced development of strength of cementitious materials is of
highest practical relevance, because the uniaxial compressive strength of concrete
is the central material property for classification and design used by codes and
regulations [55, 4, 78]. In the second half of the 20th century, concrete technology
99
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was challenged to satisfy high – and to a certain extent contradicting – demands
from construction industry. This includes the following requirements.
• As for flexible construction, fresh concrete shall remain workable for hours,
i.e. significant hydration of cement shall not start prior to placement of
concrete.
• As for efficient construction, hydration shall be a speedy process after place-

ment, i.e. early-age strength shall develop so fast that formworks can be
stripped 24 hours after production.

• The final product shall be durable, in order to guarantee serviceability of
structures over their entire designed lifetime.

Available concrete mixes based on ordinary Portland cement (OPC) satisfy the
described demands. At the end of the 20th century, in turn, reduction of CO2
emissions became an additional challenging requirement. The favorite solution
was to replace part of OPC clinker either by hydraulic waste materials from
other industries, such as the supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs) blast
furnace slag or fly ash from combustion power plants, or by inert fillers, such as
quartz or limestone. The resulting blended binders make the sought reduction
of CO2 emissions possible, they comply with the requirements regarding fresh
concrete properties and the long-term performance, but the early-age strength
development is slower compared to traditional OPC. This has initiated intensive
research on early-age properties of cementitious materials produced with blended
binders, see e.g. [57, 94, 116, 97, 175, 74].
Use of blended binders adds, on the one hand, a lot of flexibility for the development of innovative mix designs, given that different clinker replacement ratios can
be used and that several clinker replacement materials are available, see above.
On the other hand, the early-age evolutions of mechanical properties such as
stiffness and strength are significantly different as compared to pure OPC materials. First and foremost, this is a consequence of modified hydration kinetics
[116]. Finely ground non-reactive fillers made of limestone or quartz are known
to speed up reaction kinetics, since the small particles represent preferred precipitation sites for hydrates [97], although the fillers themselves do not dissolve
considerably [174, 170]. While SCM particles exhibit (to a certain extent) a similar filler effect, they start to hydrate typically much later than OPC, because
the pH value of the pore solution must exceed a certain threshold to initiate
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SCM hydration [97]. Delayed hydration results in the delayed development of
early-age stiffness and strength. In addition to the influence on reaction kinetics,
interaction between SCM hydration and clinker hydration may lead to chemical
hydrate compositions which are significantly different from those precipitating
in pure OPC pastes [26, 40]. The fibrillar morphology of hydrates, known from
OPC, may gradually change into a more foil-like morphology under the influence
of blast furnace slag [132]. Fly ash, in turn, may result in a more uniform microstructure and a decreased average pore size relative to the OPC reference [40].
Other sources report on an influence of grinding fineness on the resulting pore size
distribution [40] and, consequently, also on the macroscopic compressive strength
[39]. Finally, nanoindentation tests imply that hydrates in SCM-blended pastes
are considerably stronger than in OPC paste [175], while inert calcareous fillers
do not alter the hydrates’ strength [161].
The present contribution further extends this line of research by studying the
strength evolution of (cement pastes and) mortars produced with pure OPC or
blended binders, in the framework of a combined experimental-computational
approach. Given that predictive modeling of the phase evolution of blended pastes
is out of reach, state-of-the-art microstructural characterization techniques are
combined in order to quantify the phase volume evolutions of one pure OPC paste
and of four blended pastes, where 45 % of the clinker volume are replaced either
by quartz, limestone, slag, or fly ash. In addition, blended mortar cylinders are
crushed under uniaxial compression at material ages amounting to 3 days and to
28 days. This experimental database serves as the motivation for related modeling
activities, which are based on methods of continuum micromechanics [177]. As for
OPC materials, these methods have shown to be valuable for homogenization of
elastic stiffness [23, 138, 122, 149, 9, 163], creep [140, 90], and strength [122, 121,
123]. Notably, the elasto-brittle strength models consider that the macroscopic
strength of OPC cement pastes is reached, once stresses in microscopic hydration
products reach the corresponding hydrate strength. In the context of the present
paper, aspects of the strength model [121, 123] are further elaborated:
1. The range of applicability of the strength models [121, 123] is first extended from cement pastes to mortars. The latter are considered as matrixinclusion composites, with rather stiff sand grains embedded in a less stiff
cement paste matrix. Because of the stiffness contrast, we consider that
stress peaks of the cement paste matrix occur in representative volumes
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that are directly attached to the surface of sand grains. Such stress peaks
are evidenced by the formation of cracks in this region [146, 145]. We here
quantify these stress peaks by means of the stress concentration concept
developed in [88, 89].
2. Envisioning that hydrate failure is related to shear cracking at the
nanoscopic scale, and that the corresponding shear strength increases with
increasing pressure acting on the crack plane, the von Mises-type elastic
limit criterion used in [121, 123] is replaced by a Mohr-Coulomb criterion.
Related strength constants are taken from limit state analysis of nanoindentation studies on low-density calcium-silicate-hydrates [139].
3. When it comes to the scale transition from cement paste down to micronsized needle-shaped hydrates, we consider that cracking of hydrates is an energy-driven phenomenon. Therefore, we quantify principal hydrate stresses
intervening in the Mohr-Coulomb criterion based on energy density-related
stress averages, i.e. we provide a mechanical explanation why so-called
“higher-order” or “second-order” stress averages intervene in the strength
models [121, 123], rather than simple volume averages which are also referred to as “first-order” averages.
4. While the models [121, 123] are based on only one average hydrate type, we
here extend the microstructural representation towards all types of hydrates
that are identified by means of microstructural characterization, and they
include C-S-H, portlandite, ettringite, monosulfate, etc.
5. Finally, consideration of blended binders (rather than pure OPC cements)
requires an extension of the microstructural representation towards consideration of the cement replacement materials quartz, limestone, slag, and fly
ash.
The paper is structured as follows.

Section 4.2 refers to strength of OPC

pastes and mortars. We extend the multiscale strength homogenization model of
[121, 123] by newly adding the scale of mortar and by implementing the MohrCoulomb criterion for hydrate failure. The extended model is validated for OPC
cement pastes and mortars, by comparing blind predictions of early-age strength
evolutions with experimental data from three different laboratories. Section 4.3
refers to strength of pastes and mortars produced with blended binders. Phase
volume evolutions of four blended binders and of the underlying OPC are quanti-
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fied based on state-of-the-art methods for microstructural characterization. Compressive strength values are determined on mortar samples at ages of 3 days and
28 days. The strength model of Section 4.2 is further extended towards consideration of the replacement materials and of all hydrate types that were identified
by means of microstructural characterization. Model predicted strength values
are compared with their experimental counterparts. Finally, the paper is closed
with a discussion (Section 4.4) and conclusions (Section 4.5).

4.2

Elasto-brittle multiscale strength modeling
of ordinary Portland cement pastes and
mortars

Following the concept of quasi-brittle strength upscaling developed by Pichler et
al. [126, 122] and Pichler and Hellmich [121], it is considered that the macroscopic strength of cement paste or mortar is reached once microstresses in hydration products reach the hydrate strength. Therefore, a multiscale representation
of cementitious materials is required, which accounts for key features of their
microstructure.

4.2.1

Micromechanical representation

In continuum micromechanics a material is understood as a micro-heterogeneous
representative volume element (RVE) with characteristic size ` fulfilling the separation of scales requirement [177]:
d  `  D,

(4.1)

where d and D, respectively, stand for the characteristic sizes of inhomogenities
and of the structure containing the RVE (such as structural dimensions or the
wavelength of loading). RVEs of cementitious materials are too complex to be
resolved in full detail. As a remedy, quasi-homogeneous material subdomains (referred to as material phases), are identified as microstructural key features. The
overall (“homogenized”) mechanical properties of cementitious materials are governed by the mechanical properties of the material phases, their shapes, volume
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dosages, and mutual interaction.
Following Pichler et al. [121] as well as Pichler and Hellmich [123], we resolve the
microstructure of mortar across three separated scales of observation, see Fig. 4.1.

≈ 4 cm

≈ 0.7 mm

≈ 20 µm

At the largest scale of observation, we envision a centimeter-sized RVE of mor-

sand

cement paste matrix

clinker

hydrate foam matrix

(a) mortar

(b) cement paste

capillary pore

hydrate

(c) hydrate foam

Figure 4.1: Multiscale micromechanics representation of mortar (“material
organogram”) after [121, 123]; two-dimensional sketches of three-dimensional representative volume elements

tar, which consists of spherical sand grains that are embedded in a cement paste
matrix, see Fig. 4.1(a). At the intermediate scale of observation, we envision
a (sub-)millimeter-sized RVE of cement paste, which consists of spherical unhydrated clinker grains that are embedded in a hydrate foam matrix, see Fig. 4.1(b).
At the smallest scale of observation, we envision a micrometer-sized RVE of hydrate foam, which consists of spherical capillary pores and needle-shaped hydrates
that are uniformly orientated in all space directions, see Fig. 4.1(c).

4.2.2

Volume fractions and mechanical constants of material phases

The Powers-Acker model [1, 129] provides analytical expressions for phase volume
fractions as functions of the initial water-to-cement mass ratio w/c, the initial
sand-to-cement mass ratio s/c, and the degree of clinker hydration ξclin , defined
as the volume of already hydrated clinker divided by its initial volume. At the
mor
scale of mortar, the volume fractions of sand fsand
and of the cement paste matrix
mor
fcp
read as [23]

mor
fsand

=

1
ρclin

+

s/c
ρsand
w/c
ρH2 O

+

s/c
ρsand

,

mor
mor
fcp
= 1 − fsand
.

(4.2)
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cp
and of the
At the scale of cement paste, the volume fractions of clinker fclin
cp
hydrate foam matrix fhf
read as [1, 129, 121]

cp
=
fclin

20 (1 − ξclin )
≥ 0,
20 + 63 w/c

cp
cp
.
= 1 − fclin
fhf

(4.3)

hf
At the scale of the hydrate foam, the volume fractions of capillary pores fpore
and
hf
of hydrates fhyd
read as [121]

hf
fpore
=

63 (w/c − 0.367 ξclin )
≥ 0,
20 ξ + 63 w/c

hf
hf
= 1 − fpore
.
fhyd

(4.4)

All material phases are considered to exhibit isotropic elastic properties, which
allows for expressing the phase stiffness tensor Ci in terms of bulk moduli ki and
shear moduli µi
Ci = 3 ki Ivol + 2 µi Idev ,

(4.5)

where index i refers to the material phase i, see Table 4.1 for phase-specific
constants. In Eq. (4.5), Ivol and Idev denote the volumetric and deviatoric parts of
the symmetric fourth-order identity tensor I, defined as Iijkl = 1/2(δik δjl + δil δjk ),
Ivol = 1/3(1 ⊗ 1), and Idev = I − Ivol , respectively, whereby 1 denotes the second-

order identity tensor with components equal to the Kronecker delta δij , namely

δij = 1 for i = j, and 0 otherwise.
Table 4.1: Isotropic elasticity constants of material phases
Bulk modulus
k [GPa]
clinker
kclin
116.58
hydrates khyd
18.69
quartz
kquartz
36.44
limestone klimestone
67.19
slag
kslag
36.44
fly ash
kF A
58.33
sand
ksand
35.35
pores
kpore
0.00

Shear modulus Source
µ [GPa]
µclin
53.81 [162]
µhyd
11.76 [121]
µquartz
31.20 [2]
µlimestone 29.24 [130]
µslag
31.19 [115]
µF A
43.75 [169]
µsand
29.91 [165]
µpore
0.00

As for strength properties, we consider that hydrates are the weakest links in cementitious microstructures. In [121, 123], it was considered that hydrate failure
follows a (von Mises-type) elastic limit criterion and the corresponding (shear
failure-related) deviatoric hydrate strength was identified by top-down analysis,
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i.e. from macroscopic strength measurements on young cement pastes. Considering the nanogranular nature of C-S-H [43], we now consider a Mohr-Coulomb-type
elastic limit criterion [45, 106], expressing that the shear strength of gliding planes
increases with increasing normal pressure acting on the gliding planes:
f (σ hyd ) = σhyd,I

1 − sin ϕhyd
1 + sin ϕhyd
− σhyd,III
− 1 ≤ 0,
2 chyd cos ϕhyd
2 chyd cos ϕhyd

(4.6)

where σ hyd denotes the hydrate stress tensor (with σhyd,I and σhyd,III as largest
and smallest principal stress component), ϕhyd the angle of internal friction, and
chyd the cohesion. Notably, f < 0 refers to elastic hydrate behavior and f = 0
corresponds to hydrate failure. The material constants of low density calciumsilicate-hydrates are considered to be representative for all the hydrates [124],
and they were quantified using limit state analysis of nanoindentation test data
[42, 139] as
ϕhyd = 12◦ ,

chyd = 50 MPa .

(4.7)

Evaluation of the the Mohr-Coulomb criterion (4.6) requires quantification of
hydrate stress states σ hyd . They follow from concentration of macrostress states
imposed on RVEs of cement paste or mortar down to the level of needle-shaped
hydrates, discussed next.

4.2.3

Concentration of loading imposed on RVEs of mortar into cement paste: quantification of stress peaks

Because sand grains are stiffer than the cement paste matrix (particularly so at
early ages), sand grains exhibit – on average – larger stresses than the cement
paste matrix. Therefore stress peaks of cement paste occur in the immediate
vicinity of the sand grains. In order to quantify these stress peaks, we follow the
two-step procedure developed by Königsberger et al. [88], i.e. we concentrate first
the loading imposed on RVEs of mortar down to average stresses and strains of
sand grains. Subsequently, we apply firm bond-related stress and strain compatcp
ibility conditions at the sand-to-cement paste interface Isand
, in order to obtain

the sought cement paste stress states representing stress peaks in the immediate
vicinity of sand grains, as detailed next.

Concentration from homogeneous macrostresses imposed on an RVE of mortar,
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Σmor , down to average stresses of sand grains, σ sand , reads as
σ sand = Bmor
sand : Σmor ,

(4.8)

with Bmor
sand as the stress concentration tensor which is a function of the volume
fractions and of the elastic properties of sand grains and cement paste. Based on
the micromechanical representation of mortar as a matrix-inclusion composite,
see Fig. 4.1, a Mori-Tanaka-scheme [108, 22] is appropriate for homogenization
[177]. The scheme provides analytical access to the concentration tensor Bmor
sand ,
see Appendix 4.5 for details. Averages strains of sand grains, εsand , are obtained
from the elasticity law
εsand = (Csand )−1 : σ sand ,

(4.9)

where Csand stands for the isotropic stiffness tensor of sand, see Eq. (4.5) and
Table 4.1.

Consideration of firm bond between sand grains and the surrounding cement paste
matrix implies interfacial continuity conditions of tractions and displacements.
Displacement continuity can be expressed as the following relation [137, 88] between sand strains εsand and cement paste strains εcp (x)
cp
∀ x ∈ Isand
,

t1 (x) · [εsand − εcp (x)] · t2 (x) = 0

(4.10)

where t1 (x) and t2 (x) denote all possible pairs of tangent vectors in the tangential
cp
plane to the interface Isand
at position x. Traction continuity, in turn, can be

expressed as the following relation [137, 88] between sand stresses σ sand and
cement paste stresses σ cp (x)
[σ sand − σ cp (x)] · n(x) = 0

cp
∀ x ∈ Isand
,

(4.11)

cp
where n(x) denotes a unit vector orientated perpendicular to the interface Isand

at position x. Stresses and strains of cement paste are related to each other by
isotropic elasticity law
σ cp (x) = Ccp : εcp (x) ,

(4.12)

where Ccp denotes the homogenized stiffness of cement paste, which is obtained
by two-step upscaling starting at needle-shaped hydrates and capillary pores.
Their polycrystalline arrangement (direct mutual interaction) renders the self-
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consistent scheme [72, 92, 73] appropriate for homogenization of the hydrate foam.
Subsequent homogenization of the matrix-inclusion composite cement paste is
carried out based on the abovementioned Mori-Tanaka scheme, see Appendix 4.5
for details.
The sought cement paste stress states prevailing in the immediate vicinity of the
cp
follow from combination of relations (4.8)sand-to-cement paste interface Isand

(4.12) as [88]

cp
,
∀ x ∈ Isand

sand
mor
σ cp (x) = Bsand
cp (x) : σ sand = Bcp (x) : Bsand : Σmor

(4.13)

denoting the sand-to-cement paste stress concentration tensor, see
with Bsand
cp
Appendix 4.5 for details. Notably, the stress states σ cp depend on the location
vector x, e.g. stress concentrations around the equator of the sand grains are
quite different from the ones at the poles [88], see Fig. 4.2.

e3
er
eϕ
ψ
e2

eϑ
e1

dimensionless stress components
σcp,ij/Σuni
mor [–]

1.2

σcp,rr = σsand,rr
σcp,rϑ = σsand,rϑ
σcp,ϑϑ
σcp,ϕϕ
σcp,rϕ = σcp,ϑϕ = 0

1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
−0.2
−0.4
−0.6
−0.8
0

(a)

π
8

3π
8
polar angle ψ [–]
π
4

π
2

(b)

Figure 4.2: Concentration of uniaxial loading imposed on an RVE of mortar, see
(4.28), to stress states of cement paste in the immediate vicinity of sand grains:
(a) sand grain with global Cartesian base frame e1 ,e2 ,e3 and local spherical base
frame er ,eθ ,eφ ; (b) cement paste stress components in the immediate vicinity of
cp
the sand-to-cement paste interface Isand
as a function of polar angle ψ; evaluation
of (4.13) for w/c = 0.50, s/c = 3.0, and ξclin = 0.50
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4.2.4

Concentration of loading imposed on RVEs of cement paste into hydrates

As for quantification of hydrates stresses σ hyd intervening in the Mohr-Couomb
cp
criterion (4.6), we now consider, at any point x of the interface Isand
, the mi-

crostructure of cement paste in terms of a three-dimensional RVE, such as illustrated in Fig. 4.1(b). In agreement with that, we consider specific stress states

σ cp (x) from (4.13) as “macroscopic” loading imposed on RVEs of cement paste,
Σcp , representing the starting point for further multiscale stress concentration,
i.e. σ cp (x) → Σcp .
The Mohr-Coulomb criterion (4.6) implies that failure of hydrates is governed
by cracking processes at the nanometric scale inside hydrate needles which is
not explicitly resolved herein. Given that cracking is a dissipative phenomenon,
failure of hydrates is a strain energy-dependent process, and this provides the
motivation to perform strain energy-related stress concentration into hydrate
needles [51, 126, 122], rather than quantifying spatial averages of stresses. To
this end, the elastic energy W stored in the RVE of cement paste is expressed
both macroscopically (W macro ) and microscopically (W micro ). In the latter case,
it is considered that cement paste is made up of three constituents: isotropically
orientated hydrate needles, capillary pores, and clinker grains:
Vcp
E cp : Ccp : E cp ,
(4.14)
2
Z2π Zπ Z
1
sin ϑ
micro
W =W
=
ε(x) : Chyd : ε(x) dV
dϑ dϕ
2
4π
0 0 Vhyd;ϕ,ϑ
Z
Z
1
1
+
ε(x) : Cpore : ε(x) dV +
ε(x) : Cclin : ε(x) dV (4.15)
2
2

W = W macro =

Vpore

Vclin

whereby ϕ and ϑ define the orientation of the hydrate needles by azimuth and
zenith angle (see Fig. 4.3), ε(x) denotes the microscopic strain field, and Vi and
Ci denote the volume and the elastic stiffness tensor of material phase i; whereby
i refers to hydrates, to capillary pores, to clinker grains, or to cement paste,
i ∈ {hyd, cpor, clin, cp}. Again, Ccp is the homogenized stiffness of cement paste,

see Appendix 4.5 for details. In Eq. (4.14), E cp refers to the macro-homogeneous

strain state at the considered RVE of cement paste. The strains E cp are related
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e3

ϑ = const.
ϑ

e2
ϕ

ϕ = const.
e1

Figure 4.3: Definition of azimuth and zenith angle for identification of the orientation of the needle-shaped hydrates

to the stresses Σcp by the isotropic elasticity law
E cp = (Ccp )−1 : Σcp .

(4.16)

Setting equal the microscopic and the macroscopic expressions of the elastic energy, see Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15), and differentiating them either with respect to
bulk modulus or to shear modulus of ϕ, ϑ-orientated hydrate needles (Fig. 4.3),
yields under consideration of isotropic phases (4.5) and kinematically admissible
displacement fields [51]
∂W
Vcp
∂Ccp
3
=
E cp :
: E cp =
∂khyd;ϕ,ϑ
2
∂khyd;ϕ,ϑ
2
∂W
Vcp
∂Ccp
=
E cp :
: E cp =
∂µhyd;ϕ,ϑ
2
∂µhyd;ϕ,ϑ

Z

ε(x) : Ivol : ε(x) dV ,

(4.17)

Vhyd;ϕ,ϑ

Z

ε(x) : Idev : ε(x) dV ,

(4.18)

Vhyd;ϕ,ϑ

where Vhyd;ϕ,ϑ , khyd;ϕ,ϑ , and µhyd;ϕ,ϑ denote the volume, the bulk modulus, and
the shear modulus of the hydrate needles orientated in ϕ, ϑ-direction. Under
consideration of the definition of volumetric/deviatoric strain decomposition ε =
εvol + εdev , with εvol = Ivol : ε and εdev = Idev : ε, Eqs. (4.17) and (4.18) are
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divided by Vhyd;ϕ,ϑ and rearranged as
1
cp
3 fhyd;ϕ,ϑ

1
cp
2 fhyd;ϕ,ϑ

E cp

1
∂Ccp
: E cp =
:
∂khyd;ϕ,ϑ
Vhyd;ϕ,ϑ

E cp :

1
∂Ccp
: E cp =
∂µhyd;ϕ,ϑ
Vhyd;ϕ,ϑ

Z


2
vol
εvol (x) : εvol (x) dV = εhyd;ϕ,ϑ

Vhyd;ϕ,ϑ

Z



dev

(4.19)
2

εdev (x) : εdev (x) dV = εhyd;ϕ,ϑ

Vhyd;ϕ,ϑ

(4.20)
cp
where fhyd;ϕ,ϑ
= Vhyd;ϕ,ϑ /Vcp stands for the cement paste-related volume fraction
vol

dev

of ϕ, ϑ-orientated hydrate needles, and εhyd;ϕ,ϑ and εhyd;ϕ,ϑ are scalars representing
strain energy-related averages of volumetric and deviatoric strains in hydrate
needles orientated in ϕ, ϑ-direction. Corresponding scalar stress averages can be
quantified as [50]
s
vol

vol

σ hyd;ϕ,ϑ = 3 khyd εhyd;ϕ,ϑ =
s
dev

dev

σ hyd;ϕ,ϑ = 2 µhyd εhyd;ϕ,ϑ =

2
3 khyd
∂Ccp
: E cp ,
E cp :
cp
fhyd;ϕ,ϑ
∂khyd;ϕ,ϑ

(4.21)

2 µ2hyd
∂Ccp
: E cp .
E cp :
cp
fhyd;ϕ,ϑ
∂µhyd;ϕ,ϑ

(4.22)

While details about the numerical computation of the partial derivatives in (4.21)
and (4.22) are given in [126, 122], Eqs. (4.19)-(4.22) allow for expressing the
volume average of elastic strain energy stored in hydrate needles orientated in
ϕ,ϑ-direction as
1
Vhyd;ϕ,ϑ


1
1  vol
vol
dev
dev
ε(x) : Chyd : ε(x) dV =
σ hyd;ϕ,ϑ εhyd;ϕ,ϑ + σ hyd;ϕ,ϑ εhyd;ϕ,ϑ
2
2

Z
Vhyd;ϕ,ϑ

(4.23)
We are left with calculating the largest and the smallest principal stress invervening in the Mohr-Coulomb criterion (4.6) based on the scalar stress measures
vol

vol

σ hyd;ϕ,ϑ and σ hyd;ϕ,ϑ . This requires access to the full tensorial expression of the
strain energy-related stress tensor σ hyd;ϕ,ϑ . The latter is estimated by scaling the
volume-averaged stress tensor σ hyd;ϕ,ϑ such that it is related to the same strain
energy as σ hyd;ϕ,ϑ , see (4.23). To this end, we decompose the sought stress tensor
σ hyd into its volumetric and deviatoric part as
vol

dev

σ hyd;ϕ,ϑ = σ hyd;ϕ,ϑ + σ hyd;ϕ,ϑ .

(4.24)
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and we express these parts as being equal to their volume-averaged counterparts
dev
σ vol
hyd;ϕ,ϑ and σ hyd;ϕ,ϑ , multiplied with scalar scaling factors
vol

vol
σ hyd;ϕ,ϑ

=

σ vol
hyd;ϕ,ϑ

σ hyd;ϕ,ϑ
,
σ vol
hyd;ϕ,ϑ

dev

dev
σ hyd;ϕ,ϑ

=

σ dev
hyd;ϕ,ϑ

σ hyd;ϕ,ϑ
.
σ dev
hyd;ϕ,ϑ

(4.25)

The volume-averaged stress tensor σ hyd;ϕ,ϑ follows from the stress concentration
rule which involves stress concentration tensor Bcp
hyd;ϕ,ϑ as
σ hyd;ϕ,ϑ = Bcp
hyd;ϕ,ϑ : Σcp ,

(4.26)

dev
for details see Appendix A, and the scalar stress quantities σ vol
hyd;ϕ,ϑ and σ hyd;ϕ,ϑ

follow by analogy to Eqs. (4.19)-(4.22) as
σ vol
hyd;ϕ,ϑ

q
= σ hyd;ϕ,ϑ : Ivol : σ hyd;ϕ,ϑ ,

σ dev
hyd;ϕ,ϑ

q
= σ hyd;ϕ,ϑ : Idev : σ hyd;ϕ,ϑ .
(4.27)

4.2.5

Identification of location and of orientation of most
heavily loaded hydrate needles

Herein, we consider that uniaxial compressive loading in e3 -direction is either
imposed on an RVE of mortar or of cement paste
Σi = −Σuni
i e3 ⊗ e3 ,

i ∈ {mor, cp}

(4.28)

where Σuni
denotes the absolute value of the imposed uniaxial traction. The
i
location in the immediate vicinity of sand grains and the orientation of most
heavily loaded hydrate needles inside RVEs of cement paste are identified as
follows.
As for strength predictions for cement paste, macroloading Σcp is first concentrated into strain energy-related stress averages of hydrate needles, using
Eqs. (4.16), (4.21) and (4.22), (4.26)-(4.27), and (4.25) and (4.24). The obtained
hydrate stress tensors are functions of the macroloading and of the orientation
angles ϕ and ϑ of the hydrate needles

σ hyd = σ hyd Σuni
;
ϕ,
ϑ
.
cp

(4.29)
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The largest and smallest eigenvalues of σ hyd , i.e. σ hyd,I (Σuni
cp ; ϕ, ϑ) and
σ hyd,III (Σuni
cp ; ϕ, ϑ), are inserted into the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion, see (4.6)
and (4.7). Next, the intensity of macroscopic loading Σuni
cp is conceptually increased (starting from zero) and the failure criteria are checked in all hydrate
orientations, i.e. for all ϕ, ϑ-directions (see Fig. 4.3). The specific orientation angles ϕf ail and ϑf ail , for which the corresponding failure criterion is satisfied first,
refer to the most heavily loaded hydrate orientation, and the corresponding load
.
intensity represents the uniaxial compressive strength of cement paste, Σuni,ult
cp
As for strength predictions for mortar, macroloading Σmor according to (4.28)
is first concentrated into cement paste stress states around sand grains, see
Eq. (4.13). This problem exhibits axial symmetry with respect to the macroscopic loading direction, i.e. cement paste stress states are a function of the polar
angle ψ (see Fig. 4.2):

σ cp = σ cp Σuni
mor ; ψ .

(4.30)

The calculated stress states represent macroscopic loading of cement paste RVEs,
i.e. σ cp → Σcp , and further stress concentration down to hydrate needles is per-

formed as described in the preceding paragraph, such that hydrate stress tensors
are also functions of the orientation angles ϕ and ϑ of hydrate needles

σ hyd = σ hyd Σuni
mor ; ψ; ϕ, ϑ .

(4.31)

The largest and smallest eigenvalues of σ hyd , i.e. σ hyd,I (Σuni
mor ; ψ; ϕ, ϑ) and
σ hyd,III (Σuni
mor ; ψ; ϕ, ϑ) are inserted into the Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion, see
(4.6) and (4.7), and the intensity of macroscopic loading, Σuni
mor is conceptually
increased (starting from zero). The Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria are checked
for all polar angles ψ marking positions of cement paste RVEs around sand grains
[see Fig. 4.2(a)] as well as for all angles ϕ and ϑ defining the orientation of hydrate needles within RVEs of cement paste (see Fig. 4.3). The specific position
and orientation angles ψf ail , ϕf ail , and ϑf ail , for which the corresponding failure
criterion is satisfied first, refer to the most heavily loaded hydrate location and
orientation, and the corresponding load intensity represents the uniaxial compressive strength of mortar, Σuni,ult
mor . Appendix 4.5 contains details about the
numerical realization.
Notably, the described multiscale model for strength of OPC-based cementitious
materials does not contain any fitting parameters. The only input parameters
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are the initial water-to-cement mass ratio w/c, the initial sand-to-cement mass
ratio s/c, and the degree of hydration ξclin , intervening in the expressions of phase
volume fractions, see Eqs. (4.2)-(4.4). All other inputs, i.e. the elastic properties
of all involved material phases as well as the strength properties of hydrates, are
material constants, see Table 4.1 and Eq. (4.7).

4.2.6

Model validation on OPC pastes

Herein, the presented micromechanical model is used to predict strength tests
on cement pastes performed at Lafarge Centre de Recherche (LCR), TU Wien
– Vienna University of Technology (TUW), and Swiss Federal Laboratories for
Materials Science and Technology (EMPA), respectively. All considered strength
tests were performed on elongated samples (either cylinders or prisms), such that
determined strength values can be interpreted as genuine (“material”) uniaxial
compressive strength values and not as shear-enhanced (“structural”) cube compressive strength values.
Four sets of tests were carried out at LCR on cement paste cylinders (with a diameter of 7 mm and a height of 22 mm) exhibiting w/c ratios ranging from 0.33
up to 0.508 produced from three distinct OPC cements (referred to as LCR I,
LCR II, and LCR III), see Pichler et al. [123] for more details. Specimens were
cured at 20 ◦ C, tested 1, 3, 7, and 28 days after production, and their hydration
degree was determined by XRD/Rietveld coupled with thermogravimetric analysis, as specified in [153]. Blind model predictions agree well with experimental
results, see Fig. 4.4, as quantified through the quadratic correlation coefficient
R2 = 0.897 for samples with w/c = 0.33, and R2 = 0.867 for samples with
w/c ≈ 0.50.
Two sets of independent strength tests were performed at TUW, referred to as
TUW I and TUW II. The testing campaign TUW I was carried out on cylindrical cement paste specimens (with diameter of 29.0 ± 0.3 mm and a height

of 58.0 ± 1.3 mm) exhibiting w/c = 0.42 from commercial CEM I 42.5 N ce-

ment and distilled water, see Pichler et al. [123] for details. After demoulding,
the specimens were cured in lime-saturated water at 25 ◦ C until testing. The
clinker hydration degree was identified from isothermal calorimetry carried out
at 25 ◦ C. In the testing campaign TUW II, cement paste prisms (with dimesions
of 40 × 40 × 80 mm3 ) were tested 24 h after production, immediately after de-

Uniaxial compressive strength fc [MPa]
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Figure 4.4: Model validation on OPC pastes tested at LCR, as for strength data
see [123]
moulding [91]. Clinker type (CEM I) and mix design (w/c = 0.42) were the same
as in test campaign TUW I. Molded specimens were continuously stored in a climate chamber at 20 ◦ C, and isothermal calorimetry tests were carried out at the
same temperature to get access to the hydration degree. Model predicted strength
evolutions for w/c = 0.42 agree very well with both experimental campaigns; the

Uniaxial compressive strength fc [MPa]

corresponding quadratic correlations coefficient amounts to R2 = 0.977.
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Figure 4.5: Model validation on OPC pastes tested at TUW, as for strength data
see [121, 91]
Strength values of another test campaign performed at EMPA were provided
in the framework of the COST action TU1404 [44], see also Wyrzykowski and
Lura [173]. Prismatic cement paste samples (25×25×100 mm3 ) were produced in
vacuum from CEM I 42.5 N with two different water-to-cement mass ratios w/c =
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{0.25, 0.30}, cured under sealed conditions at 20 ◦ C, and tested 1, 3, and 7 days
after production. The hydration degree was measured by isothermal calorimetry,

see [173]. Model predictions agree very well with experimental results, see Fig. 4.6,
as quantified by quadratic correlation coefficients amounting to R2 = 0.994 for

Uniaxial compressive strength fc [MPa]

w/c = 0.25 and to R2 = 0.993 for w/c = 0.30.
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Figure 4.6: Model validation on OPC pastes tested at EMPA, as for strength
data see [44, 173]

4.2.7

Model validation on OPC mortars

After the successful model validation at the level of cement paste, we now proceed
at the mortar scale, where we consider two sets of experimental data: tests performed at TUW and a test campaign carried out at LCR within the framework
of NANOCEM’s Core Project 10 (CP 10), see the acknowledgment.
Mortar tests at TUW were carried out on prisms with volume 4 × 4 × 8 cm3 ,

produced with w/c = 0.50 (CEM I 42.5 N and distilled water) and sand-to-cement
ratio of s/c = 3.0, using oven-dried standard quartz sand from the company
“Normensand”, with diameters smaller than 2 mm. The same material was also
characterized by means of hourly repeated three-minute-long creep tests [76],
which allowed for quantification of internal curing processes, i.e. water is partly
uptaken – upon mixing of raw materials – by the open porosity of the quartz
grains, and – during hydration – this water is progressively soaked back into the
cement paste matrix, such that the effective water-to-cement mass ratio wcp /c
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increases linearly with increasing hydration degree
wcp /c = 0.47 + 0.0317 ξclin ≤ 0.50 .

(4.32)

Given that strength tests were carried out one day after production, and that
calorimetry implies that the degree of clinker hydration reached ξclin = 0.353 at
that time, Eq. (4.32) allows for quantifying the effective water-to-cement mass
ratio of the tested specimens as wcp /c = 0.481. Evaluation of the described
strength model for these inputs delivers predictions which agree very well with

80
model for w/c=0.42
TUW II

70
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50

1 d.

Uniaxial compressive strength fc [MPa]

the measured strength values, see Fig. 4.7.
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Figure 4.7: Model validation on OPC mortar tested at TUW, as for strength
data see [91]
Experiments from CP 10 were carried out on cylindrical mortar specimens (with a
diameter of 70 mm and a height of 150 mm) produced using sand-to-cement mass
ratio s/c = 3.0 and initial water-to-cement mass ratio w/c = 0.51 from CEM I
52.5 N. Moulds were removed 24 hours after production and the specimens were
subsequently exposed to air conditioned to 20 ◦ C and 99 % relative humidity until
testing. Tests were carried out 3 and 28 days after production. The clinker hydration degree was identified from XRD/Rietveld and thermogravimetric analysis,
amounting to ξclin = 0.69 and ξclin = 0.84 at material ages of 3 days and 28 days,
respectively, see also Section 4.3.1 for more details. Evaluating the model for
the tested composition and comparing the results with the experimentally determined strength values, see the thick solid line in Fig. 4.8, shows that the model
predicts the strength evolution in OPC mortars quite reliably, as quantified by
R2 = 0.809.
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70
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Figure 4.8: Model validation on OPC mortar tested at LCR in the framework of
NANOCEM’s Core Project 10

4.2.8

Location and orientation of most heavily loaded hydrate needles

For all analyzed OPC mortars, the model-predicted location and orientation of
the most heavily loaded hydrate needle is the same, i.e. location angle ψf ail ≈ π/6,

and orientation angles ϑf ail = 0, ϕf ail ∈ [0; 2π]. Polar angle ψf ail ≈ π/6 indicates

that strength-relevant stress peaks in cement paste occur at the shoulder of sand
grains, approximately one third of the distance between the poles and the equator,
see Fig. 4.9(b). At the microscale of cement paste, the most heavily loaded
hydrate needle is virtually aligned with the direction of macroscopic loading (ϑ ≈

0), see Fig. 4.9(c), and the normal of the nanoscopic plane of shear failure is
inclined by an angle of ≈ π/4 with respect to the loading direction, see Fig. 4.9(d).
π/6

π/4

e3

e1
e2
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.9: Multiscale failure mechanism in mortar: (a) uniaxially compressed
mortar sample, (b) location of failure-inducing stress peaks of cement paste attached to a sand grain, (c) most heavily loaded hydrate needle which is part of the
microstructure of cement paste (see also Fig. 4.1), (d) orientation of nanoscopic
failure plane inside the most heavily loaded hydrate needle
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4.3

Strength

evolution

of

blended

cement

mortars: microstructural characterization,
strength testing, and multiscale modeling

The satisfactory model performance regarding OPC pastes and mortars is the
motivation to extend our study to blended cement materials. Four blended cement binders were obtained by replacing 45 % of cement volume either by finely
ground fillers (quartz or limestone, respectively) or by supplementary cementitious materials (ground granulated blast furnace slag or fly ash, respectively), for
mass densities and Blaine fineness values see Table 4.2. The fifth binder, i.e. pure
ordinary Portland cement, served as a reference. Replacing cement clinker by

Table 4.2: Physical properties of materials used

OPC
Quartz
Limestone
Slag
Fly ash

Mass density
[kg/m3 ]

Blaine fineness
[m2 /kg]

d90
[µm]

3 170
2 650
2 715
2 930
2 090

363
617.2
–
340
368.6

41.78
–
–
–
–

Granulometry
d50
d10 d4.3
[µm] [µm] [µm]
15.44
–
–
–
–

2.45
–
–
–
–

19.21
–
–
–
–

volume (rather than by mass) ensures that the composition of the different materials is identical in terms of initial volume fractions. Also to this end, the initial
water-to-solid volume ratio amounting to 1.6 is the same for all pastes. Consequently, pure OPC paste exhibited a water-to-cement mass ratio amounting to
w/c = 0.53 while this mass ratio was equal to 0.93 for all blended mixes. Notably,
water-to-solid mass ratios differed from mix to mix, because of the differences in
specific mass densities of blending materials, see Table 4.3. All materials were
demoulded 1 day after production and subsequently exposed to air conditioned
to 20 ◦ C and 99 % relative humidity.
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Table 4.3: Investigated paste compositions
Initial
water/solid
volume ratio

Cement
replacement
by volume

Initial
water/cement
mass ratio

Initial
water/solid
mass ratio

1.60
1.60
1.60
1.60
1.60

0%
45 %
45 %
45 %
45 %

0.51
0.93
0.93
0.93
0.93

0.51
0.55
0.54
0.53
0.60

OPC
Quartz blend
Limestone blend
Slag blend
Fly ash blend

4.3.1

Microstructural characterization:

phase volume

evolutions
Microstructural characterization was performed on the dry binders as well as
on pastes 1, 3, 7, 28, and 91 days after their production, in order to quantify
the evolution of paste volume fractions, see Figs. 4.10(a)-4.14(a). To this end,
several methods were combined as follows. Thermogravimetric analysis and Xray diffraction including Rietveld refinement allowed for determination of the
crystalline phases clinker, portlandite (CH), and ettringite (AFt) as well as the
amount of total amorphous matter together with the hydration degree of clinker.
The amounts of the poorly crystalline amorphous phases calcium silicate hydrates
C-S-H, monosulfoaluminate (AFm), and monosulfocarboaluminates (AFmC) are
obtained as follows. Volume and mass balance equations allowed for relating
C-S-H and portlandite to hydration of C3 S and C2 S under the assumption that
both clinker phases lead to the same type of C-S-H, as suggested also by TEM
analysis [132]. The amount of AFm hydrates was determined based on the amount
of dissolved C3 A which was not transformed into ettringite. Finally, the capillary
pore volume was calculated as the total paste volume minus the solid volume.
As for the supplementary cementitious materials, the degree of reaction of slag
and fly ash was determined based on SEM/BSE image analysis. A pozzolanic
reaction is assumed for both slag and fly ash materials leading to the formation
of additional C-S-H (with a lower calcium-to-silica ratio) and consumption of
portlandite in such pastes.
Results from microstructural characterization underline that C-S-H is by far the
most frequently produced hydration product, followed by portlandite and by aluminate hydrates, see Figs. 4.10-4.14. As for OPC, the limestone blend, and the
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quartz blend, the overall hydrate volume increases in very good approximation
linearly with increasing degree of cement clinker reaction. Although quartz and
limestone volumes remain virtually constant throughout the hydration process,
they increase the speed of the hydration, compare hydration degrees reached 3,
7, 28, and 91 days after production in Figs. 4.10-4.12. This is typically referred
to as a “microfiller effect” [97]. In addition, the presence of limestone seems to
have an influence on the composition of the produced aluminate hydrates, which
is in agreement with previous experimental observations [152].
Empty string ξM
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Figure 4.10: Phase assemblage of OPC paste: (a) results from microstructural
characterization; and (b) subdivision into clinker, hydrates, and capillary pores
according to Eq. (4.33)
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Figure 4.11: Phase assemblage of quartz-blended paste: (a) results from microstructural characterization; and (b) subdivision into clinker, hydrates, capillary pores, and quartz according to Eq. (4.34)
As for slag- and fly ash-blended pastes, the overall hydrate volume increases
linearly with increasing degree of cement clinker hydration, as long as the supplementary cementitious materials remain inert. Slag hydration appears to start
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Figure 4.12: Phase assemblage of limestone-blended paste: (a) results from microstructural characterization; and (b) subdivision into clinker, hydrates, capillary pores, and limestone according to Eq. (4.35)
around 3 days after production, and the subsequent increase of the degree of
slag reaction is virtually a linear function of the degree of clinker hydration. Fly
ash hydration, in turn, appears to start around 7 days after production, and the
subsequent increase of the degree of fly ash hydration appears to be an overlinear function of the degree of cement clinker hydration. Notably, the unexpected
kink in the C-S-H volume fraction developing between the 3rd and the 7th day
after production [Fig. 4.14(a)] indicates that microstructural characterization was
particulary challenging for the fly ash-blended material. The microfiller effects
of the used SCMs was less effective than the one observed with the inert fillers,
compare hydration degrees reached 3, 7, 28, and 91 days after production in
Figs. 4.10-4.14.
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Figure 4.13: Phase assemblage of slag-blended paste: (a) results from microstructural characterization; and (b) subdivision into clinker, hydrates, capillary pores,
and slag according to Eq. (4.36)
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Figure 4.14: Phase assemblage of fly ash-blended paste: (a) results from microstructural characterization; and (b) subdivision into clinker, hydrates, capillary pores, and fly ash according to Eq. (4.37)

In order to obtain simple closed-form expressions describing monotonous evolutions of phase volumes of clinker, hydrates, capillary porosity, and blending solids,
the point-wisely measured phase volume evolutions are approximated by linear,
piecewise linear, and piecewise cubic fitting functions. The latter are computed
based on a least square approach, which is constrained by the requirement that
the volume fractions must sum up to one. The obtained volume fraction evolutions are depicted in Figs. 4.10(b)-4.14(b), and the corresponding functions are
given next. For the OPC paste, they read as
cp
= 0.388 (1 − ξclin ) ,
fclin

cp
fhyd
= 0.767 ξclin ,

cp
cp
cp
− fhyd
, (4.33)
fpore
= 1 − fclin

for the quartz-blended paste, they read as
cp
fclin
= 0.213 (1 − ξclin ) ,
cp
= 0.407 ξclin ,
fhyd

cp
fquartz
= 0.174 ,
cp
cp
cp
cp
fpore
= 1 − fclin
− fquartz
− fhyd
,

(4.34)

for limestone-blended paste, they read as
cp
fclin
= 0.200 (1 − ξclin ) ,

cp
fhyd
= 0.412 ξclin ,

cp
flimestone
= 0.188 ,
cp
cp
cp
cp
fpore
= 1 − fclin
− flimestone
− fhyd
,

(4.35)
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for the slag-blended paste, they reads as
cp
fclin
= 0.223 (1 − ξclin )

0.173
if ξclin < 0.69
cp
fslag =
0.173 − 0.415 (ξ − 0.69)
if ξclin ≥ 0.69
clin

0.387 ξclin
if ξclin < 0.69
cp
fhyd =
0.387 ξ + 0.872 (ξ − 0.69)
if ξclin ≥ 0.69
clin
clin

(4.36)

cp
cp
cp
cp
,
− fhyd
− fslag
fpore
= 1 − fclin

and for fly ash-blended paste, they read as
cp
fclin
= 0.237 (1 − ξclin )

0.173
fFcpA =
0.173 − 1.081 (ξ − 0.755)3 + 0.031 (ξ − 0.755)
clin
clin

0.411 ξclin
if ξclin < 0.755
cp
fhyd =
0.411 ξ + 0.254 (ξ − 0.755)
if ξ
≥ 0.755
clin

cp
cp
cp
fpore
= 1 − fclin
− fFcpA − fhyd

4.3.2

clin

if ξclin < 0.755
if ξclin ≥ 0.755

clin

(4.37)

Uniaxial compressive strength testing of blended
mortars

Blended mortars were produced with paste compositions according to Table 4.3
as well as standard sand with mass ratio of sand-to-“sum of cement clinker and
of replacement materials” amounting to 3.0. Fresh mortar was cast into cylindrical steel moulds with diameters amounting to 70 mm and heights amounting to
150 mm. Specimens were demoulded after 24 hours and subsequently exposed to
air conditioned to 20 ◦ C and 99% relative humidity until testing. Top and bottom
surfaces of the mortar cylinders were ground prior to testing in order to ensure
close-to-perfect coplanarity required for a central load application. Five to six
specimens of each given composition were tested 3 and 28 days after production.
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4.3.3

Revisiting strength homogenization of OPC mortar
based on microstructural characterization results

Herein, we perform two sensitivity analyses complementing the OPC mortar predictions of Subsections 4.2.7: At first, we stay with representing all hydrates as
isotropically orientated needles [see Fig. 4.1(c)], with elastic constants according
to Table 4.1 and strength properties according to Eqs. (4.7), but rather than using the Powers-Acker phase evolution model (4.2)-(4.4), we now use the measured
phase volume evolutions as illustrated in Fig. 4.10(b), see also Eqs. (4.33). Obtained model predictions, referred to as “single hydrate” model (see the dashed
line in Fig. 4.8), explain the available strength data just like the Powers-Acker
model-related predictions (see the thick solid line in Fig. 4.8), but the former
are by some 15 % smaller than the latter. This is because the microstructural
characterization results suggest that hydration products are denser than foreseen
by the Powers-Acker model, and denser hydrates result in an increased capillary
porosity which effectively reduces the strength of the material.
As for the second sensitivity analysis, we consider five types of hydrates within the
RVE of hydrate foam (rather than only one type), see Fig. 4.15 for a conceptual
illustration and Table 4.4 for elastic properties and characteristic phase shapes.
The Mohr-Coulomb strength properties of Eqs. (4.7) are now assigned to CS-H only. Corresponding strength homogenization results, referred to as “five
hydrates” model (see the thin dashdotted line in Fig. 4.8), are very similar to
the ones obtained using the “single hydrate” approach. The sensitivity analyses
suggest that investments into a reliable quantification of the overall phase volume
fraction of all hydrates is more important than investments into a very detailed
representation of different hydration products; at least for OPC mortars.
Table 4.4: Elastic and micromorhological hydrate properties
Bulk modulus
Shear modulus
k [GPa]
µ [GPa]
C-S-H gel
kCSH = 18.7
µCSH = 11.8
portlandite
kCH = 40.00
µCH = 16.00
ettringite
kAF t = 27.20
µAF t = 9.45
∗
monosulfate
kAF m = 40.00
µAF m = 16.00∗
∗
monocarbonate kAF mC = 40.00 µAF mC = 16.00∗
∗
chosen to be equal to portlandite, see also [154]

Source

Shape

[121]
needle [121, 133]
[75, 107] sphere
[148]
needle [143, 133]
[–]
sphere
[–]
sphere
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AFm
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C-S-H
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Figure 4.15: RVE of hydrate foam with five types of hydrates (“material
organogram”); two-dimensional sketches of three-dimensional representative volume elements

4.3.4

Strength homogenization of inert filler-blended
mortars: consideration of quartz and limestone as
reinforcements of the hydrate foam

When it comes to include quartz or limestone fillers into the micromechanical representation of mortar (Fig. 4.1), it is noteworthy that the Blaine fineness of the
used fillers is considerably higher than the one of the cement clinker, see Table 4.2.
Higher Blaine values imply smaller particle sizes, and this motivates us to introduce the fillers as spherical inclusions at the scale of the hydrates, i.e. one scale
below the cement clinker, see Fig. 4.16. In addition, the finely ground filler grains
AFm

filler

filler

≈ 20 µm

≈ 20 µm

AFmC

capillary pore

hydrate

hydrate foam

(a)

AFt
capillary pore

CH

C-S-H

hydrate foam

(b)

Figure 4.16: RVEs of hydrate foam including the finely ground fillers quartz
or limestone (“material organograms”): (a) one hydrate type, (b) five types of
hydrates; two-dimensional sketches of three-dimensional representative volume
elements
act as preferred precipitation sites for hydrates, as underlined by the observed
microfiller effect, and this is a further argument to consider filler particles as part
of the hydrate foam matrix. By analogy to the sensitivity analysis described in
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the previous subsection, we compare two modeling options: (i) consideration of
one hydrate type [see Fig. 4.16(a)] with elastic constants, strength properties and
phase volume evolutions according to Table 4.1, Eq. (4.7), and Figs. 4.11(b) and
4.12(b), respectively; and (ii) five hydrate types [see Fig. 4.16(b)] with elastic
properties and shapes according to Table 4.4 as well as phase volume evolutions
according to Fig. 4.11(a) and 4.12(a). Strength values predicted by the “single
hydrate” model overestimate strength values measured 3 days after production
and underestimate 28 day strength values, see the dashed lines and the circles
in Figs. 4.17(a) and (b). The multiscale model with the more detailed representation of hydrates (“five hydrates” model), in turn, explains the strength values
measured after 3 days very reliably, but also underestimates the 28 day strength
values, see the solid lines and circles in Figs. 4.17(a) and (b).

Model-predicted strength evolutions as function of hydration degree of cement
clinker exhibit the following remarkable features. While compressive strength
is well known to increase initially superlinearly and later virtually linearly
[151, 121, 123], the obtained strength evolution of both filler-blended mortars
show a surprising subliner increase of strength as function of hydration degree
during the age period from 3 to 28 days, see the solid lines in Figs. 4.17. This
phenomenon particularly concerns the quartz-blended mortar. It is a consequence
of the microstructural characterization results which have served as input for
strength homogenization, see particularly Fig. 4.11, where the difference quotient
cp
∆fCSH
/∆ξclin (i.e. the increase of the C-S-H volume fraction over the increase

of the hydration degree of cement clinker) in the age interval from 3 to 7 days
is larger than in the age interval from 7 to 28 days. This suggests that microstructural characterization is particularly challenging 28 and 91 days after
production, because extrapolating, in Fig. 4.17(a), the model-predicted strength
evolution from 7 to 28 days, based on the obtained trend from 0 to 7 days, would
explain the strength data measured 28 days after production. While this suggests a considerable uncertainty regarding the microstructural characterization
results at mature stages, model-predicted strength evolutions also suggest that
consideration of only one hydrate type or several hydrate types renders a considerable difference for strength homogenization of inert filler-blended mortars, see
Figs. 4.17.
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Figure 4.17: Comparison of model-predicted strength evolutions with experimental data from Core Project 10 for (a) quartz-blended mortar, and (b) and
limestone-blended mortar

4.3.5

Strength homogenization of SCM-blended mortars:
the strengh-increasing effects of slag and fly ash hydration

As for including slag or fly ash into the microstructural representation of mortar
(Fig. 4.1), it is noteworthy that the Blaine fineness of the used SCMs is comparable or smaller than to the one of the OPC clinker, see Table 4.2. Similar Blaine
values imply similar particle sizes, and this motivates us to introduce SCMs as

≈ 0.7 mm

spherical inclusions at the same scale as the clinker grains, see Fig. 4.18. In ad-

hydrate foam matrix

SCM

clinker

cement paste

Figure 4.18: RVE of cement paste including SCMs slag or fly ash (“material
organogram”); two-dimensional sketches of three-dimensional representative volume elements
dition, the microfiller effect of the SCMs was significantly less effective compared
to the one of the inert fillers, and this is a further argument to consider SCM
particles at the same scale as clinker grains.
Slag and fly ash are inert during the first few days after production, such that the
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OPC-related hydrate strength values (4.7) are expected to apply for macroscopic
strength predictions. However, as soon as the SCMs start to react, the characteristic hydrate strength increases, as described next. Nanoindentation experiments
of Zadeh and Bobko [175] showed that the strength-related indentation hardness
of low density C-S-H in mature slag- and fly ash-blended pastes is by almost 50 %
larger than the one in conventional OPC. This SCM hydration-related strength
increase is even more pronounced for high density C-S-H [175]. Stiffness-related
indentation moduli, however, are virtually unaffected by SCM hydration [175].
The increased strength might origin from the fact that slag and fly ash contain
significantly more silicon oxide than clinker, yielding a smaller calcium-to-silica
ratio of C-S-H [57, 94]. Using rigidity theory of glass science, Bauchy et al. [10]
showed that decreasing calcium-to-silica ratio increases the hydrates’ strength,
because more bonds between the atoms develop. In order to capture this effect in
the model, the hydrates’ cohesion is considered to increase as soon as slag or fly
ash start to react. In the sense of a first approach, the increase of the cohesion is
considered to be proportional to the volume of already consumed SCM, ∆VSCM ,
divided by the volume of already consumed clinker, ∆Vclin :

chyd =

1 + αSCM

∆VSCM
∆Vclin


50 MPa

∀ SCM ∈ {slag, F A}

(4.38)

with αSCM denoting a dimensionless proportionality constant. The hydrates’
friction angle, in contrast, is considered to remain constant, motivated by the
fact that low and high density C-S-H exhibit markedly different cohesion values
but the same friction angle [139]. As for the unknown quantities αslag and αF A , we
perform sensitivity analyses, as discussed next. Motivated by the aforementioned
nanoindentation results [175], we consider that slag-blended hydrates are, 28 days
after production, by 50 % stronger than OPC hydrates, implying that αslag =
1.812, see Eq. (4.38). This serves as a starting point for the sensitivity analyses
for slag- and fly ash blended pastes, i.e.
αSCM ∈ {0.000, 0.906, 1.812, 3.624}

(4.39)

is considered for the study. In addition, we compare the modeling approach with
one type of hydrate [Fig. 4.1(c)] with the alternative approach based on five hydrates (Fig. 4.15). Both modeling approaches slightly underestimate measured
strength values 3 days after production, see Figs. 4.19 and 4.20. As for slag-
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blended mortars, the measured strength evolution from 3 to 28 days after production is nicely reproduced based on αslag = 1.812 of the studied interval (4.39),
see Fig. 4.19. As for fly ash-blended mortars, the volume ratio ∆VSCM /∆Vclin
is quite small at 28 days after production. Consequently, also the strengthening
effect is rather small, see Figs. 4.20. Reminiscent of the situation encountered
with the quartz-blended mortar, the underestimated strength values 28 days after
production might well be a consequence of the microstructural characterization
results, see the kinky evolution of the point-wisely resolved phase volume evolutions from 3 days to 91 days after production (Fig. 4.14). The corresponding
uncertainties render a detailed assessment of the used multiscale strength model
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Figure 4.19: Comparison of model-predicted strength evolutions with experimental data from NANOCEM’s Core Project 10 for slag-blended mortar: (a) single
hydrate model, and (b) five hydrate model; SCM hydration related strengthening
of C-S-H is modeled according to Eq. (4.38) and (4.39).
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1

(b)

Figure 4.20: Comparison of model-predicted strength evolutions with experimental data from NANOCEM’s Core Project 10 for fly ash-blended mortar: (a) single
hydrate model, and (b) five hydrate model; SCM hydration related strengthening
of C-S-H is modeled according to Eq. (4.38) and (4.39).
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4.4

Discussion

Two aspects related to multiscale stress concentration deserve discussion:
(i) stress redistributions resulting from potential partial debonding of sand grains
from the surrounding cement paste matrix, prior to reaching the uniaxial compressive strength of mortar, and (ii) stress peaks in the hydrate foam occurring
in the immediate vicinity of unhydrated clinker grains.
As regards uniaxial compressive strength tests on concretes, it is well known that
partial debonding of aggregates from the surrounding cement paste matrix typically starts once the macroscopic loading exceeds one third of the compressive
strength [102]. Debonding is driven by tensile stresses, and it may either develop
in form of cracking inside the 15 to 30 microns thin interfacial transition zone
(ITZ) which is located between the aggregates and the cement paste matrix, or
in form of separation of the ITZ from the aggregate [88, 89]. In addition, debonding is spatially limited to regions where significant tensile stresses occur, and –
under macroscopic uniaxial compression – this is observed only in lateral parts
of aggregates [88, 89]. Therefore, debonding results in rather localized stress
re-distributions, and the latter are on the order of magnitude of the debonding strength. Because the latter is by one order of magnitude smaller than the
compressive strength, debonding-induced stress redistributions are of secondary
importance for compression-dominated stress states in the shoulder region of aggregates, where cement paste fails once the compressive strength of concrete is
reached. Therefore, consideration of firm bonding between sand grains and the
surrounding cement paste matrix is a reasonable assumption when it comes to
quantifying compression-dominated stress states of cement paste in the immediate vicinity of sand grains.
Unhydrated clinker grains are significantly stiffer than the average stiffness of the
surrounding hydrate foam matrix. This raises the question whether failure of the
hydrate foam starts in the immediate vicinity of clinker grains, by analogy to the
situation encountered with sand grains and the cement paste matrix, see above. In
this context, it is noteworthy that the hydrate foam exhibits density gradients.
Close to unhydrated clinker grains, namely, so called “inner products” form,
and they are denser than the “outer products” forming in the interstitial space
between unhydrated clinker grains [151, 132]. Considering that mass density,
stiffness, and strength are typically well-correlated properties, also stiffness and
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strength of the hydrate foam decrease with increasing distance from unhydrated
clinker grains. The stiffer a microstructural region, in turn, the larger is the stress
concentration, and vice versa [137]. Therefore, also hydrate foam stresses decrease
with increasing distance from the unhydrated clinker grains [74], such that failure
of the hydrate foam will start in characteristic distance from unhydrated clinker
grains, where the stress-to-strength ratio reaches a maximum. This is likely
to happen in the domain of outer products, i.e. in the region of low-density
C-S-H, rather than in the immediate vicinity of the unhydrated clinker grains.
This explains why we have used different modes of stress concentration around
sand grains and around unhydrated clinker grains, respectively. In addition, it
is noteworthy that the hydrate foam densifies progressively during hydration,
i.e. quantitatively the density increases, while the density distribution can be
expected to stay qualitatively the same, as suggested recently by Finite Elementbased homogenization of cement pastes [74]. This renders simple consideration
of hydration-dependent average hydrate foam properties (density and stiffness)
reasonable for quantification of stress concentration.

4.5

Conclusions

In order to study the early-age strength evolution of OPC and blended mortars,
we have carried out several extensions of the multiscale elasto-brittle strength
model of Pichler and Hellmich [121]:
• As for the extension towards mortars, the presented model accounts for

stress peaks in representative volumes of cement paste, which are directly
attached to the surface of sand grains.

• The elasto-brittle failure criterion of micron-sized hydrate needles was extended from a von Mises approach to a Mohr-Coulomb approach.

• The microstructural representation of “hydrates” was extended from on one

average hydrate type towards several types of hydrates, including C-S-H,
portlandite, ettringite, monosulfate, etc.

• The microstructural representation of the “binder” phase was extended from

consideration of cement clinker towards additional consideration of the cement replacement materials quartz, limestone, slag, and fly ash.
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From the satisfactory model performance regarding blind predictions of strength
of OPC pastes and mortars, tested in three different laboratories, we draw the
following conclusions:
• When subjecting mortars to uniaxial compression, the most heavily loaded
representative volume of cement paste is directly attached to sand grains.
Related stress peaks of cement paste can be quantified by calculation of
spatial averages of stresses and strains in sand grains, and by “translating”
them to adjacent cement paste volumes which are directly attached to the
sand grains. As for this sand-to-cement paste transition, it is adequate
to consider firm bond-related continuity conditions for displacements and
tractions in the interfaces between sand grains and cement paste.
• As for the stress concentration from (stress peaks of) cement paste down to
micron-sized needle-shaped hydrates, strain energy-related stress averages,

i.e. so called “higher-order” or “second-order” stress averages, are relevant,
because hydrate failure is very likely related to energy-driven shear cracking
at nanometric scales inside hydrate needles, whereby the shear strength
increases with increasing pressure acting on the crack plane.
• The described failure mode of hydrate needles is accounted for by the newly
adopted Mohr-Coulomb criterion. As for OPC materials, the two involved

strength constants of hydrates, i.e. the cohesion and the angle of internal
friction, may be set equal to the corresponding quantities of low-density
C-S-H, which are known from limit state analysis of grid nanoindentation
studies [139].
• Virtually the same model-predicted strength evolutions of OPC mortars are

obtained, no matter whether just one average hydrate type was considered

or several types of hydrates.
• Microstructural characterization has delivered phase volume evolutions that
are related to denser hydrates, compared to the Powers-Acker phase volume
evolution model. Denser hydrates, in turn, result in larger amounts of
capillary pores, and this results in smaller model-predicted strength values.
As for cementitious materials produced with blended binders, phase evolution
models are, unfortunately, still out of reach. Therefore, microstructural characterization data are required prerequisites for multiscale strength predictions. In
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this context, the following conclusions are drawn
• Microstructural characterization based on thermogravimetric analysis, X-

ray diffraction with Rietveld refinement, and scanning electron microscopy
remains to be a challenging task. The nowadays achievable accuracy is,
unfortunately, not high enough as to allow for a detailed assessment of
the predictive capabilities of multiscale strength models which use the microstructural characterization results an input. Still, the following additional conclusions appear to be justified.

• Compared to OPC mortars, strength predictions for blended mortars ap-

pear to be significantly more sensitive to the microstructural representation
of hydrates either in form of just one average hydrate type or in form of

several different types of hydrates. The latter more detailed representation
appears to deliver better strength predictions.
• Finely ground inert fillers (quartz and limestone) exhibit a significant filler

effect. It is well-known that they are accelerating hydration kinetics, because small filler particles represent preferred precipitation sites for hydrates. In addition to this “filler effect on reaction kinetics”, the present
study suggests that finely ground fillers also exhibit a “mechanical filler effect”, because they appear to act as strength-increasing reinforcements of
the hydrate foam, i.e. at the fine scale of observation of individual hydration
products and of capillary porosity.

• Supplementary cementitious materials (slag and fly ash) are hydraulic materials which are well known to react – during the first few days after pro-

duction – significantly slower than ordinary Portland cement. Notably,
the present study suggests that SCM hydration significantly increases the
strength of cementitious materials already during the second, third, and
fourth week after production, and – very remarkably – this strengthening
effect appears to be not only related to an increase of hydrate volume and
to a corresponding decrease of capillary porosity, but also to an increase of
the strength of those hydrates which represent the weakest links of the microstructure. While this hydrate strengthening effect of SCMs is consistent
with results from nanoindentation testing of pure OPC and blended pastes,
see [175], and with theoretical considerations inspired by glass physics [10],
a more detailed analysis is required to identify the evolution of the increase
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of the hydrate strength, driven by the hydration of SCMs.
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A

Scale transitions, stiffness upscaling and

stress concentrations
Stiffness homogenization starts with the hydrate foam (Fig. 4.1). Given the polycrystalline arrangement of hydrate needles and capillary pores, the self consistent
scheme [72, 92, 73] is appropriate for homogenization, yielding the following implicit expression for the homogenized stiffness of the hydrate foam [122]

Chf

n
o−1
hf
hf

= fpore Cpore : I + Psph : [Cpore − Chf ]
hf
+fhyd
Chyd


Z2π Zπ n
o−1 sin ϑ
:
I + Phf
dϑ dϕ :
cyl (ϕ, ϑ) : [Chyd − Chf ]
4π
0

0

(4.40)


n

hf
fpore
I + Phf
sph : [Cpore − Chf ]

hf
+fhyd

Z2π Zπ n
0

o−1

−1
o−1 sin ϑ
I + Phf
dϑ dϕ .
cyl (ϕ, ϑ) : [Chyd − Chf ]
4π

0

whereby fjhf denote the hydrate foam-related phase volume fractions and Cj
denote the elastic phase stiffness for hydrates and capillary pores j ∈ {hyd, cpor}.
The spherical and cylindrical phase shape, respectively, is taken into account by
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hf
using the corresponding Hill tensors Phf
sph and Pcyl , see [122] for details. Notably,

orientation angles ϕ and ϑ refer to the azimuth and zenith angles of the hydrate
needle. As for the homogenization of the matrix-inclusion composites cement
paste and mortar, the Mori-Tanaka scheme [108, 22] is appropriate, resulting in
homogenized stiffness tensors of cement paste reading as [122]


n
o−1 
hf
Ccp = {1 −
+
: I + Psph : [Cclin − Chf ]
:

n
o−1 −1
cp
cp
hf
{1 − fclin } I + fclin I + Psph : [Cclin − Chf ]
,
cp
fclin
} Chf

cp
fclin
Cclin

(4.41)

cp
with cement paste-related clinker volume fraction fclin
, and in the homogenized

stiffness tensor of mortar as [123]


mor
fsand
} Ccp

mor
fsand
Csand



Pcp
sph

Cmor = {1 −
+
: I+
: [Csand − Ccp ]



−1 −1
cp
mor
mor
{1 − fsand } I + fsand I + Psph : [Csand − Ccp ]
,

−1



:
(4.42)

mor
with mortar-related sand volume fraction fsand
and cement paste-related Hill

tensor Pmor
sph .

As for downscaling of macrostresses to the spatial average of hydrate stresses
(first-order concentration) the following stress concentration tensors are used:
cp
sand
Bmor
sand , Bcp , and Bhyd;ϕ,ϑ , see Eqs. (4.8) and (4.26). The mortar-to-sand stress

concentration tensor Bmor
sand is isotropic and reads as [88] reads as

−1
cp
Bmor
:
sand = Csand : I + Psph : [Csand − Ccp ]


mor
mor
{1 − fsand
} I + fsand
I + Pcp
sph : [Csand − Ccp ]


−1 −1

: (Cmor )−1
(4.43)

sand
The aggregate-to-cement paste stress concentration tensor Bcp
can be given in

a compact form in a local spherical base frame with base vectors er , eθ , eφ moving
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along the sand grain surface. The non-zero components read as [88]
sand
=1
Bcp,rrrr
sand
sand
Bcp,θθθθ
= Bcp,φφφφ
= µcp (3 ksand kcp + 2 ksand µcp + 2 kcp µsand ) /∆
sand
sand
Bcp,θθφφ
= Bcp,φφθθ
= 2 µcp (kcp µsand − ksand µcp ) /∆

sand
sand
= [3 ksand kcp (µsand − µcp ) − 2 µsand µcp (ksand − kcp )] /∆
= BIcp,φφrr
Bcp,θθrr
1
µcp
sand
sand
sand
Bcp,rθrθ
= Bcp,rφrφ
=
Bcp,θφθφ
=
2
2 µsand
(4.44)

sand
sand
sand
=
= Bcp,ijlk
= Bcp,jikl
with ∆ = ksand µsand (3 kcp + 4 µcp ) and symmetries Bcp,ijkl
sand
Bcp,jilk
. Finally, the stress concentration from the cement paste scale to ϕ,ϑ-

orientated hydrates, quantified by the stress concentration tensor Bcp
hyd;ϕ,ϑ is discussed. It is readily obtained by combining the two stress concentrations, first
the one from the cement paste to the hydrate foam scale, with the one from the
hydrate foam to the hydrate, reading as
Bcp
hyd;ϕ,ϑ
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cp
cp
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]
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o−1 sin ϑ
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dϑ dϕ
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4π
0

0

(4.45)

B

Numerical realization of the strength crite-

rion
Herein, we describe the strategy to find the critical position along the sand grain
surface, the critical hydrate orientation, and correspondingly, the critical macroscopic stress magnitude (macroscopic material strength) which governs the material failure according to the microscopic Mohr-Coloumb strength criterion (4.6).
In order to minimize the amount of the time consuming derivatives related to
the critical hydrate orientation, the macroscopic loading is rotated while only the
e3 -orientated hydrate is considered, see also [126]. Provided the symmetry of the
problem, the azimuth and zenith angle related to the loading rotation are resolved
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for 31 homogeneously distributed points within the interval [0, π/2], respectively.
The zenith angle ψ, which marks the position of the critical cement paste RVE
at the sand grain surface, in turn, is resolved for 91 points within the interval
[0, π/2]. In summary, we are checking 31 × 31 × 91 = 87, 451 combinations for
position with (respect to the aggregate surface) and orientation of the critical
hydrate.

C

Nomenclature

Abbreviations
The following symbols are used in the paper:
AF t

ettringite hydrates

AF m

monosulfoaluminate hydrates

AF mC

monocarbosulfoaluminate hydrates

clin

cement clinker

CH

portlandite hydrates

cp

cement paste

cyl

cylindrical (needle-shaped)

C-S-H, CSH

calcium-silicate-hydrates

hf

hydrate foam

H2 O

water

hyd

hydrates

mor

mortar

pore

pores

RVE

representative volume element

sph

spherical

SCM

supplementary cementitious materials

Mathematical operators
·

inner product

:

second-order tensor contraction

⊗

dyadic product
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∂

partial derivative

d

derivative

Mathematical symbols
1

second-order identity tensor

Bsand
cp

stress concentration tensor relating sand stresses down to
stresses in the cement paste

Bmor
sand

stress concentration tensor relating mortar stresses down to
stresses in the sand grains

Bcp
hyd;ϕ,ϑ

stress concentration tensor relating cement paste stresses
down to stresses in the ϕ, ϑ-orientated hydrate needles

Cj
chyd

elastic

stiffness

tensor

of

phase

j

with

j

{clin, cp, hf, hyd, mor, pore}
cohesion of hydrates

d

characteristic size of the inclusion in an RVE

D

characteristic size of the structure containing an RVE

e1 , e2 , e3

unit base vectors of the global Cartesian base frame

er , eθ , eφ

unit base vectors of the local spherical base frame

E cp

macroscopic strain tensor at the cement paste scale

fjcp

cement paste-related volume fraction of phase j

cp
fhyd;ϕ,ϑ

∈

with j ∈ {clin, hf, hyd, pore; quartz, limestone, slag, F A}

cement paste-related volume fraction of ϕ, ϑ-orientated hydrate needles

fjhf
fjmor
I

hydrate foam-related volume fraction of phase j with j ∈

{hyd, pore}

mortar-related volume fraction of phase j with j ∈ {cp, sand}
fourth-order identity tensor

Ivol , Idev

volumetric and deviatoric parts of fourth-order identity tensor

cp
Isand

sand-to-cement paste interface

kj

bulk

modulus

of

phase

j

{clin, cp, hf, hyd, pore, sand;

with

j

∈

quartz, limestone, slag, F A; CSH, CH, AF t, AF m, AF mC}

khyd;ϕ,ϑ

bulk modulus of ϕ, ϑ-orientated hydrates

`

characteristic size of an RVE
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n

unit (outward) normal vector acting perpendicular to the incp
terface Isand

Phf
j

Hill tensor of an inclusion with shape j, embedded in an infinite hydrate foam matrix, j ∈ {sph, cyl}

Pcp
sph

Hill tensor of a spherical inclusion embedded in an infinite
cement paste matrix

R

2

quadratic correlation coefficient

s/c

initial sand-to-cement mass ratio

t1 , t2

pairs of tangent vectors in the tangential plane to the interface
cp
Isand

volume of phase j with j = {hyd; ϕ, ϑ} or j = {pore}

Vj
w/c

initial water-to-cement mass ratio

wcp /c

effective water-to-cement mass ratio

W

elastic energy stored in an RVE, expressed macroscopically
W macro and microscopically W micro

x

position vector

αSCM

dimensionless proportionality constant for slag (SCM = slag)
or fly ash (SCM = F A)

δij

Kronecker delta

∆

Auxiliary variable

∆VSCM , ∆Vclin

volume of already consumed SCM or clinker

εj

strain tensor of phase j with j ∈ {cp, sand}

vol

ε ,ε

dev

vol
dev
εhyd;ϕ,ϑ , εhyd;ϕ,ϑ

volumetric and deviatoric part of the strain tensor
volumetric and deviatoric strain scalars of the strain energyrelated strain tensor of ϕ, ϑ-orientated hydrate needles

ϑ

zenith angle marking the orientation of hydrate needles

ϑf ail

azimuth angle ϑ of failing hydrate needles

µj

shear

modulus

of

phase

j

with

{clin, cp, hf, hyd, pore, sand;

j

∈

quartz, limestone, slag, F A; CSH, CH, AF t, AF m, AF mC}
ξclin

hydration degree of cement clinker

ξSCM

hydration degree of SCM

ρj

mass density of phase j with j ∈ {sand, H2 O, clin}

σj
σ hyd

stress tensor of phase j with j ∈ {cp, hyd, sand}

strain energy-related stress tensor of hydrates
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σ hyd;ϕ,ϑ

volume average-related stress tensor of ϕ, ϑ-orientated hydrates

dev
σ vol
hyd;ϕ,ϑ , σ hyd;ϕ,ϑ

volumetric and deviatoric part of σ hyd;ϕ,ϑ

σ hyd;ϕ,ϑ

strain energy-related stress tensor of ϕ, ϑ-orientated hydrates

vol
dev
σ hyd;ϕ,ϑ , σ hyd;ϕ,ϑ
dev
σ vol
hyd;ϕ,ϑ , σ hyd;ϕ,ϑ
vol
dev
σ hyd;ϕ,ϑ , σ hyd;ϕ,ϑ

volumetric and deviatoric part of σ hyd;ϕ,ϑ
volumetric and deviatoric stress scalars of σ hyd;ϕ,ϑ

σhyd,I , σhyd,III

largest and smallest principal stress component of σ hyd

σ hyd,I , σ hyd,III

largest and smallest principal stress component of σ hyd

Σj

macroscopic stress tensor at scale j with j ∈ {cp, mor}

Σuni
j
Σuni,ult
j
ϕ

volumetric and deviatoric stress scalars of σ hyd;ϕ,ϑ

absolute value of imposed uniaxial loading at scale j with
j ∈ {cp, mor}

magnitude of Σuni
corresponding to the macroscopic material
j
strength at scale j with j ∈ {cp, mor}

azimuth angle marking the orientation of hydrate needles

ϕf ail

azimuth angle ϕ of failing hydrate needles

ϕhyd

angle of internal friction of hydrates

ψ

polar angle marking locations at the sand grain surface

ψf ail

polar angle ψ of most heavily loaded RVE of cement paste

Chapter 5
Molecular-to-macro upscaling of
concrete fracture
This chapter contains a mature paper draft authored by Michal Hlobil, Maximilian
Göstl, Jacques Burrus, Christian Hellmich, and Bernhard Pichler. At the time
of finalizing this thesis, it is planned to submit the paper – in further improved
form – to the Journal for Mechanics and Physics of Solids.

5.1

Introduction

Macroscopic cracking of solids can be traced back to breaking of intermolecular
bonds and, hence, represents a multiscale problem originating from the nanometric scale. Cracks propagating through cementitious materials (with regular
strength, not high performance materials) avoid, as a rule, aggregate and unhydrated clinker inclusions. Thus, crack propagation is predominantly taking place
along the surface or through the volume of the reaction products between clinker
and water, the so-called hydrates. The major part of the latter is made up by the
calcium-silicate hydrates (C-S-H). Hence, there is great interest in the fracture
properties of C-S-H. However, a direct experimental access to those properties
is still out of reach. Therefore various computational approaches have been proposed for estimating the fracture energy of C-S-H, i.e. the amount of energy
required to produce a unit crack area at the surface or within the bulk of an
elementary block of C-S-H: Ghebrab and Soroushian [64] estimated the fracture
energy needed to separate two C-S-H globules from Van-der-Waals forces, arriv143
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ing at values ranging from 0.38 to 2.85 J/m2 . Hlobil et al. [74] back-analyzed a
similarly large value from a suite of material simulations at the levels of C-S-H,
of hydrate foam, and of cement paste: they proposed a hydrate fracture energy
of 2.0 J/m2 . The most ”direct” access to the C-S-H fracture energy available
today seem to be the molecular dynamics simulations of Bauchy et al. [11], who
analyzed mode I crack propagation in the interlayer spaces of C-S-H. Based on
the stoichiometry provided by Pellenq et al. [118], they arrive at a fracture energy
of
GCSH = 1.72 ± 0.29 J/m2

(5.1)

This value is the starting point for the present paper. It is probably the first to
provide an analytical upscaling approach, for the C-S-H-related fracture energy
given in Eq. (5.1), up to the material scales of mortars and concretes. In this
way, it will allow for the prediction of macroscopic cracking phenomena, as they
are occurring in direct tension tests on concretes or three-point bending tests on
mortars.
To this purpose, we concentrate on the so-called damage accumulation zone,
which surrounds, by three times the maximum aggregate diameter, a macrocrack
propagating through a concrete structure [16, 12, 17, 105], see Fig. 5.1. This
homogenized concrete
macrocrack

open microcracks
closed microcracks

Figure 5.1: Sketch of a damage accumulation zone, also referred to as “fracture
process zone” or “crack band” [16, 12]
zone is represented as being made up by representative volume elements (RVEs)
of cracked concrete, for which a thermodynamics-based damage propagation law
is formulated in the line of Dormieux et al. [49]. The corresponding free energy
density of cracked concrete depends on the (macroscopic) strain E and on a
damage variable ω, Ψ = Ψ(E, ω). Accordingly, the dissipation D reads as
D=−

∂Ψ
ω̇ = Gdf ω̇ ≥ 0
∂ω

(5.2)
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with the damage propagation driving force Gdf = − ∂Ψ/∂ω; leading to an increase

of ω, ω̇ ≥ 0, under conditions analogous to those of Melan-Kuhn-Tucker in the

context of elastoplasticity

Gdf − Gres ≤ 0

ω̇ ≥ 0

(Gdf − Gres ) ω̇ = 0

(5.3)

where the damage resistance Gres is the analogon to a strength property in elasto-

plasticity. The remainder of the paper is devoted to the quantification of the
cracked concrete-related quantities Gdf and Gres from the material’s hierarchi-

cal microstructure, down to the nanoscale where elasticity and strength of C-S-H
emerge. The paper is structured as follows: Section 5.2 concerns the driving force
Gdf , which is related to the elastic energy dissipated per unit of crack growth;

this energy following from a hierarchical micromechanics approach based on Eshelby’s matrix-inclusion problem. Section 5.3 covers the determination of Gres ,
from fracture energies encountered throughout the different material scales; based

on a hierarchical covered spheres model. Section 5.4 introduces a novel damage
evolution law, as well as the determination of its two governing quantities from
direct tensile tests. Thereafter, the new micromechanics model is experimentally
validated by means of three-point bending tests in Section 5.5; which is followed
by a final discussion, contained in Section 5.6.

5.2

Damage propagation driving force Gdf , as

derived from molecular-to-macro elasticity
homogenization

According to Eq. (5.1), the driving force for damage propagation is the change
of the elastic energy density in a piece of cracked concrete, with changing damage variable ω. Upon a macroscopic stress Σ acting on such a piece of cracked
concrete, with elasticity tensor Ccrcon , this driving force may be mathematically
expressed as
Gdf =

1
∂(Ccrcon )−1
Σ:
:Σ
2
∂ω

(5.4)

As damage variable, we adopt the crack density parameter, which for nc penny
shaped cracks of radius ai , within volume Ω of an RVE of cracked concrete reads
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as [31, 30, 48]

n

c
1 X
a3i
ω=
|Ω| i=1

(5.5)

In order to render this expression applicable to real cracks with general shapes,
we express the crack radii in Eq. (5.5) in terms of the crack areas of penny-shaped
cracks, Ai = π a2i , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . nc }, yielding
ω=

nc
X

1
|Ω|π

3
2

3

(5.6)

Ai 2

i=1

From now on, Ai in (5.6) stands for the area of the i-th real crack.
The stiffness Ccrcon is quantitified from a multistep homogenization scheme as
depicted in Fig. 5.2: Homogenized properties of materials with heterogeneous
“Cement paste” (c)
hydrate foam
clinker
12 mm
50 µm
“Mortar” (d)

5 nm
“Hydrate foam” (b)

0.5

µm

hydrate gel

water-filled
capillary pore air voids

mortar

6 mm

“Cracked mortar/
concrete” (f)
24 mm

solid C-S-H

“Concrete” (e)
quartz aggregate

< 1 µm
< 4 mm

≈ 10 nm

< 100 µm

“Hydrate gel” (a)
water-filled gel pore

quartz sand
2 mm
cement paste

sane mortar/concrete

Figure 5.2: Hierarchical organization of microcracked mortars and concretes
(“material organogram”) used for elasticity homogenization: two-dimensional
representations of three-dimensional RVEs.
microstructures are defined on representative volume elements (RVEs) satisfying
the separation of scales principle
d`L

(5.7)

where ` stands for the characteristic size of the RVE, d for the average size of
heterogeneities within the RVE, and L for the characteristic size of the structure
containing the RVE, such as structural dimensions or wavelengths of loads. Notably, “” in the left of the inequalities (5.7) does not necessarily imply more
than a factor of two [52].
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As every detail of the microstructure within an RVE is anyway unaccessible, the
key microstructural features are represented in terms of homogeneous subdomains
called material phases. The latter are characterized by elastic properties, volume
fraction, shape, and mutual interaction. Homogenization of elasticity over each
of the RVEs depicted in Fig. 5.2 is performed in the framework of continuum
micromechanics [73, 150, 176, 177], based on Hill’s expression for the homogenized
stiffness Chom , see [73]
Chom =

np
X

fi Ci : Ai

(5.8)

i=1

where fihom , Ci , and Ai stand for the volume fraction, for the fourth-order stiffness
tensor, and for the fourth-order strain concentration tensor of phase i while np
is the number of material phases. When representing each of the individual
phases as an inclusion in a fictitious infinite matrix as occurring in Eshelby’s
matrix-inclusion problem [54], the strain concentration tensors can be given in
an explicit analytical format, reading as [22, 176, 177]
np
h
i−1 −1
i−1  X
fj I + Pj : (Cj − C∞ )
Ai = I + Pi : (Ci − C∞ )
:

h

(5.9)

j=1

where I stands for the fourth-order unity tensor, with the components Iijkl =
(δik δjl + δil δjk )/2, where the Kronecker delta δij is defined as δij = 1 if i = j, and
δij = 0 otherwise; Pi stands for the fourth-order Hill tensor of phase i, reading as
Pi = Si : C−1
∞

(5.10)

with C∞ as the symmetric fourth-order stiffness tensor of the infinite matrix in
the Eshelby problems [54], and Si as the fourth-order Eshelby tensor, accounting
for the shape of material phase i embedded in an infinite isotropic matrix with
stiffness C∞ . The Eshelby tensor of a spherical inclusion is isotropic and reads
as [110]
Ssph =

3 k∞
6 (k∞ + 2 µ∞ )
Ivol +
Idev
3 k∞ + 4 µ∞
5 (3 k∞ + 4 µ∞ )

(5.11)

where k∞ and µ∞ stand for the bulk and shear moduli, respectively, of the infinite matrix. In addition, Ivol = (1 ⊗ 1)/3 and Idev = I − Ivol , respectively, stand

for the volumetric and deviatoric parts of I, and where 1 denotes the second-

order identity tensor with components identical to the Kronecker delta δij . The
components of the Eshelby tensor of a cylindrical inclusion with its axis point-
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ing in e3 -direction and embedded in an isotropic matrix with stiffness C∞ reads
as [110, 126]
9 k∞ + µ∞
4 3 k∞ + 4 µ∞
1 3 k∞ − 5 µ∞
Scyl,2211 =
4 3 k∞ + 4 µ∞
1 3 k∞ − 2 µ∞
Scyl,2233 =
2 3 k∞ + 4 µ∞
1 3 k∞ + 7 µ∞
4 3 k∞ + 4 µ∞
1
Scyl,2323 =
4

Scyl,1111 = Scyl,2222 =
Scyl,1122 =
Scyl,1133 =
Scyl,1212 =
Scyl,1313 =

(5.12)

The Eshelby tensor exhibits minor symmetries, i.e. ∀{i, j, k, l}, Sijkl = Sjikl =
Sijlk = Sjilk . The choice of the fictitious stiffness C∞ depends on the mechanical
interaction between the material phases. In case of matrix-inclusion problems,
C∞ is set equal to the stiffness of the matrix of the RVE [176, 177]. This leads
to the Mori-Tanaka scheme [108, 22]. As for polycrystalline microstructures, in
turn, the stiffness of the infinite matrix is set equal to the stiffness of the RVE
[176, 177]. This leads to the self consistent scheme [31, 72, 92, 73]. In addition,
the isotropic spatial orientation of “hydrate gel” needles representing all hydrates
found in an RVE of hydrate foam, see Fig. 5.2(b), requires introduction of infinitely many cylindrical phases, and the corresponding infinite sum in Eq. (5.9)
can be expressed as a double-integral over all space orientations [59, 122]
Ai

h
i−1 
h
i−1
hf
= I + Pi : (Ci − Chf )
: fpore
I + Psph : (Cpore − Chf )
(5.13)
−1
Z 2π Z π h
i−1 sin ϑ
hf
+ fgel
I + Pcyl (ϑ, ϕ) : (Cgel − Chf )
dϑ dϕ
4π
ϕ=0 ϑ=0

where ϑ and ϕ are the two position angles in a spherical coordinate system.
Eq. (5.13) also considers mutual mechanical interaction between the disordered
needle arrangement and the finite capillary pore phase seen in Fig. 5.2(b). The
corresponding expression for the homogenized stiffness of hydrate foam, as an
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extension of Eq. (5.8) to infinite many phases, reads as

n

o−1
hf
hom
hf

:
C
−
C
Chom
=
f
C
:
I
+
P
pore
pore
hf
hf
pore
sph
hf
Cgel
+fgel


Z2π Zπ n
o−1 sin ϑ


hom
I + Phf
:
dϑ dϕ :
cyl (ϕ, ϑ) : Cgel − Chf
4π
0

0


n

o−1
hf
hf
hom
fpore
I + Psph : Cpore − Chf
hf
+fgel

Z2π Zπ n
0

−1
o

 −1 sin ϑ
hom
I + Phf
dϑ dϕ .
cyl (ϕ, ϑ) : Cgel − Chf
4π

0

(5.14)
We are left with discussing stiffness estimates for damage accumulation zones in
mortars and concretes. The latter are represented as matrix-inclusion composites
consisting of a mortar or concrete matrix (index mat), and embedded parallel
cracks [Fig. 5.2 (f)]. In this case, the crack density parameter (5.5) intervenes in
the transversely isotropic Mori-Tanaka expression for the homogenized stiffness
of damage accumulation zones containing parallel cracks [50]

Cdam = Cmat :

4π
I+
ωT
3

−1
(5.15)

where the fourth-order tensor T accounts for the anisotropic damage effect of
parallel cracks [120]. Provided that the normal to the crack planes points in
e3 -direction, the non-vanishing components of T read as
4 νmat (1 − νmat )
π(1 − 2νmat )
2(1 − νmat )
= T2323 =
π(2 − νmat )
4(1 − νmat )2
=
π(1 − 2νmat )

T3311 = T3322 =
T1313
T3333

(5.16)

where νmat denotes Poisson’s ratio of the isotropic matrix material surrounding
the cracks; which is – in the present case – made of either (uncracked) mortar or
(uncracked) concrete. The T tensor exhibits minor symmetries, i.e. ∀{i, j, k, l},
Tijkl = Tjikl = Tijlk = Tjilk .
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Next, we identify the elastic properties and volume fractions of the phases occurring in the hierarchical organization of mortars and concretes in Fig. 5.2: The
matrix-inclusion composite “hydrate gel” is the smallest RVE of mortars and
concretes, with characteristic size `gel ≈ 10 nm. It consists of a “solid C-S-H”

matrix with embedded spherical gel pore inclusions [Fig. 5.2 (a)]. Adopting the
random packing limit given by Constantinides and Ulm [43], the corresponding
volume fractions read as
gel
fCSH
= 0.64;

gel
gel
fgpor
= 1 − fCSH

(5.17)

The elastic properties of solid C-S-H follow from the molecular dynamics simulations of Pellenq et al. [118], see Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Properties of microstructural constituents of mortar and concrete

solid C-S-H
pore
clinker
quartz sand
quartz aggregate

Bulk modulus
k [GPa]
kCSH = 49.00
kpore = 0.00
kclin = 116.58
ksand = 35.35
kagg = 35.35

Shear modulus
µ [GPa]
µCSH = 23.00
µpore = 0.00
µclin = 53.81
µsand = 29.91
µagg = 29.91

Fracture energy Source
G [J/m2 ]
GCSH = 1.72
[119],[11]
–
[122]
–
[162]
–
[165]
–
[165]

The polycrystalline composite “hydrate foam”, with characteristic size `hf =
1 µm, is a highly disordered arrangement of isotropically oriented “hydrate gel”
needles with elastic properties following from the homogenization over the RVE of
Fig. 5.2(a), according to Eq. (5.8)–(5.11). As given through Eq. (5.13) and (5.14)
this arrangement is in direct mechanical interaction with spherical capillary pores
which are drained, and therefore assigned to a vanishing stiffness [Fig. 5.2 (b)].
The “hydrate foam”-related volume fractions are functions (i) of the material
composition in terms of the initial water-to-cement mass ratio w/c and (ii) of the
maturity in terms of the hydration degree ξ; they read as [123]
hf
fgel
=

43.15 ξ
;
20 ξ + 63 (w/c)

hf
hf
fpore
= 1 − fgel

(5.18)

The matrix-inclusion composite “cement paste”, with characteristic size `cp ≈
100 µm, consists of a “hydrate foam” matrix and spherical cement clinker grain

inclusions [Fig. 5.2 (c)]. The “cement paste”-related volume fractions follow from
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the Powers-Acker hydration model [129, 1], see e.g. Pichler and Hellmich [121],
as
cp
=
fclin

20 (1 − ξ)
;
20 + 63 (w/c)

cp
cp
= 1 − fclin
fhf

(5.19)

The matrix-inclusion composite “mortar”, with characteristic size amounting to
two to three times the maximum sand grain diameter, consists of a “cement paste”
matrix and spherical sand grain inclusions [Fig. 5.2 (d)]. The “mortar”-related
volume fractions are functions of the material composition in terms of the initial
water-to-cement and sand-to-cement mass ratios (w/c and s/c, respectively) as
well as of the mass densities of clinker, water, and sand (ρclin , ρH2 O , and ρsand ,
respectively, Table 5.1), and they read as [70]
mor
fsand

=

clin
(s/c) ρρsand
clin
1 + (w/c) ρρHclinO + (s/c) ρρsand

;

2

mor
mor
fcp
= 1 − fsand

(5.20)

Finally, the matrix-inclusion composite “concrete”, with a characteristic size
amounting to two to three times the maximum aggregate diameter, consists of a
“mortar” matrix and spherical aggregate inclusions [Fig. 5.2 (e)]. The “concrete”related volume fractions are functions of the material composition in terms of
the initial water-to-cement, sand-to-cement, and aggregate-to-cement mass ratios (w/c, s/c, and a/c, respectively) as well as of the mass densities of clinker,
water, sand, and aggregates (ρclin , ρH2 O , ρsand and ρagg , respectively, Table 5.1),
and they read as
con
fagg

=

(a/c) ρρclin
agg
1 + (w/c)

ρclin
ρH2 O

+ (s/c)

ρclin
ρsand

+ (a/c)

ρclin
ρagg

;

con
con
fmor
= 1 − fagg

(5.21)
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5.3

Damage resistence Gres, as determined from
C-S-H-to-concrete fracture energy homogenization

5.3.1

Relation between damage resistance and fracture
energy of mortar/concrete

We start with establishing a relation between the resistance against damage propagation Gres and the material-specific fracture energy Gmat . To this end, Gres is

multiplied with the rate of the crack density parameter, in order to quantify the
dissipation D in an RVE of cracked mortar or concrete in the damage accumulation zone, see [49],

Gres ω̇ = D

(5.22)

The expression (5.22) is now specified for real crack networks. On the one hand,
we consider that, due to “crack shielding”, not all but only some cracks within
the damage accumulation zone will propagate simultaneously, such that the rate
of the crack density parameter, see (5.6), is related to the rates of the crack areas
of all the aforementioned propagating cracks
ω̇ =

nc
X
3

1
|Ω| π

3
2

i=1

2

1

Ai 2 Ȧi ,

(5.23)

where |Ω| stands for the volume of the damage accumulation zone, Ȧi > 0 for a

propagating crack and Ȧi = 0 for a stationary (non-propagating) crack, respec-

tively. On the other hand, we consider that a material-specific fracture energy
Gmat is consumed during creation of a unit crack area, such that the dissipation
follows as

nc
1 X
D=
Gmat Ȧi
|Ω| i=1

(5.24)

The sought relation between the thermodynamic resistance against crack propagation, Gres , and the material-specific fracture energy Gmat follows from specifica-

tion of Eqs. (5.22) for (5.23) and (5.24), and from solving the resulting expression
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for Gres :

3

π2
Gres =

nc
X

Ȧi

i=1
nc
3X

2

Gmat

1
2

(5.25)

Ai Ȧi

i=1

The current scientific understanding of fracture processes within a damage accumulation zone does not allow for the prediction of the number and sizes of
propagating and stationary cracks. As a remedy, we introduce a as the radius of
a representative circular crack, which is equivalent to all propagating (= “active”)
cracks, as expressed by the following definition
nc
X

1

Ai 2 Ȧi =

√

i=1

a2 π

nc
X

Ȧi

(5.26)

i=1

This definition of the representative crack size a significantly simplifies the relation between Gres and Gmat , as follows from insertion of (5.26) into (5.25):
Gres =

2π Gmat
3 a

(5.27)

Notably, the initial value of the representative crack size, aini , quantifies the
active crack network at the initiation of the damage propagation. The latter is
associated with the tensile strength of the investigated material.

5.3.2

Fracture energy upscaling based on a hierarchical
covered spheres model

Macroscopic cracking of cementitious materials originates from breaking of intermolecular bonds at the nanoscopic scale, where debonding events (“nano-cracks”)
propagate predominantly through the volume or along the surface of C-S-H. In
the sequel, we present a covered sphere model (Fig. 5.3) for upscaling the fracture energy of solid C-S-H, see Eq. (5.1), all the way up to the material scales
of mortars and concretes. Thereby, it is considered that cracks propagate along
pathways of minimum resistance, i.e. they pass through gel and capillary pores,
as well as around strong obstacles, such as cement clinker particles, sand grains,
or aggregates. This leads to crack surfaces exhibiting significant roughness at
several separated scales of observation, which may be seen as kind of a fractal
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surface geometry [35, 37, 36].
cover

core
rcover

rcore

Figure 5.3: Covered sphere model employed for homogenization of fracture energy.

In order to provide a means for step-by-step upscaling of fracture energy of C-SH, we here employ a covered sphere model, which is typically used for introducing
basic thoughts in microporoelasticity [50]. Such covered sphere models are introduced at each scale of observation, see Fig. 5.4, where they are identified with
the corresponding real materials (hydrate gel, hydrate foam, cement paste, mortar, or concrete, respectively), in terms of involved material phases and volume
fractions, as explained next.
Cover and core materials of the covered sphere models are selected among the
two constituents of the real materials, see Fig. 5.4. As for matrix-inclusion composites (“hydrate gel”, “cement paste”, “mortar”, and “concrete”, respectively),
the cover is made of the matrix material and the core is made of the inclusion
phase. As for polycrystalline “hydrate foam”, the cover is made of the solid phase
“hydrate gel” and the core is a “capillary pore”.
The radii of cover and core spheres (rcover and rcore , respectively) are chosen such
that the volume fractions of cover and core are identical to the volume fractions
of the real material phases. The volume fractions of cover and core read as

fcore

3
4 π rcore

3
rcore
3
=
=
3
4 π rcover
rcover
3

fcover = 1 − fcore

(5.28)

As for the volume fractions of the real material phases, see Eqs. (5.17) – (5.21).
When it comes to homogenization of fracture energy based on covered sphere
models, two cases are distinguished. The first case refers to a hollow sphere, used
to model porous two-phase materials. The second case refers to a solid core which
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“Hydrate gel” (a)
solid C-S-H

water-filled gel pore

“Cement paste” (c)
hydrate foam

clinker

“Hydrate foam” (b)

mortar

quartz aggregate

“Mortar” (d)
quartz sand

water/air

hydrate gel

“Concrete” (e)

cement
paste

Figure 5.4: Hierarchical organization of microcracked mortars and concretes
(“material organogram”) used for homogenization of fracture energy.
represents an obstacle for crack propagation.
In the first case of a hollow sphere, cracking through the cover is modeled by
fictitiously cutting through the hollow sphere, with a plane that intersects the
center of the pore [Fig. 5.5 (a)]. The energy required to create this crack is equal
2
2
),
−rcore
to the annulus area along which the crack runs through the cover, π (rcover

multiplied with the fracture energy of the cover material, Gcover ; while no energy

is required to cut through a pore. Similarly, we cut through the center of a
homogeneous sphere made from the homogenized material [Fig. 5.5 (b)]. The
energy required to create this crack is equal to the area of the total cutting plane,
2
π rcover
, multiplied with the sought fracture energy of the homogenized material,

Ghom . Setting the two energies equal to each other, while considering Eq. (5.28),
yields
2
2
2
− rcore
) Gcover = π rcover
Ghom
π (rcover

⇒

h
i
2
Ghom = 1 − (fcore ) 3 Gcover

(5.29)

In the second case of a strong solid core, cracking through the covered sphere is
modeled by cutting (i) through the cover with a plane that intersects the center of
the sphere, and (ii) around one hemisurface of the core obstacle [Fig. 5.6 (a)]. The
energy required to create this crack is equal to the fracture energy of the cover
material Gcover multiplied with the created crack area, i. e. with the sum of the
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core

rcover

homogenized material

cover

rcore

rcover

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.5: Homogenization of fracture energy in case of a porous material, based
on a hollow sphere model.
2
2
2
annulus area π (rcover
− rcore
) and the hemisurface of the core inclusion, 2 π rcore
.

Similarly, we cut through the center of a sphere made from the homogenized
material [Fig. 5.6 (b)]. The energy required to create this crack is equal to the

2
area of the total cutting plane, π rcover
, multiplied with the sought fracture energy

of the homogenized material, Ghom . Setting the two energies equal to each other,
while considering (5.28), yields
2
2
2
π (rcover
+rcore
) Gcover = π rcover
Ghom

cover

rcover

core obstacle

rcore

(a)

⇒

h
i
2
Ghom = 1+(fcore ) 3 Gcover (5.30)

homogenized material

rcover

(b)

Figure 5.6: Homogenization of fracture energy in case of covered sphere containing
a strong solid core, representing an obstacle for crack propagation.

Step-by-step homogenization of the fracture energy of mortars and concretes
starts with “hydrate gel”. The corresponding covered sphere model consists of
a “solid C-S-H” cover surrounding a “gel pore” core [Fig. 5.4 (a)]. The homogenized fracture energy of “hydrate gel” follows from specialization of Eq. (5.29)
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gel
for Ghom = Ggel , for fcore = fgpor
from (5.17), and for Gcover = GCSH from (5.1),

as
h
i
2
Ggel = 1 − 0.36 3 × 1.72 J/m2 = 0.850 J/m2

(5.31)

The homogenized fracture energy of “hydrate foam”, represented as a “hydrate
gel” cover surrounding a “porous” core [Fig. 5.4 (b)], follows from specialization
hf
from (5.18), and for Gcover = Ggel
of Eq. (5.29) for Ghom = Ghf , for fcore = fpore

from (5.31), as
"

Ghf


= 1− 1−

43.15 ξ
20 ξ + 63 (w/c)

2/3 #

× 0.850 J/m2

(5.32)

The homogenized fracture energy of “cement paste”, represented as a “hydrate
foam” cover surrounding a “clinker” core [Fig. 5.4 (c)], follows from specialization
cp
of Eq. (5.30) for Ghom = Gcp , for fcore = fclin
from (5.19), and for Gcover = Ghf ,

see (5.32), as




Gcp = 1 +

20 (1 − ξ)
20 + 63 (w/c)

2/3 
Ghf

(5.33)

The homogenized fracture energy of “mortar”, represented as a “cement paste”
cover surrounding a “sand grain” core [Fig. 5.4 (d)] follows from specialization of
mor
Eq. (5.30) for Ghom = Gmor , for fcore = fsand
from (5.20), and for Gcover = Gcp ,

see (5.33), as
Gmor



= 1+

clin
(s/c) ρρsand

2/3 

clin
1 + (w/c) ρρHclinO + (s/c) ρρsand

Gcp

(5.34)

2

The homogenized fracture energy of “concrete”, represented as a “mortar”
cover surrounding a “aggregate” core [Fig. 5.4 (e)], follows from specialization
con
of Eq. (5.30) for for Ghom = Gcon , for fcore = fagg
according to (5.21), and for

Gcover = Gmor , see (5.34), as
Gcon



= 1+

(a/c) ρρclin
agg
clin
1 + (w/c) ρρHclinO + (s/c) ρρsand
+ (a/c) ρρclin
agg
2

2/3 
Gmor

(5.35)
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5.4

Damage mechanics and size effect of mortars and concretes subjected to tension

5.4.1

Damage propagation criterion under macroscopic
uniaxial tension

The microstructures of mortars and concretes contain defects stemming from the
production and the curing process, i.e. they exist even prior to any mechanical
loading. Tensile loading on such materials can be monotonously increased up
the tensile strength level, at which instable damage propagation is initiated. The
relation between the uniaxial tensile strength Σult and the initial representative
crack size within damage accumulation zone aini follows from specification of
the damage propagation criterion (5.3) for the driving force (5.4) and damage
resistance (5.27), as

√
Σult ∝ 1/ aini

(5.36)

The stiffness estimate given in Eq. (5.15) gives precise access to the driving force
for damage propagation according to Eq. (5.4). Envisioning uniaxial tension
aligned with the crack normal, Σ = Σ33 e3 ⊗ e3 , the driving force is obtained from
specifying Chom in (5.4) for Cdam from (5.15), as
Gdf =

2
)
8 Σ233 (1 − νmat
3 Emat

(5.37)

The driving force for damage propagation in the format (5.37), in turn, allows for
specification of the damage propagation criterion (5.3), thus providing a relation
between the tensile stress Σ33 and the characteristic crack size a. The latter
relation follows from specifying Eq. (5.3) for (5.37) and (5.27), as well as from
solving the resulting expression for Σ33 , as
s
Σ33 ≤

Gmat Emat π
KIc,mat
=
2
4 a (1 − νmat )
2

r

π
a

(5.38)

with Emat as the Young’s modulus of the material surrounding the cracks, i.e. that
of (uncracked) mortar or (uncracked) concrete. In addition, the standard planestrain relation between fracture energy Gmat and the mode I fracture toughness
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KIc for isotropic materials was considered:
Gmat =

2
1 − νmat
2
KIc,mat
Emat

(5.39)

The mathematical structure of Eq. (5.38) is identical to the one of a problem from
linear elastic fracture mechanics, where an infinitely large solid with isotropic stiffness (Young’s elastic modulus Emat and Poisson’s ratio νmat ), containing one circular crack of radius a, is subjected, at the infinitely remote boundary, to uniaxial
tension aligned with the crack normal [125]. In the present context, however, a
is representative for all propagating cracks inside the damage accumulation zone,
see Eq. (5.26).

5.4.2

Dimensionless damage evolution law

Intuitively, one expects that the characteristic crack size a would increase with
increasing crack density ω, and this functional relationship may be referred to as a
“damage evolution law”. We here develop such a relation in the framework of dimensional analysis [7], where the first step consists of identifying quantities which
influence the functional relationship of interest. In ordinary concrete, the cracks
propagate around aggregate stones, such that the aggregate size distribution is
likely to influence the damage evolution process. Aggregate size distributions of
mortars and concretes, in turn, are similar in the sense that they aim at reducing
the space for the expensive binder cement paste to a reasonable minimum. In this
line of reasoning, we consider that the diameter of the largest aggregate stones,
dmax , is representative of the grain size distribution and influences the damage
evolution process.
Dimensional analysis [7] delivers the following dimensionless format of a functional relationship between the representative crack size a, the crack density ω,
and the maximum aggregate size dmax :
a
dmax



aini
=F
,ω
dmax


(5.40)

where aini denotes the initial value of the representative crack size. In Eq. (5.40),
F stands for a dimensionless function. The simplest version of it is a linear
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function of the form

a
dmax

=

aini
+Cω
dmax

(5.41)

When regarded as a function of ω, the quantity (aini /dmax ) plays the role of an
“intercept”, while C can be referred to as “slope”. Remarkably, the quantity aini
is of statistical nature, as described next.

5.4.3

Size effect of concrete tensile strength

The initial representative crack size aini exhibits a statistical size effect, i.e. it depends on the investigated volume of concrete, as explained next. In this context,
we consider that the smallest RVE of mortar/concrete exhibits a characteristic
size which is three-times the maximum aggregate size [16, 12, 17, 105], i.e.
` = 3 dmax

(5.42)

Eq. (5.42) suggests that the smallest cubic RVE of concrete exhibits a volume
amounting to
VRV E = (3 dmax )3

(5.43)

Already the tensile strength of such concrete RVEs is a statistical quantity, i.e.
different RVEs of concrete, being identical in the sense that they exhibit the same
volume, will exhibit tensile strength values scattering around the expected value,
i.e. around the mean (or “nominal”) tensile strength denoted as Σult
RV E . This
scatter stems from details of the microstructural arrangement of aggregates, sand
grains, the cement paste matrix, and initially existing defects, which differ from
RVE to RVE.
The volume-dependence of tensile strength (“statistical size effect”) will be observed when testing concrete bodies (i) which consist of more than one RVE and
(ii) which are subjected to tensile loading in a way that a nominally uniform 1
stress state prevails within the entire body. The strength of such a body will be
equal to the strength of the weakest RVE, and – for statistical reasons – the latter
strength will be the smaller, the more RVEs are contained inside the body. This
is Weibull’s weakest link idea [171], according to which the mean tensile strength
Σult of a concrete body decreases with increasing volume V , expressed through
1

Due to the absence of nominal stress gradients, stress fluctuations will exclusively stem
from the heterogeneous microstructure of the material.
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the size effect law
ult

Σ (V ) =

Σult
RV E



V

− m1
(5.44)

VRV E

In Eq. (5.44), m denotes the dimensionless Weibull modulus which is to be
identified from experiments. For concrete subjected to uniaxial tension it was
quantified by Zech and Wittmann [178] as
m = 12

(5.45)

√
Size effect law (5.44) together with Σult ∝ 1/ aini , see Eq. (5.36), suggest that

the expected value for the initial characteristic crack size increases with increasing
volume of a body of concrete, i.e. the size effect law for aini is formally identical
to Eq. (5.44), except for the exponent which now reads as +2/m:

aini (V ) = aini,RV E

V

+ m2
(5.46)

VRV E

Specifying aini in the damage evolution law given in Eq. (5.41) as aini (V ) according to Eq. (5.46), yields
a
dmax

aini,RV E
=
dmax



V

+ m2

VRV E

+Cω

(5.47)

The format (5.47) of the damage evolution law allows for identification of the
“intercept” (aini,RV E /dmax ) and “slope” C from the results of a direct-tension
size effect study on dog bone-shaped specimens, carried out by van Vliet and van
Mier [160]. This is described next.

5.4.4

Direct-tension size effect study on dog bone-shaped
concrete specimens carried out by van Mier and
van Vliet

Van Vliet and van Mier [160] tested concrete with a maximum aggregate size
amounting to
dmax = 8 mm

(5.48)

for more composition details, see Table 5.2. The experiments involved dog boneshaped specimens exhibiting self-similar two-dimensional scaling of the character-
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Table 5.2: Composition of investigated materials: concrete used by van Vliet and
van Mier [160] and mortar used by Le Bellego et al. [96].
investigated material
cement type used

concrete [160]
Portland, type B
mass∗ density
[kg]
[kg/m3 ]
375
3140∗∗
187.5 1000
1268
2610∗∗
–
–
540
2610∗∗

cement
water
sand: 0.125 – 4 mm
sand: 0.16 – 3.15 mm
aggregates: 4 – 8 mm
mix overview
water/cement ratio
0.5
sand/cement ratio
3.38
aggregate/cement ratio 1.44
∗
∗∗
per 1 m3 of concrete
estimated

mortar [96]
CPA CEM I 42.5
mass∗ density
[kg]
[kg/m3 ]
639
3140∗∗
256
1000
–
–
1380
2555∗∗
–
–
0.4
2.16
–

istic in-plane specimen dimension Ls (Fig. 5.7) and constant thickness amounting
to t = 100 mm. The specimens were subjected to slightly eccentric tension. Stable
damage propagation was achieved by controlling the magnitude of the imposed
load based on the recordings of displacement sensors measuring the elongation of
the central part of the specimens [Fig. 5.7 (a)]. This way, force-elongation relationships could be captured with great precision, even in the post-peak softening
regime (Fig. 5.8).
Upscaling elastic stiffness and fracture energy from nanoscopic solid C-S-H, see
Eq. (5.1) and Table 5.1, up to the macroscale of concrete follows the Eqs (5.8)–
(5.21) and (5.31)–(5.35). Input values are the composition of concrete, see Table 5.2, as well as the degree of hydration ξ which is set equal to 90 % given that
concrete specimens were tested 57 − 61 days after their production. For relevant
volume fractions of gel, hydrates, and clinker see Eqs. (5.17), (5.18) and (5.19),
respectively. Notably, elastic properties and fracture energy change from scale to
scale, but they stay on the same order of magnitude, see Table 5.3.

5.4.5

Identification of intercept quantity (aini,RV E /dmax )

The first dimensionless constant, aini /dmax , is identified from explaining the measured peak loads based on the size effect laws (5.44) and (5.46) as well as on
the damage propagation criterion (5.38). Notably, van Vliet and van Mier deter-
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Figure 5.7: (a) Geometric dimensions of the dog bone-shaped specimens investigated by van Vliet and van Mier [160]; (a) out of plane dimension t = 100 mm
was constant for all specimen sizes; elongation measurements refer to the shaded
central part of the specimen, see Fig. 5.8; (b) prismatic representation of the
central part of the specimens used for re-analysis of the tests including a damage
accumulation zone (central white region) adjacent to two undamaged regions.
Table 5.3: Upscaling of elastic and fracture energy from solid C-S-H up to macroscopic concrete.
Solid
C-S-H Hydrate Cement Mortar Concrete
C-S-H gel
foam
paste
∗
Young’s modulus 59.67 28.04 16.12
17.15
37.49
42.50
GPa
∗
Poisson’s ratio
0.30
0.27
0.25
0.25
0.21
0.20
–
Fracture energy
1.72∗∗ 0.85
0.54
0.61
1.04
1.41
J/m2
∗
recalculated from kCSH and µCSH given in Table 5.1
∗∗
taken from Bauchy et al. [11], see also Eq. (5.1)
mined the nominal tensile strength values of the tested concrete specimens, Σult ,
by dividing the measured peak loads Fpeak through the cross-sectional area at the
center of the specimens A = t Ls , see the circles and scatter bars in Fig. 5.9. As
for the re-analysis, we consider the central portion of the specimens to be cuboids
(Fig. 5.7), with volumes
V = t L2s

(5.49)

These volumes are larger than the smallest cubic RVE of concrete, with volume
(3 dagg )3 . Therefore, the cuboids consist of several concrete RVEs, and damage
propagation will initiate within the weakest RVE, as described by size effect law
Eq. (5.44). Specifying the latter for the Weibull modulus in Eq. (5.45), for cuboid
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Figure 5.8: Force-elongation diagrams: measurement data of van Vliet and van
Mier [160], obtained from at least four tests for each specimen size.

experimental data
model
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R 2 = 98.5%
2
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0
200 400 600 800 1000 1200
characteristic specimen size Ls [mm]

Figure 5.9: Size effect of nominal tensile strength observed by van Vliet and van
Mier [160], see circles and scatter bars, as well as Weibull size effect law given in
Eq. (5.50).

volume in Eq. (5.49), and for the RVE volume Eq. (5.43), delivers
!

1

Σult (V ) = Σult
RV E

t− 12
(3 dmax )

− 14

− 16

Ls

(5.50)

The only unknown on the right-hand-side of Eq. (5.50) is Σult
RV E , the nominal
tensile strength of the smallest concrete cube. It is identified such that Eq. (5.50)
explains the measured size-dependent strength values (Fig. 5.9) as good as possible, under consideration of the maximum aggregate size given in Eq. (5.48),
the specimen thickness t = 100 mm, and the scaled specimen sizes Ls given in
Fig. 5.7. This delivers
Σult
RV E = 3.90 MPa

(5.51)
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The initial value of the characteristic crack size, aini,RV E , follows from specifying
the “≤” sign in damage propagation law (5.38) for the “=” sign, from replacing
index mat by index con standing for concrete, from specifying Σ33 for Σult
RV E
according to Eq. (5.51), as well as a for aini,RV E , and from consideration of elastic
and fracture properties of concrete taken from Table 5.3, as
Table 5.4: Concrete properties considered for the re-analysis of the direct tension
tests performed by van Vliet and van Mier [160].
property
maximum aggregate size
Young’s elastic modulus
Poisson’s ratio
fracture energy
Weibull modulus
tensile strength of concrete RVE
initial characteristic crack size
dimensionless initial crack size
damage evolution factor

aini,RV E =

value
dmax = 8 mm
Econ = 42.5 GPa
νcon = 0.20
Gcon = 1.41 J/m2
m = 12
Σult
RV E = 3.90 MPa
aini,RV E = 3.22 mm
aini,RV E /dmax = 0.402
C = 0.396

source
[160]
upscaled (Table 5.3)
upscaled (Table 5.3)
upscaled (Table 5.3)
[178, 160]
Eq. (5.51)
Eq. (5.52)
Eq. (5.53)
Eq. (5.58)

Gcon Econ π
= 3.22 mm
2 ) (Σult )2
4 (1 − νcon
RV E

(5.52)

Dividing aini,RV E according to Eq. (5.52) through the maximum aggregate size
dmax according to Eq. (5.48), provides access to the first of the sought dimensionless quantities:

5.4.6

aini,RV E
= 0.402
dmax

(5.53)

Identification of slope quantity C

The second of the sought dimensionless quantities, C, is identified from the postpeak softening behavior measured in the direct tension experiments, see Fig. 5.8.
To this end, we consider that (i) the damage accumulation zone will grow, starting
at the weakest RVE, in a plane orthogonal to the loading axis, and that (ii) the
width of the damage accumulation zone, i.e. its size measured in loading direction,
is equal to 3 dmax . This is the motivation to subdivide our analysis cuboid into
three serially arranged subcuboids: two subcuboids which remain undamaged
and one central subcuboid representing an RVE of the damage accumulation zone,
exhibiting width = 3 dmax , length = Ls , and depth = t [Fig 5.7 (b)]. This complies
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with the separation of scales requirement (5.7), as long as (i) crack openings are
small compared to 3 dmax , and (ii) in-plane crack sizes are small compared to the
width Ls and the depth t of the damage accumulation zone. Both conditions are
satisfied in the vicinity of the peak load, but the latter condition will be violated
at later stages in the post peak regime, when the specimen falls into two pieces.
In the sequel, we will check corresponding limits.

As for the identification of C based on measured post-peak force-elongation relationships, see Fig. 5.10, we are left with deriving expressions for both the force F
and the elongation ∆`, as functions of the crack density ω. In this context, it is
noteworthy that throughout the entire softening regime, the damage propagation
law (5.3) will be satisfied in the sense that Gdf − Gres = 0 and ω̇ > 0. In other

words, the “equal sign” is valid in the damage propagation law (5.38), and combining this expression with the size effect law (5.47) delivers the softening tensile
strength of the crack law as a function of crack density parameter ω, as
s
Σ33 (ω) =


−1

 m2
aini,RV E
Gcon Econ π
V
+Cω
2
VRV E
4 (1 − νcon
) dmax dmax

(5.54)

Because of the serial arrangement, the same nominal stress prevails in all three
subcuboids, and the external tensile force F is equal to Σ33 (ω) according to
Eq. (5.54) multiplied with the cross sectional area t Ls of the subcuboids:
F (ω) = t Ls Σ33 (ω)

(5.55)

As for expressing the elongation of the three-zoned cuboid as a function of the
damage variable, we again consider that the same nominal stress prevails in all
three subcuboids. The strains in the three cuboids are equal to the stress Σ33
divided by Young’s elastic modulus of the respective subcuboid, being equal to
the sane Young’s elastic modulus Econ outside the damage accumulation zone, and
Edaz (ω) inside the latter. The elongation of the body is obtained by summing up
the elongations of the three subcuboids, being equal to the strain of each zone,
multiplied with size of the zone, measured in loading direction:

∆`(ω) = Σ33 (ω)

Ls − 3 dmax
3 dmax
+
Econ
Edaz (ω)


(5.56)

The micromechanics-based estimate of Young’s elastic modulus of the damage
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accumulation zone, in loading direction, follows from Eq. (5.15) as

Edaz (ω) = Econ

−1
16 ω
2
(1 − νcon )
1+
3

(5.57)

Evaluating parameter forms F (ω) and ∆`(ω), see Eqs. (5.55) and (5.56), for
the quantitative values listed in the eight upper rows of Table 5.4, allows for
comparing model-predicted force-elongation relationships with their measured
counterparts as functions of differently chosen values for C. Subsequent search for
the maximum value of the quadratic correlation coefficients R2 characterizing the
agreement between model predictions and experimental data for each of the loaddisplacement curves of samples B to F (see Figure 5.10), allows for identification of
the optimal value of the sought dimensionless constant C, providing a satisfactory
agreement between model outputs and experimental data, see Fig. 5.10,
C = 0.396.

(5.58)

2
=
The corresponding maximum quadratic correlation coefficients amount to RB
2
2
98.91%, RC2 = 99.45%, RD
= 99.32%, RE
= 97.78%, and RF2 = 96.96%, for the

different specimen sizes labeled “B” through “F”. Very remarkably, C according
to (5.58) does not only allow for a satisfactory description of the initial postpeak behavior, in the immediate vicinity of the peak load, but it also provides a
satisfactory description of most of the softening paths, well away from the peak
load, see Fig. 5.10.
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Figure 5.10: Force-elongation diagrams: shaded areas cover measurement data of
van Vliet and van Mier [160], obtained from at least four tests for each specimen
size; black solid lines represent the model prediction, see Eqs. (5.55), (5.56), and
(5.58), as well as the input quantities given in Table 5.4.
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5.5

Model validation

With the identification of (aini,RV E /dmax ) and C, see Eqs. (5.53) and (5.58), our
model developments are completed. Hence, the material-specific model input
parameters are restricted to just the initial material composition in terms of
water, cement, sand, and aggregate masses, as well as the material maturity in
terms of the hydration degree. We now proceed with assessing the predictive
capabilities of the model, i.e. we apply it to the analysis of a three-point-bending
size effect study on notched mortar prisms, performed by Le Bellego et al. [95].
All inputs required for the numerical simulations are derived from the results of
the preceding section and from composition data regarding the mortar tested by
Le Bellego et al. [95, 96]. This way, our model predictions are independent of
the measurements by Le Bellégo et al. This allows us to rigorously assess the
predictive capabilities of the developed model.

5.5.1

Three-point-bending size effect study on notched
mortar prisms, performed by [95]

Le Bellego [95] investigated the size effect of mortar strength in the framework
of notched rectangular prisms subjected to three-point bending (Fig. 5.11 and
Table 5.2). Prior to testing, the specimens were allowed to cure for four months
F
40 mm
3 daggr

size D [mm]
A
80
B
160
C
320

0.9 D

D
3 daggr
3 mm
0.5 D

3D

0.5 D

Figure 5.11: Geometric dimensions of the notched mortar prisms tested by Le
Bellego [95]. The out-of-plane dimension t = 40 mm was constant for all specimen
sizes.
at 23◦ C and under a relative humidity of 100 %. The experiments were carried out
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under notch opening control. The test results are reported in the form of forcedeflection diagrams (Fig. 5.12), whereby the vertical displacement was measured
in the cross-section of the notch, at mid-height of the beam.
1200
Specimens A, B, C

force F [daN]

1000
800

C

600

B

400

A

200
0
0

0.1
0.2
deflection w [mm]

0.3

Figure 5.12: Force-deflection diagrams: measurement data of Le Bellego et
al. [95], obtained from at least 4 tests for each specimen size.

5.5.2

Finite Element model

For plane stress Finite Element analyses of the three-point bending tests, quadrilateral elements with bilinear displacement interpolation are employed. This results in element-wise constant stress and strain states at the levels of the RVEs
of Figure 5.2(d) and 5.2(e), respectively, as concerns uncracked and cracked mortar elements, respectively. Considering a symmetric problem with respect to the
notch plane, one half of the structure is discretized (Fig. 5.13). According to [16],
the width of the damage accumulation zone amounts to 3 dmax = 9.45 mm. Starting from the notch tip, it grows straight upwards, towards the load application
point [66]. Throughout the entire test simulation, the rest of the structure is
considered to remain undamaged.
The vertical support is modeled by blocking the vertical displacements of two
neighboring nodes, positioned in a horizontal distance amounting to 0.04 D
(Fig. 5.13). The external loading is considered through prescribing uniform vertical displacements over the three nodes of the damage accumulation zone, which
are part of the top-surface of the analysis model (Fig. 5.13). Finally, the horizontal
displacements of all nodes at the symmetry axis are blocked. The notch is considered by assigning a very large initial damage variable, namely ωnotch,ini = 104 ,
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Figure 5.13: Finite Element mesh used for modeling three-point bending tests.

to the two finite elements which (i) are directly attached to the axis of symmetry, and which (ii) belong to the two bottom rows of the Finite Element mesh
(Fig. 5.13).

The damage accumulation zone is subdivided, in damage propagation direction,
into 28 layers of pairs of finite elements (Fig. 5.13). Each two elements belonging to the same layer, are considered to have, at any stage of the simulation
process, the same crack density. Denoting the crack density parameter of the
j-th layer as ωj , we adopt the elasto-damage law (5.15), describing transversely
isotropic behavior under plane stress conditions. In the standardly used notation
of commercial Finite Element codes, it reads as:
  
Emor
Σ
2
(1−νmor
)(1+ 16
ωj )
3
 11  

   E ν
mor mor
Σ  = 
2
 22   (1−νmor
)(1+ 16
ωj )
3
  
0
Σ12

Emor νmor
2
(1−νmor
)(1+ 16
ωj )
3



0


2
Emor 1+ 16
ωj (1−νmor
)
3
16
2
(1−νmor )(1+ 3 ωj )

0



0
Emor (2−νmor )








· E22 





2 E12

2 (1+νmor ) (2−νmor )+ 16
ωj (1−νmor )
3

(5.59)
For all finite elements referring to sane mortar, we employ (5.59) specialized for
vanishing crack density, ωj = 0.

E11
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5.5.3

Finite Element model input

Upscaling elastic stiffness and fracture energy from nanoscopic solid C-S-H, see
Eq. (5.1) and Table 5.1, up to the macroscale of mortar, follows Eqs. (5.8)–(5.21)
and (5.31)–(5.35). Input values are the composition of mortar, see Table 5.2,
as well as the degree of hydration ξ. The latter is set equal to 90 %, given
that mortar specimens were tested 4 months after their production. For relevant
volume fractions of gel, hydrates, and clinker, see Eqs. (5.17), (5.18), and (5.19),
respectively. Notably, elastic properties and fracture energy change from scale to
scale, but they stay on the same order of magnitude, see Table 5.5. The Weibull
Table 5.5: Upscaling of elastic and fracture energy from solid C-S-H up to macroscopic mortar.
Solid
C-S-H Hydrate Cement Mortar
C-S-H gel
foam
paste
∗
Young’s modulus 59.67 28.04 22.32
23.79
41.13
GPa
∗
Poisson’s ratio
0.30
0.26
0.26
0.26
0.22
–
Fracture energy
1.72∗∗ 0.85
0.66
0.75
1.24
J/m2
∗
recalculated from kCSH and µCSH given in Table 5.1
∗∗
taken from Bauchy et al. [11], see also Eq. (5.1)
modulus of mortar is set equal to the value considered for concrete: m = 12
(compare Table 5.6 with Table 5.4). The initial value of the characteristic crack
Table 5.6: Mortar properties considered for the re-analysis of the three-point
bending tests performed by Le Bellego et al. [95].
property
value
maximum sand grain size
dmax = 3.15 mm
Young’s modulus
Emor = 41.1 GPa
Poisson’s ratio
νmor = 0.22
fracture energy
Gmor = 1.24 J/m2
Weibull modulus
m = 12
tensile strength of mortar RVE Σult
RV E = 5.77 MPa
initial characteristic crack size aini,RV E = 1.27 mm
dimensionless initial crack size aini,RV E /dmax = 0.402
damage evolution factor
C = 0.396

source
[96]
upscaled (Table 5.5)
upscaled (Table 5.5)
upscaled (Table 5.5)
Table 5.4
Eq. (5.61)
Eq. (5.60)
Table 5.4
Table 5.4

size is obtained from multiplying the dimensionless quantity (aini,RV E /dmax ) =
0.402 (compare Table 5.6 with Table 5.4) with the maximum sand grain size
dmax = 3.15 mm resulting in
aini,RV E = 1.27 mm

(5.60)
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The tensile strength of the smallest cubic mortar RVE, with volume VRV E =
(3 dmax )3 = 0.84 cm3 , see Eq. (5.43) and Table 5.6, is obtained as
s
Σult
RV E =

Gmor Emor π
= 5.77 MPa
2 )a
4 (1 − νmor
ini,RV E

(5.61)

The elementary damage propagation law for each Finite Element reads as
s
Σ11 (ωj ) ≤



 m2
−1
Gmor Emor π
aini,RV E
V
+ C ωj
2
dmax
VRV E
4 (1 − νmor
) dmax

(5.62)

In Eq. (5.62), V denotes a subvolume of the specimen, in which virtually the
same nominal tensile stress prevails. In accordance with the separation-of-scales
principle, we set this volume equal to the one of a cuboid exhibiting a height of
3 dmax , a width of 3 dmax , and a depth of 40 mm (Fig. 5.12),
V = t (3 dmax )2 = 3.57 cm3

5.5.4

(5.63)

Sequential elastic FE analyses technique with incremental increase of damage

We employ sequential elastic FE analyses with incremental increase of damage, as
reported by Rots et al. [135]. In the first simulation, all elementary crack density
parameters are set equal to zero, except for the two elements representing the
notch. They exhibit a crack density of 104 (see above). A vertical displacement
u = 1 mm is imposed to the top surface at the axis of symmetry of the Finite Element model. The resulting stresses, strains, and displacements are amplified by
a proportionality factor obtained from dividing the maximum horizontal normal
stress Σ11 by the initial tensile strength of the material, such that the damage
propagation law is just satisfied in the most heavily loaded finite element of the
row directly attached to the symmetry axis. The corresponding values for the
external loading and the deflection at the beam center are stored. For the subsequent simulation, the crack densities of the above-identified most heavily loaded
finite element and of its direct horizontal neighbor are increased incrementally:
in case the two finite elements were undamaged before, the crack density parameter is set equal to 0.00375, resulting in an effective stiffness reduction by
some 1.8 percent, see Eq. (5.57) specified for νmor according to Table 5.6. In case
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the two elements were already damaged before, the crack density parameter is
increased by multiplying the current crack density with a damage magnification
factor mf = 21/8 . Thereafter, the same FE model is used for another linear elastic
simulation where the load intensity factor is computed from the current (rather
than the undamaged) tensile strength, in order to identify at which element the
crack density will be amplified next. This procedure results in a stepwise increase
of damage from simulation to simulation, and provides ordinates of the sought
force-displacement diagram.

5.5.5

Comparison of model predictions with experimental
data

Numerical simulations of three-point bending tests were carried out to reproduce
the experiments by Le Bellego et al. [95]. The results for all three specimen
sizes agree very well with the measurements in terms of ultimate forces, midspan
deflections, and shape of the post peak regime, see Fig. 5.14 and Table 5.7. The
2
quadratic correlation coefficients R2 amount to RA
= 96.2 % for the series A,
2
= 99.2 % for series B, and RC2 = 92.5 % for series C.
RB

1200
Specimens A, B, C

force F [daN]

1000
800

C (R 2 =92.5%)

600

B (R 2 =99.2%)

400

A (R 2 =96.2%)

200
0
0

0.1
0.2
deflection w [mm]

0.3

Figure 5.14: Force-deflection diagrams: shaded areas cover measurement data
of Le Bellégo et al. [95], obtained from at least 4 tests for each specimen size;
black solid lines represent the model prediction.

Since the model has survived a nontrivial attempt of falsification, it is strongly
corroborated [127]. This underlines the quality of the developed multiscale model
for tensile strength and tensile softening of cementitious materials, bridging all
the scales from nanoscopic C-S-H to the macroscopic scale of a classical lab test.
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Table 5.7: Numerical values obtained from simulating with the FE mesh shown
in Fig. 5.13, with numerical inputs listed in Table 5.6.
size
A
B
C

5.6

D [m] F elast [daN] F ult [daN] R2 [%]
0.08
152.5
321.0
96.2
0.16
275.8
518.0
99.2
0.32
509.3
830.0
92.5

Discussion

In this paper, we have upscaled the fracture properties of concrete, starting from
the fundamental level of C-S-H, where the fracture energy became recently accessible through molecular dynamics simulations [11]. Thereby, the fracture energy
enters the resistence side of damage propagation law arising from thermodynamics considerations, while the fracture driving force follows from derivation of the
elastic stiffness with respect to the crack density parameter. While the elastic
stiffness follows well-validated multiscale micromechanics models [176, 177], two
dimensionless quantities governing the crack propagation characteristics are determined from van Mier and van Vliet’s size-effect studies in direct tension. The
resulting model, when fed into Finite Element analyses of notched beams, delivers very good predictions of experimental results which are independent of those
used for model development.
It is very instructive to discuss these novel developments in light of two topics
which have been of continued interest in the engineering mechanics and structural engineering communities, namely (i) the fracture energy as used in so-called
smeared crack approaches, and (ii) the scaling laws for the nominal ultimate
structural stress level encountered with quasi-brittle materials.
While our mortar- or concrete-specific fracture energy ranges from 1 to 2 J/m2 (see
Tables 5.5 and 5.3), classical smeared crack approaches typically employ fracture
energy values ranging from 100 to 200 J/m2 [157, 53]. This seeming discrepancy
can be explained as follows. In smeared crack approaches, the energy dissipated
during a tension test is divided by the area of the final macrocrack. This way,
the sum of all actually formed crack areas is underestimated significantly. In
reality, namely, not only one crack forms during tensile failure of mortars and
concretes, but many cracks of different sizes interact inside the damage accumulation zone, and not all microcracks coalesce into the final macrocrack, but most
of them actually run into crack shielding, i.e. they return to stationarity and close
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during failure of the material. These processes make is practically impossible to
quantify, after a tension test, the sum of all actually formed crack areas. In contrast to the classical smeared crack approaches restricting the crack area to one
single microcrack, our approach introduces multiple RVEs of cracked mortar or
concrete, containing many cracks of different sizes; hence, a much larger crack
area is considered. In order to estimate the total size of the latter, we consider
the equivalence of the finally dissipated energy in both approaches, the classical
smeared crack model and the presented multiscale micromechanical model,
Gsmeared Amacro = Gmat Atot

(5.64)

with Gsmeared as the fracture energy employed in smeared crack models, Amacro as
the crack area of the single macrocrack, Atot as the area of all cracks in the damage
accumulation zone, and Gmat as the covered-sphere-model-derived fracture energy
at the mortar or concrete level, respectively, i.e. Gmor or Gcon according to
Eq.(5.34) or (5.35). Eq. (5.64) readily delivers that
Gsmeared
Atot
=
≈ 100
Gmat
Amacro

(5.65)

i.e. the total crack area is about one hundred times that of the macrocrack at the
center of the damage accumulation zone.
As regards structural fracture scaling, it is instructive to relate the ultimate forces
of Figure 5.14 to nominal stresses reading as [12]
σN u = 4.5

F ult
tD

(5.66)

These nominal stress values turn out to nicely follow Bazant’s size effect law [12,
14]
0

Bft

σN u = p
1 + D/D0

(5.67)

with the values B and D0 as given in Table 5.8 for w/c = 0.4, obtained from
a nonlinear regression based on the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm, while computing ft0 from Eq. (5.54) with V = VRV E and ω = 0. Repeating the same exercise
for a water-to-cement ratio of w/c = 0.50 delivers virtually the same values for
B and D0 , see the right-hand side of Table 5.8. This clearly shows that B and
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Table 5.8: Results of optimal B and D0 parameters.
s/c = 2.16
s/c = 4.80

w/c = 0.40
B = 1.06, D0 = 91.42 mm
B = 1.02, D0 = 86.42 mm

w/c = 0.50
B = 1.08, D0 = 90.09 mm
B = 1.01, D0 = 91.75 mm

D0 are truly structural parameters which are virtually independent of the material composition. The latter, in turn, is strongly governing the tensile material
0

strength, ft .

5.7

Conclusions

Here, it was shown that macroscopic (“effective” or “homogenized”) elastic stiffness properties and fracture energy of mortars and concretes are strongly related
(i) to the corresponding mechanical properties of nanoscopic C-S-H, and (ii) to the
scale-separated hierarchical organization of cementitious materials. Macroscopic
elastic stiffness, for instance, results from (i) elastic properties of all microstructural constituents, (ii) their volume fractions, (iii) their characteristic shapes,
and (iv) their characteristic interaction: either interaction between a continuous
matrix and embedded inclusions, or direct mutual interaction between material
constituents, resulting from a highly disordered “polycrystalline” arrangement.
The macroscopic fracture energy, in turn, results from (i) the fracture energy of
solid C-S-H, (ii) the volume fractions of all microstructural constituents, and (iii)
their characteristic interaction, implying that cracks propagate along pathways
with minimum material resistance, i.e. either through pores or around strong
obstacles such as cement clinker, sand, and aggregate grains. The presented
homogenization models allow for quantifying of elastic stiffness properties and
fracture energy of mortars and concretes, based on the following three types of
well-defined input parameters:
1. The initial material composition, quantified in terms of mass ratios between
water, cement, sand, and aggregates, see van Vliet and van Mier [160] and
Le Bellego et al. [96], and Table 5.2.
2. The material maturity, quantified in terms of hydration degree.
3. The grain size distribution of sand and aggregates, quantified in terms of
the maximum grain diameter.
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Homogenized properties intervene in a new microfracturemechanics damage
model for damage accumulation zones in concrete and mortars. The model includes size effect and it allows for predicting the tensile strength of mortars and
concretes as well as their tension-induced softening in the post-peak regime, characterized by the formation of a damage accumulation zone containing interacting
cracks of different sizes.
Predictive capabilities of the fully developed model (i.e. of the model which does
not contain any fitting parameters) were tested by predicting the expected behavior of a size-effect study consisting of three-point bending tests on mortar
prisms, carried out by Le Bellego et al. [96]. It is important to emphasize that
the direct tension tests on concretes considered for model development, on the one
hand, and the three-point bending tests on mortars considered for model validation, on the other hand, differed in terms of raw materials, mix design, specimen
shape, boundary conditions, as well as in terms of the labs, testing machines, and
scientists who carried out the tests. Consequently, the chosen strategy for the
assessment of the predictive capabilities represents – in the spirit of Karl Popper’s
falsificationism [127] – a serious, nontrivial, and strictly quantitative attempt to
falsify the developed model. It is remarkable that the model survived the falsification attempt, as is underlined by model predictions which agree very well
with the observations of Le Bellego et al. [96]. We may conclude in the wording
of Popper [127] that the model is strongly corroborated, which underlines that
tension-induced failure of macroscopic structures made of cementitious materials
can be explained based on elastic and fracture properties of nanoscopic C-S-H.
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Nomenclature
∆`(ω) total elongation of cuboid
`

characteristic size of RVE

`cp

characteristic size of cement paste

`gel

characteristic size of hydrate gel

`hf

characteristic size of hydrate foam

1

second-order identity tensor

Σ

macroscopic uniform stress

E

macroscopic strain

Gdf

driving force for crack propagation

Gres

resistance against crack propagation

L

characteristic size of stress and strain fluctuations

Ai

fourth-order strain concentration tensor of material phase i

C∞

fourth-order stiffness tensor of the infinite matrix in the Eshelby problems

Cdam fourth-order stiffness tensor of damaged material
Cgel

fourth-order stiffness tensor of hydrate gel

Chf

fourth-order stiffness tensor of hydrate foam

Chom fourth-order stiffness tensor of homogenized material
Ci

fourth-order stiffness tensor of material phase i

Cmat fourth-order stiffness tensor of undamaged material
Cpore fourth-order stiffness tensor of porosity
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I

fourth-order unity tensor

Idev

deviatoric part of the fourth-order unity tensor

Ivol

volumetric part of the fourth-order unity tensor

Pi

fourth-order Hill tensor of material phase i

Si

fourth-order Eshelby tensor of material phase i

T

fourth-order tensor accounting for the anisotropic damage effect of parallel
cracks

µ∞

shear modulus of the infinite matrix in the Eshelby problems

µagg

shear modulus of quartz aggregates

µclin

shear modulus of clinker

µCSH shear modulus of C-S-H
µpore shear modulus of pore
µsand shear modulus of quartz sand
νcon

Poisson’s ratio of concrete

νmat

Poisson’s ratio of the isotropic matrix material

νmor

Poisson’s ratio of mortar

Ω

volume of damage accumulation zone

ω

Budiansky and O’Connel’s crack density parameter

φ

standard variable for dissipation, with dimension energy per time per volume

ρagg

mass density of aggregates

ρclin

mass density of clinker

ρH2 O mass density of water
ρsand mass density of sand
Σult

ultimate uniaxial tensile stress

Σ33

uniaxial tensile stress in the e3 -direction
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σN u

nominal ultimate structural stress

Σult
RV E ultimate tensile stress of RVE
ξ

degree of hydration of ordinary Portland cement

a

representative crack size

a/c

initial aggregate-to-cement mass ratio

Ai

area of the i-th real crack

ai

radius of i-th crack

aini,RV E initial representative crack size in the smallest RVE
aini

initial value of the representative crack size

Amacro crack area of a single macrocrack
Atot

area of all cracks in the damage accumulation zone

B

fitting parameter of size effect fitting function

C

slope quantity

D

characteristic size of the structure

d

characteristic size of inhomogeneity

D0

fitting parameter of size effect fitting function

dmax maximum aggregate size
Econ

elastic modulus of concrete

Edaz

elastic modulus of damage accumulation zone in direction normal to the
crack plane

Emat elastic modulus of material
Emor elastic modulus of mortar
F (ω) external tensile force acting on cuboid
0

ft

tensile strength

con
fagg

volume fraction of aggregates within RVE of concrete

cp
fclin

volume fraction of clinker within RVE of cement paste
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fcore

volume fraction of core in covered sphere model

fcover volume fraction of cover in covered sphere model
mor
volume fraction of cement paste within RVE of mortar
fcp
gel
fCSH
volume fraction of C-S-H within RVE of hydrate gel
hf
fgel

volume fraction of hydrate gel within RVE of hydrate foam

gel
fgpor
volume fraction of gel pores within RVE of hydrate gel
cp
fhf

volume fraction of hydrate foam within RVE of cement paste

con
fmor

volume fraction of mortar within RVE of concrete

hf
fpore

volume fraction of capillary porosity within RVE of hydrate foam

mor
fsand
volume fraction of sand within RVE of mortar

Gcon

fracture energy of concrete

Gcover fracture energy of cover material in covered sphere model
Gcp

fracture energy of cement paste

GCSH fracture energy of C-S-H
Ggel

fracture energy of hydrate gel

Ghf

fracture energy of hydrate foam

Ghom fracture energy of homogenized material
Gmat fracture energy of material
Gmor fracture energy of mortar
Gsmeared fracture energy employed in smeared crack models
k∞

bulk modulus of the infinite matrix in the Eshelby problems

kagg

bulk modulus of quartz aggregates

kclin

bulk modulus of clinker

kCSH bulk modulus of C-S-H
KIc,mat mode I fracture toughness of material
kpore bulk modulus of pore
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ksand bulk modulus of quartz sand
Ls

characteristic size of dog bone-shaped specimens

m

Weibull modulus

mf

damage magnification factor

rcore

radius of core in covered sphere model

rcover radius of cover in covered sphere model
s/c

initial sand-to-cement mass ratio

t

thickness of sample

V

volume of concrete body

VRV E smallest cubic RVE
w/c

initial water-to-cement mass ratio

fi

volume fraction of material phase i

RVE abbreviation for “representative volume element”

Conclusions and further research
The following research objectives were accomplished in the present thesis:

Chapter 1
• Microstructural phase assemblages of OPC and four blended cement-based

pastes were obtained, documenting the point-wise evolution of material
phases in time.

• Evolution of stiffness, compressive and tensile strength of investigated ce-

ment pastes was measured, starting one day after production up to 91 days.

• “CemBase” database was established. It contains detailed microstructural

information from investigated pastes along with all measured results from
the mechanical experiments carried out within this thesis. In addition,
“CemBase” contains experimental data obtained from available literature.

Chapter 2
• A novel test setup for measuring unloading modulus of cement pastes is
developed. It includes overdetermined deformation measurements using five

Linear Variable Differential Transducers which minimize the eccentricity of
the applied loading.
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Chapter 3
• Four-level multiscale model for compressive strength of blended cement
pastes is developed based on finite element homohenization. It uses C-

S-H/space ratio as the primary microstructural descriptor and introduces
a spatial C-S-H gradient, mimicking nonuniform distribution between individual grains.
• Most fundamental parameter for compressive/tensile strength of cement
paste is the amount of C-S-H. Further factors are the volume of entrapped/entrained air and spatial gradient of C-S-H.
• Densification of the microstructure by forcing C-S-H to precipitate uniformly leads to increased compressive strength.

Chapter 4
• Hierarchical multiscale model for blended mortars is developed based on
continuum micromechanics. The model accounts for stress peaks in representative volume element of cement paste, which are attached to the surface
of sand grains, uses Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion for hydrates and extends the microstructural representation of hydrates from one average type
towards individual types of hydrates.
• Uses strain energy-related (“higher-order”) stress averages to account for

stress concentration from cement paste into the hydrate needle, because hydrate failure is very likely related to energy-driven shear cracking at nanometric scales inside hydrate needles.

• Strength predictions for blended mortars appear to be significantly more

sensitive to the microstructural representation of hydrates either in form
of just one average hydrate type or in form of several different types of
hydrates. The latter more detailed representation appears to deliver better
strength predictions.

• Finely ground inert fillers (quartz and limestone) exhibit a significant filler

effect, i.e. they accelerate hydration kinetics and act as strength-increasing
reinforcements of the hydrate foam.
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• Supplementary cementitious materials (slag and fly ash) increase of the
strength of hydrates which represent the weakest links of the microstructure.

Chapter 5
• Macroscopic (“effective” or “homogenized”) elastic stiffness properties and

fracture energy of mortars and concretes are strongly related (i) to the
corresponding mechanical properties of nanoscopic C-S-H, and (ii) to the
scale-separated hierarchical organization of cementitious materials.

• The macroscopic fracture energy results from (i) the fracture energy of solid
C-S-H, (ii) the volume fractions of all microstructural constituents, and
(iii) their characteristic interaction, implying that cracks propagate along
pathways with minimum material resistance, i.e. either through pores or
around strong obstacles such as cement clinker, sand, and aggregate grains.
• The covered sphere approach is introduced to upscale fracture energy from
nanoscopic solid C-S-H up to macroscopic mortar or concrete.

• A microfracturemechanics damage model for damage accumulation zones

in concrete and mortars is introduced. The model includes size effect and
it allows for predicting the tensile strength of mortars and concretes as well
as their tension-induced softening in the post-peak regime, characterized by
the formation of a damage accumulation zone containing interacting cracks
of different sizes.

Further research
The following topics open interesting research opportunities:
• Recommendations and guidelines for testing compressive strength of cement
pastes should be developed to minimize scatter of results.

• Experimental evidence on how C-S-H density distribution influences compressive strength is required.

• Scaling of strength for C-S-H: recent micro-bending tests on hydrated ce-

ment pastes identified tensile strength of inner product as high as 700
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MPa [114]. Such strength is higher than those predicted by current models.
• Multiscale models need further elaboration for systems beyond the OPC

basis producing C-S-H. Particularly alkali-activated systems (N-A-S-H gel),
calcium aluminate cements (C-A-H gel), oxychloride, or phosphatic cements
are of interest.

• Extension of model for tensile failure towards consideration of blended cements.

• Role of interfaces should be assessed to further improve model predictions.
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